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by the Eloquent ConMichigan.
The Journal does not usually report political meetings held just before election, as
they lose their interest when £he votes have
been counted. The Republican meeting in
the Opera House last Saturday evening was,
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on Increase of Salaries..ObituPersonal Death of Dr. Lorimer.
Country Editor..A Roosevelt Song
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.Our Political Poets..To Harthe Missouri...How Codfish are
A Lineolnville Musical Treat.
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amily Reunion.

when hi years of age entered the Union
Army, serving in the ranks of the Sixtylit th Ohio Volunteer Infantry from October, 1861, to December, 1865; was severely
wounded in action at Resaca, Georgia;
graduated fron the Ohio W esleyan University, 1*70; studied in the school of theology,
Boston University, l*7u7i; graduated from
tliH Albany Law School, 1876; practiced
law one year in Grand Rapids, Mich., and
then entered the ministry of the Methodist
Episcopal church, in which he served
twelve years; was commander of the Department of Michigan, Grand Army of the
Republic, in 1*88; was made professor in
aim public lecturer for Albion College,
1**9; was appointed by Governor John T.
Rich Secretary of State, in March, 1*94, and
was subsequently twice nominated by acclamation and elected to succeed himself;
was elected to the Fifty-sixth Congress and
re-elected t<» the Fifty-seventh, Congress,
receiving 25,99* votes, to 21,806 for Stephen
1>. Williams, Democrat, 1,022 for Oliver H.
Perry, Prohibitionist, and496 for George II.
West, Socialist.
Hon. L. T. Carleton of Winthrop, an eloquent and effective speaker, was to have
addressed the meeting, and was in the city
in tlie morning, but was unexpectedly called
home. It therefore devolved upon Mr.
Gardner to entertain the large and representative audience, and for one hour and a
half lie held their close attention and
evoked their hearty applause.
In his
opening remarks he spoke of some of
Maine's distinguished sons—Hamlin, Blaine,
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A. \Y. Ellis, previously rere at Toothaker’s
Swan’s
i'
Moated last Thursday night.
■vas tilled with oil barrels and she
pumped out. The Kockland tug
Smith towed her to this port
nioon, and she was grounded on
ist above the lower steamboat
: •* made considerable water comtier
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tturday morning

pumped out
■i on Gilcbrest’s marine railway.
running rigging, blocks, one an>, etc., were brought here by the j
Good Intent, and the mainmast j
> carried
away at Swan’s Island,
boom, were towed here alongside
Milliken, Reed, and later of Fessenden, and
The schooner is not so badly
then said that he should not discuss local
as had been reported.
The keej
issues, concerning which those present were
r
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was

short distance aft of the forethe shoe for the remaining disrudder is hanging by one pintle

™

a

■adly chafed

on the starboard side
with the wharf, and about the
hain plates from contact with the
n the wharf.
The vessel is not
•ml her timbers are not started;
said that to lit her for service it
accessary to make quite extensive
addition to those called for by
er.
Capt. Ralph \Y. Pattershall,
-lit a half interest in the vessel
went ashore, lias borne the ex:i -ating and bringing her here,
urge T. < is borne, who was in com'.lie Kliis at the time of the disaster,
one of the owners, had expected
-'oim at Sullivan, but at the last
he.
was a hitch as to the charter
as uttered bl.'-’o, loaded and disearry paving to New York from
and. 11 e had never been at Toothand enquii d particularly if it
pace to iay and was assured
is.
Aug. loth he sailed from !>el:timbered that night at btonington.
morning he arrived at destination,
a ad rep*, irted to C. J. Hull, who'
tin* quarry, and who was sartin early arrival of the vessel,
he said he was all ready and
a man aboard to pilot the vessel
wharf. Capt. Osborne said he was
had come as he did not like the
the place, but he was assured it
right. The vessel was hauled in
i ng began,
boon it began r,j rain,
•Mali said it was only a fog shower
they had occasionally and would
■■'off.
It dually rained so hard that
stopped. Then it began to blow,

'.act
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-borne got out extra fasts, but the
rged heavily against the whaif
'•> fenders were ground up and he
n e for more.
The wooden guards
wharf were soon demolished, the
at the end wrecked, and the granite
which the wharf was built were
•••! and rolled about, their sharp
witting oft the hawsers which held
The anchor was let go, but did
and after going about one and a
her length the vessel grounded
"cks. Some idea of the sea may be
the fact that no one could stand
vessel’s deck, and the men could
about on their hands and knees.
* as tfie storm abated
preparations
wde for getting the vessel off. The
tile
accident the revenue eutowing
odbury came to render assistance. A
was made fast around the maino't above the poop deck, but before
fairly taut the rope cut through
t and it fell forward, held up by the
it was rotten as punk, and the
iy.
ad is in the same condition. The
iually gave up. Sept. 4th the steamalhaven went to the scene of the
but after pulling several times and
her hawser she gave it up. Capt.
■hall then gave the job of floating tire
to Horace E.
Stanley of Swan's
who blew away part of the ledge
mid the vessel from coming off and
ited without further assistance,
unison's History says of the great
:K7b: “Only one vessel on the stocks
unit, a brig of 500 tons, partially comin the yard of C. P. Carter A Co. In
ird, one of the hardest struggles took
to save two other vessels which were
ready for launching.” One of these
was the schooner A. W Ellis.
One
original owners, and who still reIs interest, remarked Saturday that
Conner had then cost §18,000 and that
is were burned in the sail loft and
ills had to be bought. The vessel was
! for an Ellsworth lumberman and
ousiness for many years was carrying
from Ellsworth to Rondout. Later
gaged in general coasting and made
oil voyages to Jacksonville.
Under
Ephraim Ryder she was mainly en"I in the Rockland lime trade. She has
many different commanders, including
if the best known master mariners of
1
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'"‘'fast.
A
meeting of the owners of the Ellis was
;' I Tuesday at the store of N. S. Lord &

and after some discussion it was
that Capt. Ralph W. I’attershall
1
bad previously bought a half interest,
'Id take the vessel and assume the pay■mt of all bills against her.
"mI
1
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Agricultural

Course at the U.

of M.

Hie “Two Year School Course” in Agriat the University of Maine will
(‘hire
km September 22d instead of September
i, as previously announced. The
change
'“
made to make this course coincide with

ffMs of the University.
There is
mition for the agricultural courses.

no

—
—

better informed than himself.
He then
took up the national issues and outlined the

that every good measure and the legislation under which the country has prospered
is due to the Republican party and has
been secured against the opposition of the
! Democratic party. In a very dramatic way
| he described the monuments which each
| four years the Democrats have erected to
their dead issues, and closed with advice to
young men as to their party affiliations.
If
any doubted the statements he had made he
advised looking these matters up in our
public library. There is no occasion to do
that for the facts and figures he presented
are well known.
If is worthy of note that
the address contained no harsh criticism of
our opponents.
lie spoke kindly of Bryan,
but suggested that probably the eloquent
champion of h> to 1 now realized that he
had been mistaken.
Kx-Mayor Clarence O. Poor presided and
a number of citizens occupied seats on the
platform. The Belfast Band, always an
attraction of itself, gave two selections in

j

post office square before the meeting and
played in the hall before and after the
address.
YACHTS AND BOATS.
The schooner yacht Windward, (’apt. W.
D. Scott, was in Dyer's dock Tuesday to
clean bottom, etc.

Roy Coombs has hauled up his launch, the
Urea, and gone to lslesboro to run one of
the Drexel launches.
Wm. Kotmau has shipped his launch to
Xew York. Capt. Davies took her to Rockland, where she was put on board a schooner
The Blaisdeli and Daggett launches and
the Speranza’s boats and launch have been
placed in winter quarters in the shed at tiie
end of Cottrell’s boat shop.
The Roberts brothers’ launch has been
hauled up and housed at Macombers; and
Dr. R. 11. Derby’s Petrel, and T. George
Dodworth's Caprice are in winter quarters
at the same place.
1. M. Cottrell has another government
contract, for 11 boats similar to those built
by him the past season. Two are for the
dredger Key West built by Gilchrest, 3 for
the dredger Savannah building at Sparrow's
Point, Md., and i> for two dredgers building
at Greenport, X. Y. The two boats for the
Key West are iu frame.
SOUTH MONTVILLE CLUB OF
We print

’69.

the 6th page the usual interesting report of the annual meeting ot this
club. Fallowing is a list o£ those present:
A. V. Martin, wife and two children, J.
W. Prescott, wife and two children, G. W.
Prescott, C. M. Howes, wife and four children, S. P. Colby and wife, J. W. Sukeforth
and wife, O. W. Ripley and wife, C. F. Conner and daughter, Simeon Cram, Herbert
Cram, Mrs. Eastman and daughter, C. T.
Randall, wife and two children, Sarah Bryant, G. F. Randall and wife, E. Moore, Harry Oxton, E. S. Adams and wife, E. A. Dihslow and wife, C. E. Gilman and wife, B. F.
Knowles, wife and son, A. L. Pease, wife
and son, W. E. Prescott, C. S. Adams, wife
and two children, Harry Fogg, Milbury
Hunt, J. W. Skinner and son, Sirs. Charles
Skinner, St. George, Me., Abbie Nickerson
and daughter, Lynn, Mass., O. P. Fuller,
wife and daughter, Camden, Me., Emma
Leighr and two children, Brighton, Mass.,
Emma Tail-, Los Angeles, Calif., Caro Keating, Rockland, Me., Mrs. Sarah Ham, Dorchester, Mass., Mrs. Mary Stetson and two
children, Dorchester, Mass.
on

Xorthport.

Palermo.

Prospect.

•Searsmont.

OF

THE GRANGES.

The meeting of Waldo County Grange
with Seaside Grange, Belfast, Sept. 20th,
will be opened at ID o’clock sharp. The
fifth degree will be conferred in full form.
There will be the usual reduced rates byrail.
Granite Grange will hold their annual
picnic in the grove near N. L. Littlefield’s
in Prospect Sept. 21st, Bro. Littlefield will
serve ice cream.
The proceeds will be for
Granite Grange. There will be speaking
and a short program. The public are cordially invited.
E. M.

C.

Seminary, Buckspoit.

Rev. S. A, Bender is very busy attending
to the final arrangements before the opening of the fall term, Sept. 20th, of the East
Maine Conference Seminary. According to
present indications a large entering class
will be enrolled this fall. The same efficient
staff of teachers will be in charge the coming year as last, with the exception of
Arthur H. Gregory in the commercial department in the place of A. E. Cooper. The
other teachers are as follows: Rev. S. A.
Bender, D. D., president; Miss Edna A.
Bright, A. B., preceptress; Prof. Arthur H.
Carver, Miss Bertha M. Morgan, Mrs. F. R.
Fuller, Miss Mildred Stone, Mrs. Ellen M.
Godfrey and Miss Florence Stover.

Thorndike.
Troy.
unity.
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Waldo.

Republicans Re-elect Their Congressmen,
a
Large Majority of the Legislature
and

Most

of

the

County

pected.

“It is evident that Maine wished to send
good report to express her hearty support of the present national administration.*’
out a
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THE CO IN TIES.

Thomas, Topsham. The only fight
was over the sheriffship, in which the Prohibition nominee, Rev. Charles II. Young
of Bowdoinham, carried six towns and
polled 1002 votes against 1783 received byMr. Ballou, who has held the office for over
gene

years.
Somerset. Practically complete returns
from all the towns in this county show a
Republican plurality of about 1700 for Cobb
over Davis.
The Republican candidate for
sheriff, Smith, is elected over Lang, the
present incumbent, by about 27 votes.
Washington. The entire Republican
county ticket is elected, though by a verymuch reduced plurality. Some Democratic
representatives are elected. The county is
carried by the Republicans by about 1200

majority.

York. The Republicans made almost a
clean sweep, the Democrats succeeding in
electing but one of their candidates, a representative to the legislature from the towns
of Old Orchard and South Berwick. The
Republican majority- for Cobb, governor,
and Allen, congressman, was largely increased over that of two years ago. The
fight centered on the offices of sheriff and
county attorney. George O. Athorne and
Geo. L. Emery, Republicans, were elected
sheriff and county- attorney respectively by
a very large
majority.
THE VOTE OF BELFAST, SEPT. 12, 1904
FOR GOVERNOR.
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Lincoln. After one of the most exciting political contests ever held in Lincoln
county, John M. (Hidden, Jr.,of New Castle,
Republican, defeated Bradford Redonnett
of Bristol, the Democratic candidate for
clerk of the court, by six votes in a total poll
of 4,200. Cvrus
Tupper of Boothbay, Dem.,
was elected to the
senate, defeating Walter
B. Clarke, Rep., by 30 votes. John R. Rafter, Dem., was rr-elected sheriff by a plurality of 460. The Republicans elected the
rest of the county ticket bv a margin of 100
votes.
Penobscot. The vote in Bangor shows
a gain of 682 over the vote of two years ago.
The Republicans lose two of their city representatives. Those elected are Charles E.
Bliss and J. B. Mullin, Democrats, and
Frank II. Tupper, Republican. Both the
successful Democrats ran way ahead of
their ticket. Lewis A. Barker of Bangor was
me of the defeated Republican candidates.
The Democrats claim to have elected two
representatives in the county. The Republican county ticket is elected.
Piscataquis. Entire Republican ticket
sleeted. Cobb’s plurality over Davis 1200.
Sagadahoc. This county followed its
lid-time custom in throwing a handsome
Republican plurality and electing the following ticket: Senator, Albert H. Shaw,
Bath ; county attorney, Charles D. Newell,
Richmond; register of probate, Harry C.
Webber, Phippsburg; sheriff, John W.
Ballou, Bath; county commissioner, Charles
D. Crosby, Arrowsic; treasurer, Albert L.

Strout, Bath; representatives to legislature,
Harold M. Sewall and Samuel R. Percy,
Bath, Clarence O. Purinton, Bowdoin, Eu-
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FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

VOTE ON TIIE AMENDMENT.

Yes.
No.

Legislative

21
48

35
59

Vote of Waldo

22 8 4
47 20 24

County,

Poor.
Belfast.477
37
Plurality
Morton.

Wnterport.225

Frankfort.113
Monroe.149
Brooks.121
Jackson. 61
Total.669

Plurality.313
Sparrow.

Burnham. 77

1904.

Abbott.
440

Littlefield.
81
101
48

70
56
356

Lainson.

Thorndike. 80
Freedom. 69
Montville.151
Knox. 70

81
81
107
52
00
87
44

Total.683

512

Troy. 94
Unity.130

90
204

Plurality.171
Merrithew. Pendleton.

Prospect. 58
Stockton Springs.ins
Searsport.156

Swanville. 78
Islesboro. 28
Waldo. 48

Total.470

Plurality.
Adams.

Xorthport.

73
101

06
52
187
30
515
39

Jones.

51
87
90
29
38
91
86

08
125
144
03
54
68
72

Total.472

596
124

Lincolnville.
Searsmont.
Belmont.
Morrill.

Liberty.

Palermo.

Plurality.
SECRET SOCIETIES

The regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be held next Monday even-

ing.
The Knights Templar at San Francisco,
Sept. 8th, elected George M. Moulton of Illinois Grand Master.
The following prominent Maine Ked Men
will represent this Great Reservation at the
annual session of the Great Council of the
United States, I. O. R. M., at St. Joseph,
Mo., Sept. 12 to 17: Otis W. Bailey and
wife of Calais; C. W. Blagden and wife of
Sanford; W. A. Swett, Falmouth Foreside;
George E. Foster, Lisbon Falls.
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Framingham, J
visit of several weeks.

Chellis Michaels returned Monday from
Seal Ilarbor, where he was employed dur-:
ing the summer at the Seaside Inn.

Deputy United States Marshal Bernes O.
Nortou arrived Satu’ day from Portland. As
usual he came to cast his vote at
Monday’s
flection.
rite Venerable II. P. Seymour of Now
V ork, Archdeacon of the
Episcopal church
d’ Maine, has been'visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Frost, East Side.

OP
lid
80
113
54
38
70
38

-Miss Alice (1. Fessenden who
spent the
minuter in Belfast and
vicinity, left yesterlay for her home in Stamford, Conn., hut
will make some visits en route.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. ( amnbell and
Master Willie from Moncton, X.
1!., ave
,-isiting Mrs. Campbell's sister, Mrs. Warvn E. Ma'-sli.
will
return home by
They
he way of Boston, to visit relatives and
'fiends in that locality.

58
88
21)
03
44
71
01
51
80

Among the out of town students who en.ered the Banks' Business
College this term
ire the
following: Until A. Sinai1, Thorn-

!

Mrs. Hannah J. West died at her home in :
the Se'mond house Sunday afternoon, Sept,
11th, aged -15 years, 3 months and 0 days, j
She was the daughter of the late William
and Augusta Lunt of Frankfort, where she
was born.
She left a brother, John Lunt,
and a sister, Mrs. Etta Robinson, both of
liucksport. She married Joshua Jordan of
Sandy point, who lived a very short time,
and later married Walter II. West of this ]
city. In 189-5 Mr. and Mrs. West met with:
a carriage accident, r reiving injuries from !
which Mr. West died and from which Mrs.
West never fully recovered. She was for
many yea's employed at the Brooks House
and was housekeeper in the Crosby Inn.
She came to Belfast last October from Massachusetts, where she was employed, to care t
for the late Mrs. Edwin Salmond and was :
her faithful nurse until her death last
spring. Mrs. West was a most excellent I
rook and attempted to keep a private boarding house the past season, but was compelied to give it up on account of failing
health. Her niece, Miss Melissa M. Robinson of liucksport, bas been constant in her
Bare for the deceased for the last few (
months. Mrs. West left a large circle of
friends and relatives who will sincerely
mourn the removal of a kind hearted and
true friend. The funeral took place at her
late home last Tuesday afternoon at 2
/clock, Rev. Harry Lutz, Unitarian, of-

j

j

[

ficiating.
(llolmes; Carter died
Sunday, Sept. 4th, at her home in Waldo,
lifter a lingering illness trout heart disease.
She was born in Belfast, Feb. 27, 185ii, and
was the daughter of James and Hannah
(Ward) Holmes. She was married to James
Alvah Carter of North Searsport and resided there several years, when the family
Four children were
removed to Waldo.
born to them, but two died in infancy. She
is survived by her husband aud two daughters, Harriet and Emily. She leaves six
brothers and three sister: James Holmes of
Nevada, Mrs. Susan Pearsall of California,
Roscoe Holmes of Ellsworth, Alonzo
Holmes of Swanville, John Holmes of New
York, Albee Holmes of Dakota, Frank
Holmes, Mrs. Harry Furbish and Mrs. F.
M. Bailey of Belfast. She was a devoted
wife and mother and a true friend. She
united with the Congregational church at
North Belfast in 1878 and found much comfort in her religious life. The funeral took
place at the church in North Searsport,
Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Citypoint officiating. The floral offerings were many and
beautiful.
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Mrs. Clara Forbuslr of Howard, R. 1., is
visiting Sirs. F. SI. F>a:ley.
Sirs. S. R. Crawford and Sirs. Ellis

are

visiting relatives in Warren.
Sliss Lillian Slason returned last week
from a visit of six weeks in Portland.
to

Inez N. Frost went to Waterville
Slonday
take a course in the Business College.

week

Slrs. R. C. Leonard returned to Meriden,
Conn., Slonday from a visit to relatives in
Belfast.

let'. Mass.

Mrs. II. C. Marden ami Mrs. Annabel
I nderwood are visiting Mrs. K. !i. Colbv
n Sunset.

fcteorgiana

>

Mrs. II. Woodbury and" Miss Helen red to their home in Dover recently from
visit of several w vks in Belfast.

Liirn
a

Sidney and Esther Evans, Sidney Johnson

and

Leslie Huberts of Waldo station
at Freedom

attending the fall term
Academy.
are

Mr. and Mrs. Irving C. Smith of Itnel;laml Mass., have been guests of Mr.
Smith’s sister Mrs. Freeman M. Wood, the
past week.
Airs. < harles Kennedy and daughter of
uburndaie, Mass., who have been guests
>f Miss Grace K. Burgess, left Sunday for

A

Bar Harbor.

Roscoe Holmes of Ellsworth and John
II dines of Brooklyn N. V., wen- ca’l d to
Belfast last wr >k to attend the luneral or
their sister, Mrs. G. II. Carter.

Morrill; Flora Tasker, Monroe: Faustina
Larrabee, Monroe; Annie It. Grant, Saudvroint; Walter W. Wescott, Bluehill.

Stanley I). Miisonof Sears a:out returned
Kent’s Hill Monday t > resume his studies.
He was accompanied by his sister
Amy,
who will spend the winter with him.
K. K. Tibbetts, Alice Spratt Tibbetts and
Richard Spratt Tibbetts attended the fourth

Wilmer J. Dorman of the Belfast Savings
Batik returned last week from a
trip to
Aioostook. \\ ith a Bangor friend lie went
ever the
Bangor A Aroostook and its
tranches and saw something of the great
umber industry of that region. He returnfd greatly impressed with the extent and

Gen. Henry L. Mitchell was
passenger
the steamer City of Bangui Sept. ;th for
Boston. lie was joined at Belfast by Mrs.
Mitchell. who spent the summer in Northport.

like; Lizzie B. Frye, Montvi'le; Boy Cross,

OBITUARY.

Mrs.

—

Mr. and Mrs. Irving I) llobinsoi of Boson arrived
recently to visit Mr. Thomas r
Miss Ellen I). Townsend returned -MonLogan and family.
day night from her home in New Haven, I
Mrs. ( arrie h. Peir -» h is return' d from
Conn where she spent her summer \;u-'
few weeks visit with her
tion.
■, Mis
Horace Childs, in Boston.
Mrs. S. E. Farrington of
Bucksport visitDischarges in banlrruptey has been grant’d her cousin, Mrs. B. F.
Maddocks, last
td to Win. Q. Spinney, Stockton
week. It was then- first meeting in
Springs,
fifty and
Cileries A. Kenney, Knox.
i et rs.

coun-

1720

mu

Mass., for

cil and members or th ".Senate and House
of Representatives be increased to three
hundred dollars in place of one hundred
and fifty dollars as now provided by law,
and the salary of the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House to live himred dollars in place of three hundred dolors as now provided by law.”
Yes.
No.
Belfast. 0()
204
Belmont.
3
58
Brooks.
37
42
Burnham.
io
41
Frank for*. 20
37
Freedom.
p
54
Islesboro.
s
14
.Jackson.
o
op
Knox.
3
41
Lincolnville.
Monroe.
Mont vi lie.
Morrill.
North port.
Palermo.

1

113
32

~

®

Sirs. Edwin Slayo of Brewer was in Belfast last week, the guest of Sirs. Helen
Clyde Holmes, who was employed at Seal
Ha-bor during the summer, is visiting his Crosby.
Mr. Edwin S. Bowkerand
brothers in Massachusetts.
family returned
Slonday night from a ten days visit in MalMrs. Maria T). I'eirce and Miss

Increase ol Salaries.
JLiA

have gone to St. Louis
visit the Exposition.

James \\ illiams has returned to his home
in Lisbon, Me., after a visit with relatives
in Camden and Linoolnville.

4

1067 lOx 2978 2195 49

3
1
5
3

79

:

Mrs. Alice Lelaud of Mt. Desert is visitat F. L. Robertson’s.

Framingham, Mass.,

3
2

3

r

Sirs. Rev. Geo. C. Howard of
Strong is
Harry Kilgore went to the Maine General
her sister, Sirs. Rev. J. W. Hatch.
Hospital last Friday for surgical treatment visiting
of his throat.
George Keyes and Ernest Webber entered
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Starrett of South Colby Classical Institute at Waterville this

8

2
5

>

a

3

|

ing

Mrs. Henry Parker and son Isaac of
Camden spent last week with Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Thayer.

1

9

S

a
f
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120

50
251

Miss Adah Johnson of Worcester, Mass.,
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Coombs.
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61
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383
64
■54
55

56
41
04
1-1
46
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531
29
134
75
113
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recently.

lilt:

Edwin C. Burleigh.... 174 14* 120 59 30 549
Elliott N. Benson.120 85 80 23 51 304
Rufus II. Townsend...
1
2
3
Giles G. Abbott.
1
1

®

^

•

?

T„csi;.

^IsIS’lr

a

r

PERSONAL.
r*

-s

Totals

William T. Cobb.173 142 120 52 59 34(1
Cyrus VV. Davis.120 88 85 23 51 307
Nathan F. Woodbury.. Ill
25
Wilbur G. llapgood_
2
2

|

®

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Russell and little son
of Union visited relatives in town

Vote

can.

Republican candidate for governor, gave
Coob 1064, Davis, Deni., 697. In 1900 Rockland gave Hill, Rep., 1002, Lord, Dem., 698,
1 gain of 62 votes over four
years ago. With
Criehaven and Matinicus yet to hear from
Mr. Cobb has come w ithin seven votes of
uarrying the county. Two years ago those
plantations gave a Republican plurality of
5. Judge Robinson and Harry C. Pease are
very close to their opponents and the Courier-Gazette says a recount would undoubtedly elect them. By an error ill the ballots
sent to Rockport and St. George the Republicans suffered heavily, and a contest will
no doubt be made.
OxFoiiii. Fryeburg, the first town to be
heard from, gives Cobb, R., for governor,
170. and Davis, D., 80.
In 1900, Hill, R.,
had 184, and Lord, D., 97. The county is

oi

20

Akoostouk. Nearly complete returns
from Aruo&:uuk county give Cobb, Republican, a plurality of 4000 over Davis, DemoFOR SENATOR.
crat.
Tnis is a Republican gain of 250 over
Lucius C. Morse.170 138 110 51 59 540
the vote of four years ago. The entire ReAdalbert Millett.118 92 89 24 51 374
publican county ticket is elected.
1
1
2
4
Androscoggin. The county has gone Thomas C. Smart.
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.
Democratic, giving Davis, Democrat, a pluof
58
over
rality
Cobb, Republican, for Gov- Burton F. Foster..110 95 88 40 51 390
ernor, and giving John L. Cummings, Deni- ! John R. Dunton.177 130 117 29 01 520
Herat, a plurality of rising GOO over Ch tries
W. T. C. Runnells.
1
2
3
b. Cummings, Republican, for sheriff. LewFOR JUDGE OF PROBATE.
iston elects four Democratic representatives
ami Lisbon one Democratic representative, George E. Johnson.177 145 119 53 59 553
which will give Androscoggin county’s rep- James Libby.119 85 80 22 51 303
resentatioii in the lower house seven Re- George F. Sherman.
11
24
publicans to live Democrats. The county
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE.
ticket is in doubt, but is probably DemoCharles P. Hazeltine.. 170 142 119 52 59 548
cratic.
»
Cumberland. Sheriff William M. Pen- Daniel B. Plummer_119 87 85 23 31 305
FOR SHERIFF.
nell, Democrat, of Brunswick, was re-elected with about 1503 plurality. 11 is total vote,
Amos F. Carleton.174 133 110 51 57 531
was
a
6u{)5,
gain of 1200 over 15)02. M. E. Willard B. F. Twombly.120 97 89 24 53 383
Trel'ethen increased his vote of two years Ashbel T. Webb.
1
2
3
ago bv a like figure, while Charles Dunn,
John R. Dunton.
1
1
Prohioitionist, fell off much from A. 8. BisFOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
bee’s vote ol' 5000 two years ago. Oakley
Curtis, Democrat, was chosen Senator over William A. Bragg.173 143 120 52 59 517
Samuel D. Plummer, Republican, of Port- Henry M. Cole.120 87 85 23 51 300
1
2
3
land, and Janies McDonald, Democrat, was Franklin B. Cole.
elected county commissioner over V. D.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
Ward, Rep. These, with Sheriff Pennell,
Alfred A. Small.104 132 115 52 57 520
are the only Democrats elected on the counB. Hall.128 98 91 23 53 393
ty ticket. The Republicans elected seven Cyrus
Hiram L. McAllister...
11
4
2
representatives in Portland, and in all save
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATULE.
Bridgton,Cumberland, Westbrook and Scarboro.
Clarence O. Poor.140 117 111 52 51 477
Franklin. Returns are scattering, but Giles G. Abbott.140 114 96 23 01 44U
indicate that the county is solidly RepubliHancock. Excepting for sheriff, the Republicans elected their entire ticket, including two senators and eight representatives.
Byron 11. Mayo, Dem- jrat, was elected
sheriff.
Kennebec.
The Republicans swept
Kennebec county by 1800 plurality for Cobb
over Davis.
IIam is elected sheriff bv 1100
votes over Plaisted.
The Democrats get
only one representative, C. F. Johnson of
out
of the 13 in Kennebec counWaterville,

Vote
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Tickets.'

This is the second appearance this year
of the well known Journal rooster, and in
November he will come out again to crow
for the election of Roosevelt and Fairbanks.
Returns from the back towns and a careful revision of former figures place the
Republican plurality at about 27,000.
Returns from 450 cities, towns and plantations out of 522, give William T. Cobb (R.)
75,954; Cyrus W. Davis (D.), 50,017. Same
places in 1900 gave Hill (R.), 72,541; Lord
The Republican gain over
(D.), 39,714.
1900 is now estimated at 5 per cent., and the
Democratic gain at 24 per cent.
Additional returns in the congressional
districts have not altered the result, all four
congressmen being returned by pluralities
ranging from 5,000 to 7,000.
Next year’s Senate will probably stand 27
Republicans and four Democrats, as against
29 Republicans and one Democrat in the last
legislature. It is esitmateu that the House
will be 121 Republicans and 30 Democrats.
The last House stood 131 Republicans and
20 Democrats.
The four senators this year will come
from Androscoggin, Cumberland, Knox and
Lincoln coumies.
Chairman E. C. Jones of the Democratic
State committee, refused, Monday, to make
any comment on the result of the State election.
William T. Cobb, the successful Republican candidate lor governor of
Maine, Tuesday made the following statement to the
Associated Press:
“1 look upon the plurality by which the
Republicans have carried .Maine as unexpectedly large and as a strong endorsement
of President Roosevelt’s administration.
The plurality may not prove to be quite
30,009 but it ;> still handsome and far in excess of what the
campaign managers ex-
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Winterport. 226
Total.
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54

Sear.sport.
Stockton Springs. 101
80

«

367

148
44
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Swanville.
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Monroe. 150

Republican.
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Belfast. 540
Belmont. 30
Brooks. 136
Burnham. 71
Frankfort. Ill
Freedom. 66
Islesboro. 90
Jackson. 60
Knox. 79
Liberty. 95
89
Lmcoluville.
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Montville.
Morrill.
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Washington Gardner, Republican, of Albion, was born in Morrow County, Ohio;

?

%

<

biography:

poem).
unis ..Wedding Bells..Transfers

i

—as.

however, sufficiently noteworthy to call for
recognition and comment, although we shall
not attempt to report the address
by Hon.
Washington Gardner of Michigan. The
Congressional Directory contains this brief

1

xoibfr 37

THE VOTE OF WALDO COUNTY, 1904.

gressman from

Granges.. .E. m. c. Seminary,
ksport.. Maine, 27.000..The Vote of
: County, 1904 .The Vote of Belsept. 12, 1904..Legislative Vote of
i County. 1904..Secret Societies.,
of Waldo Comity for Governor.,
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MAINE, 27,000.

Tlie Address in Belfast

A. W. Ellis—Agricultural
the 1). of M. Hon. Washing(Jardner...Yachts and .Boats...

"'»er
-<• at

Thursday,September 15, 1904.

mpurtai.ee of Maine's most northern
y-

coun-

Bear Admiral Joseph A. .Smith, U. S.
X.,
■vho is spending the summer at liar Harjor, was born in Maehias and is the last
survivor of the officers who were serving
>n the famous warship
Kearsarge when
die sank the Alabama. Another Maehias
nan on the Kearsarge was Daniel li. Nar;ent, paymaster's clerk, and botii were conleniporaries and playmates of the miter in
;hat good old town.
The

entertainments at Xorthport have
and are patronized
under the dir ction
if Mrs. Lillian Ilardy Whartf netting
mough to paint the Auditorium, and the
ithers under the direction of Mrs. Addie
Mears Adams adding a good amount to
[he fund for the building of a sea walk
Among the Bangor talent taking part in
die conceits are Mrs. A. li. Taylor, Mrs.
1.
II. Ayer, Mrs. Clement, Miss Cleora
Hane'-, Miss Annie Hass, Mrs. F. II. Chase
mil Messrs. Libby and Stark. Besides Col.
Conklin, who every summer is so generous
;o the children particularly and others in
te-.ieiai, we have in Fhilo Blaisdell another
a ge hearted resident.
Hardly a pleasant
lay passes that he does not takeout in iiis
steam launch parties for trips ail about the
[lay. He is never so liapoy as when giving
ithers a good time.—Isaoel'e linker Chase
n Bangor Commercial.
>' >ome very oupular
nost generously, those

When Henry Dunbar entered Delano’s
shop one morning last week he was
greeted by name, aud soon after taking his
seat a stranger in an adjoining chair touchid him on the arm and enquired “Is this
Mr. Dunbar.” “Yes,” was the response.
‘Henry Dunbar?” “Y'es." “Well, 1 maried your sister Emma.”
It was Alonzo
F. Dexter of Clay Centre, Kansas, and this
vas his first visit to Belfast for ao years. He
lad arrived on the boat that morning and
itopped for a shave before reporting at the
lome of his brother-in-law.
He left Monlay for his home in Kansas. Mr. Dexter is
t native of Vermont, but left home at an
■arly age and while a lad went to California
n a vessel.
After some time spent in the
nines there he went to Kansas, where he
liade a fortunate location and has prospered
;reatly. His wife, formerly Miss Emma
Dunbar of this city, died in 1878.
jar her

:o

annual reunion of the James Chadwick Association in south China, Sept nth.
on

Mrs. B. B. Foster ami sous Herbert,
Thomas and William » >., returned t<. their
home in Portland Friday from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Win. II. Quimby at Pitcher’s
Pond.
Miss Katherine Bickford left last Friday
morning for Brooklyn, X. Y. Mr. HarveySelf of Brookly n, who spent a few weeks
with the Bickford family, left early last
week.
Mr. ami Mrs. G. E. Evans, child and
maid, left yesterday for their home in New
York. Mr. Evans was called home by telegram on account of business.
liere last Sunday.
The engagement of

Miss

He arrived
Florence

M.

Phillips, daughter of Mr. n.i Mrs. Franklin F. Phillips, i’ll Holland >tr*-et. West
Somerville, to Herberts. K.mb;i!i of New
ton (Waban), is announced.—><nnerville.
Mass., Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. (George Merrill of Portland,
Oregon, arrived in Belfast last week to visit
Mrs. Helen Crosby. T1 ey r;.me ».:<t to attend the National Encampment G. A. !;., in
Boston and will visit the St l/n: s Exposition

on

their way home.
Death of Dr.

Loriiner.

A Her a week’s illness of pnetimoif
Rev.
Hr. G >rge C. Loriiner,-for many yea is the

beloved pastor of Tremont Temple', Boston,
died in Aix-les-Bains, fiance, Sept, nth
With him at the time were bis son, George
Horace Loriiner, and the latter's wife, lie
was born in Scotland in 1SJ8 and came to
this countrv at the age of 17, as a member
of a theatrical
oupe. and was playing at
the theatre in Louisville, Ky\, when he fell
under religious influences, and conversion
changed his destiny from the stage to the

pulpit.
Kev. George Claude Loriiner, H. 1).,
preacher, author and lecturer, was one of
the best known and most widely loved
clergymen in the country. For years the
inspiring spirit, pastor and leader of Tremont Temple, the members of his congregation felt for him an art Hion and admiration which was almost idolatry, and this
feeling seemed to be felt wherever he went.
When he preached in Chicago he tilled the
great church there. He preached every

summer to enormous congregations in London and had calls to London churches, and
he kept his grip on tfcg people when he
weut from Boston to New York.
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What

be Done

by Irrigation

in North

Dakota.
Published Every Thursday Morning by the

Minot, N. II., Sept. 12,1904. TwentyRepublican Journal Publishing Co. five years ago, Major J. W. Powell, the
greatest American authority on irrigaCHAKIjLS A. P1LSBLRY, j business Manager. tion, told the people of North Dakota,
at their constitutional convention, some
Subscription Terms: In advance, §2.00 a year; plain facts about this semi-arid section
months.
lor
three
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents
which they were then loth to believe,
Advertising Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week and but which have since proven only too
subsequent insertion.

25 cents for each

FOR

true. He told them that in the western
portion of the State they would have to
depend upon irrigation and that in the

PKESIDKNT,

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

eastern part they could grow good crops
with natural rainfall; but that in the

OF NEW YORK.

FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS,
OF

INDIANA.
EDITOR.

THE COUNTRY

The Southern editor is
picturesque in bis

and

usually breezy
language, and

Austin Calian of the Ozona Southwest
In a paper
Texan is no exception.
read at a recent meeting of the Southwestern Texas Press Association at
San Angelo he laid down the following

middle portion an entire dependence
upon rainfall must ultimately bring disaster; that they would have a series of
years when there would be abundant
crops; and then for a number of years
there would be scant rainfall, when
crops would fail and disaster and discouragement would overtake thousands
of people. Up and down the temperature of agriculture would rise and fall
with the seasons—the lean years and
the fat.

“You

will,”

he

said, “hug

did lignite coal, worth at the mine only
There you have it. The
a dollar a ton.
water of the Missouri, a limitless, ceaseless supply; just above it land, made by
centuries of river sediment, and immediately at hand one of the cheapest
I known fuels to pump the water onto
khe land. It did not take an engineer
to see the feasibility and cheapness of
this undertaking.
Cut why, I asked myself, had it not
been done? Why had not farmers themselves put in windmills and small
pumps? Was there, after all, some inTalks
No.
surmountable obstacle?
with a few of them showed them as
ignorant of irrigation and its simplicity
as are the farmers of Vermont. In fact
they were “rainfall” farmers and they
spoke of irrigation as a mysterious and

complicated process.
UNCLE SAM TO PUMP THE MISSOURI.

return to Bismarck

justified my
conclusions. I found two government
engineers even then investigating the
problem, and, far beyond supplying the
great areas of lower benches, they proMy

pose to elevate the water a hundred and
possibly two hundred feet out onto the
great mesas. I left them preparing for
a trip down the Missouri from the Dakota-Montana line in a small skiff, on
a careful reconnaissance of the Old

to

yourselves the delusion that the climate
is changing. This question is 4,000 years
of coungeneral rules for the guidance
old.
Nothing that man can do will
all
try newspapers: They should print
the climate. There is almost I
change
Muddy, its tributaries and its lands. If
the news, be reliable, devoted to secenough rainfall, but one year and an- ■they find conditions as favorable as
business.
to
stick
tion. avoid abuse and
other you need a little more than you
they seem, a party of surveyors will be
Such a policy, religiously followed, set. It is llowins past vou in vour |
put upon the project at once to make
But
success.
ensure
should certainly
rivers."
and detailed plans, to befollowI
«

bewhile Mr. Calian declared that he
he
lieved in editors telling the truth,

believed also that it was necessary
sometimes to deviate a little from lit-

These words seem truly prophetic as
history of the Dakotas is reviewed

the

back 25 years. The lean years came
and the fat years—the years when there

|
j

surveys
ed by the installation of
water

o

giant pumps,
engines, each of which will create

email

rivor

This work of the government is
plenty of rain and the soil produced fraught with unbounded possibilities
and abundantly, and the cycles of lean years for North Dakota. A great empire lies
writ’!-' m> weddings, funerals
to cifme, when the farmers watched in latent in the midst of the State, the
is
it
wrong
think
births.' 1 do not
of an ugly vain for the
a rose on the cheek
riii
fructifying rainfall and worth of which her own people are but
Pride or to say that some old hypocrite their crops burned to a brown and a beginning to comprehend. The fertiliband when
a- '’one to join the angel
brimstone for crisp: and finally they abandoned their ty of the ages is stored in the ink-black
you know he is shoveling
tan. homes by hundreds and by thousands.
forked
soil and the water of half a continent
that gentleman with the
For three years in succession during flows by, an unused agent of wealthi >ur mission is to make people fee! good
wounded
the
into
uul to pour balm
that period, I was told, laud which be- The day of great things for the land of
will be
hearts, and 1 don’t think we
fore and since yielded 20 bushels of Laughing Water may be close at hand.
mistake
little
tor
any
held responsible
to do that. wheat per acre, produced hut two poor
Guy E. Mitchell.
we may make while trying
1 don't think, either, that C.od Almighty bushels, while thousands of acres were
ARE CAUGHT.
down
CODFISH
HOW
mark
eral truthfulness.

—

For
.1

example:

_

or.nlv

put
will have a black
against us for prevaricating about balook
we
upon a little
oies. sometimes
daub of humanity with a pair of lungs
like a tuur-vear-old harness mule, and
to please the fond mother we must say
tliat it is as prettv a doll and has a
voice as sweet as the choir invisible of
heaven itself.
M r. Callau believes that the country
editor should have principles of his own
.and advocate them in a manly way;
and says that “‘a man who hasn’t
backbone enough to stand up for the

right, to speak out when sentiments
citidear to him are involved, is a poor
But it always made me
zen or editor.
blush for the entire fraternity to see a
quill slinger, without
brains enough to grease a gimlet, sit
astride a nail keg in his own holy of
loud mouthed

holies and bark at the whole world like
a Mexican lice at a circus parade.”’
Then as to business;
The country editor should conduct
his paper upon business plans, "lhe
laborer is worthy of bis hire.” and
or jobevery dollar due on subscription
work or advertising ought to be worth
1 do not believe,
loo cents in gold.
gentlemen of the press, in making thea
sanctum sanctorum a wood shed or
I do not believe in taking

barnyard:
corn'fodder or yellow legged chickens
1 am neither a horse
on subscription.
1 want
Methodist preacher.
nor a

was

never even

A WASTE OE WEALTH.

empire is going
Major Powell stated

by in the rivers, as
-Mowing uselessly to the ocean. That
is apparent enough to anyone visiting
the country. How to get the wateronto
the land is the question. For the very
reason that dry fanning may succeed,
but little interest lias been taken in irri-

Hut the farmers of North Da-

THE FORCEFUL MISSOURI.

A certain Western

lay
pot

conversation

off.

Then

they

scrub

each

fish

winter, stated it as
Missouri river could be dammed at vari- beaches consist of several acres of flat
ground, covered with basalt stones worn
ous
and all its flood waters

and the scissors aside forever, we will
win a tripod in the sanctum sanctorum
of heaven”.
A

Roosevelt Song.

.Scores of poems set to familiar airs
drift into the Republican national and
state headquarters these days. Recently the mail brought a verse which
the writer says should be sung to
“Ilail Columbia.” It is as follows,
R—aise your banners, hail the chief
O—f our country, great and glorious.

6—f

party, long victorious;
S—trenuous always—pressing onward,
our

E—ver watchful—looking forward.
V—ote for 1dm who is truly leading,
E—arnestlv all good causus pleading,

L—est our "nation come to grief,
T—rust in him—our faithful cldef.

its 25 millions of cost, sink into com-

parative insignificance.
what

iv itv now Ton a v

But there are other means of making
the Missouri contribute to American

prosperity. Your correspondent was
fortunate enough to take a trip of some
hundred miles up the river on a steamer, piloted by the last of the old-time
river kings, Captain Grant Marsh, famous as a pilot and river explorer under

trip

my
when

Captain Marsh brought back to
Bismarck the first news of the dreadful
Custer massacre, which made 20 widows
of army officers stationed at Fort Lincoln, just across the river, and brought
a

score

When it bears the

name

Will the raging Wabash
—Chicago Journal.

of Fairbanks
tear banks?

Roosevelt and Fairbanks
Make a very good pair, thanks.
—Kansas City Star.
Then paint the name of Fairbanks
On the river’s rocky bare banks.
—Chicago Tribune.
The rhymers will now get in their work
Upon Roosevelt and Fairbanks;
We will rack our brains and never shirk,
For we are a set of rare cranks.
We will tell though it may not prove true,
Just bow Fairbanks and Roosevelt
In years to come, ’neath the heavens blue,
Will wander o’er some posy-veldt.
—Chicago Record-Herald.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
flu Kind You Hate Always Bought

of wounded soldiers

troops. The Sioux
passing, and ranchers

from Reno’s detached

have had their
Our Political Poets.

Some Details Given

by Himself.

Mr. Kenney has actually escaped from
the paralytic’s fate to which he seemed a
short time since hopelessly doomed. The
surprising report has been fully verified
and some important details secured in a
personal interview with the recent sufferer.
“The doctor,” said Mr. Kenney, “told me
that if I wanted to live any length of time I
would have to give up work altogether, and
he told my friends that the paralysis which
had begun would in time involve my whole

body."
“Just how were you 'afflicted at this
time?” Mr. Kenney was asked.
“Well, I had first hot, and then cold and
Custer, Forsythe, Sheridan, Miles, and clammy feelings, and at times my body felt
as if
needles were being stuck into it.
an important factor in many Indian exThese sensations were followed by terrible
was
little
in
and
There
common
pains,
again I would have no feeling at
peditions.
and such a one as all, but a numbness would come over me,
in
uneventful

likewise

and farmers may dwell and till without
fear of swift annihilation from marahdng braves. But from the pilot house
of the little steamer I could discern, in
the not far future, a development along
the Missouri which would work a yet

greater change than

that of the past
decade. For hundreds of miles the river
is encompassed by steep bluffs from 200
to 250 feet high and from two to three
miles apart. Between these the river

winds,

stream of from a

quarter to a
half mile wide, gradually changing its
course from side to side, but forming
great areas of “bench” lands, twenty,
thirty, and fifty feet high—hundreds of
thousands of acres of surpassingly fertile soil, needing only irrigation. And
the watering of this land turns out to
be among the easiest of projects.
a
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bluff of the Missouri showed a

coal vein of from 6 inches to 12 feet in
thickness; in fact enormous areas of
North Dakota are underlain with splen-

and I would not be able to move. The most
agonizing torture came from headaches and
a pain in the region of my spine.”
“Were you able to sleep ?”
“No. That was one of the worst features
of my case. Night after night I could not
get any natural sleep and my system was
wrecked by the strain of the torturing pains
and the effect of the opiates I was forced to
take to induce sleep. As I look back on
the terrible suffering I endured during this
period I often wonder how I retained my
reason through it all.”
“Have you got rid of all these troubles?”
“Yes, indeed, I am entirely rid of them,
and am daily working at my trade as a hat
fiuisher, but relief came from an unexpected quarter. My help came from Dr. Williams’s Pink Pills for Pale People. I read
one day in a paper an account of a case like
mine which had been cured by these wonderful pills for the blood aud nerves. I
bought a box anci began to take them. The
very first box seemed to help me, and seven
boxes made me entirely well. There can be
no doubt about the thoroughness of my
cure, fori have worked steadily ever since
and that is nearly four years.”
Mr. Kenney is at present employed by the
Merrimac Hat Company and resides at 101
Aubln street, Amesbury, Mass. The remedy which he used with such satisfactory results is sold by all druggists throughout
the world, and is offered as a specific for all
nervous troubles. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
have cured neuralgia, nervous prostration,
St. Vitus’ dance, partial paralysis and locomotor ataxia, as well as common ailments
such as headaches, insomnia and debility.
For forty years, Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Wild Strawberry has been curing summer
eamplaint, dysentery,diarrhoea, bloody flux
pain in the stomach, aud it has never jet
failed to do everything claimed for it.

when conditions are favorable.

and stoves, in all styles, and p,
is the time to order your

of

cooking sto\cfor
cold weather
ranges,
soon be here.
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NEW YORK

CITY.

Makes Good Layers

Fall

m

every ageand
lay like Sheridan’s Condition Powder. It brings pulle’s to early
and
laying maturity, carries old hens safely through :.?:<• monltr
keep*’ them all chipper and busy in the d»_ud of winter w* -mi prices are
higliest. L'sed successfully for bO years.
•»
*
B
Ask your dealer for it. We send one pkg.
n1|
^ 'TO;m
25c; live, f 1.00. Purge 2 lb. can. ?1.2u ; six cans, ^ ~lg ■
f' ,00. Sample beet poultry paper free.
breed

CO.,

r

^^^Boston^Mass.
,

kjiy

Wright

nailed and all nails
the inside before filling.
Place in each barrel a sheet of white
paper on which is printed or stamped
your name and business. Select evensized, perfect fruit and place two layers, stems down, on the bottom, which
will be the top when opened. Then fill
to the top with mature, well grown,
good-sized fruit, free from all defects.
When heading, place the barrel on a
solid plank and by a rocking motion
jar it lightly. Refill to the top of the
barrel and carefully place the head so
that when pressed it will go into its
proper place without pounding or driving it to the right or left. Press it
home and drive down the hoops. These
of course should be loosened before
pressure is applied to the head. Handle
apples in this way and there will be no
on

shakers or broken fruit.—S. P. Gordon,
Grand Isle County, Vt., in New England Homestead.
APPLETON.

Mr. Iddo Graves of Omaha called on
old friends in this vicinity the past week.
.Mr. and Mrs. John E. Arnold of
Schuyler, Neb., and G. H. Page were
guests two days last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Newbert of
C. E. Ripley in Bath
Boston nas been in town a few days_
of
Mrs. Rachel Farrow
Washington, I). C.,
has been the guest of her brothers, Thomas
and Alden Robbins, and her sister, Mrs. David Cummings.. Mrs. Jesse Wentworth and
son Willard are visiting relatives in Mendota, 111. They will be absent three weeks.
.Jason Peabody and Master Harold
Davis of Rockland have been in town a
few days.
—

-$•

world wide.

R. H. Moody.
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Pajamas.

P. Palmers,
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BELFAST,

I

Yat

|

Hogs,

Fat Calves,
Milch Cows,
Beef Cattle

|

If you have live stock
us a
card, give den

Cemetery Work.c-

price. We make week ;,
of live stock from Ma.i
chusetts and believe w,
v
top market price,
stock on

commission
market each week.
\\

Belfast,

Exposition

variety of

MASOX/C

Monuments,

you and give the true
the live stock market

|

weekly report

of

lit

stock market in this pa;

THE
LIBBY
COM PAN \

Burnham Junction,
FRED ATWOOD, w,maireort' Insurance and Real Estate,
REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS,
hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

For Sale or!
Brick house on Congress stre.-r
Also to let a suite of rooms at
\VM. <
Lpply to
Belfast, August 4, 1904.—Bltf

YOUR WINTER’S

BUY

~^VUF ThE^~

Belfast Fuel Sc

Hay

Co.

Wilkesbarre and Scranton, Lattimer ieliigli.
Egg, Stoye and Chestnut,

delivered and

put in

(on level) per ton,

Egg, Stove and Chestnut, (at wharf) per ton,
Lehigh, 25 cents per ton extra.

S7.25
6.85

A discount of 25 cents person will be made from the above
for CASH within TEN DAYS from delivery of coal.

prices

GEORGIA CREEK CUMBERLAND COAL
POCAHONTAS STEAM COAL
WOOD OF ALL KINDS

Westward the orb of glory takes its way,
Wisconsin is the State, you hear everybody

ma<& itself famous by one great stride;
Rocky Mountain Tea has made its name

!

Vou ean liml about anyth::
in Men’s
Furnishings fit

fTANLIFACT URERS
AND DEALERS IN

of

a

Bath Robes aud

& WOOD,

I

r.

& Ditson Sweater?in

D.

Kinds

starchc(i

Sizes up to 18 neck.

SICILIAN

Is it true you want to look old? Then keep your gray hair. If not,
then use Hall’s Hair Renewer, and have all the dark, rich color
of early life restored to your hair.
u'"“E‘"?^ar-o"tiarH?1-00'

if-

|

f

Son

Hathaway Night Shirts

el AJLtMJrS Hair Renewer

Granite

wear.

Then are no better Shirts n
Bates Street ami Hathaway,

UWUCr

"■£**S^"‘^^VEGETABLE

HEAL

laiolS
F'nderv.

t

c* j

i

HEAD i

StVlP^
its

COMDITIOW

ALL ADUAKU!

lined, hoops

Style

.YOU

I. S. JOHNSON &

Hubbard I

Lamson &

Fall

Bridge Street,

head

Psltner.l

D. P.

toRIA
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

Trussell

Mitchell &

For Over
Thirty Years

and Loss or Sleep.

—I..

I

1

A perfect Remedy forConstipatier., Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

-^All

broken down

;

*

linden-**** rtarur

CURBING,

AVhen old Hour barrels are used, they
should be washed, dried and put in
good repair. New barrels should be

I

Open Evenings

!

HEADSTONES,

place.

i

heaters,

Attach a small wire hook to the bale
so the picker can hang his basket on
a convenient brancli or round of the
ladder, and have both hands for his
work. These baskets should he lined
with some soft material like old carpets, so as not to bruise the fruit.
Each man should be provided with a
good light ladder, 15 to 18 feet long, 16
inches wide at bottom and 10 inches
...ANI)....
at top. Set the ladder as near perpendicular as possible, so as to bear lightly
on the tree, and the man will work easier for it. When set, pick clean as you
go from bottom to top, all within reacli
and there will be few to gather from
THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST FRICES.
the inside of the tree. Have eacli man
take a tree by himself and pick it clean,
£3fXo\v is the time to call, as we have a large stock of finished work.
carrying his full baskets to the sorter,
who gives him an empty one, and pro/Maineu.:
ceeds to sort the different grades into
their proper places.
a
■
■
A
A
BA i^A ■ Ca«*
tlin C4
I a<i
My barrels are always keot drv Rnd
are taken to the orchard as fast as
wanted. As soon as filled they are
taken on a low wagon to the storage
Bound trip 15 day tickets only #35.65, including 5 days’ accommodation at the Ameriand placed in tiers ready to be headed
can Hotel, at the Inside Inn for #2.50 extra.
when the time comes to’ship. Careful
Train leaving Belfast on Mondays and Thursdays connects at Portlandwitli through
handling is very important. The least
to St. Louis, arriving about 2.30 P. M., Wednesdays and Saturdays.
puncture of the skin, the pulling out of train
Scenic route via Montreal, Toronto, Chicago or Detvoit. Optional routes at glightly
the stem or dropping the apple so it
falls on the stem of another in such a additional cost.
car berths.
Trip allows six days for stopmanner as to puncture it, will induce
Only extra expense is for meals and sleeping
en route.
Write or call for particulars
decay. Never let the men pull the ap- overs at Niagara, Thousand Islands or other points
MAURiCE W. LORD, Agent Beekman’s Tourist Agency,
ples off, but show them how, by placing
the thumb or finger on the stem near
Hayforvi Block, Belfast. Malue.
the twig and giving a slight twist. Do
this and it will separate at the proper

It’s
Two million Americans suffer the torturing
pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Burdock
Blood Bitters cures. At any drug stored

Have

plenty of baskets of about one-half
bushel-capacity, with a turn-down bale.

r.i.

—

Arnne Seed
!

farm work out of the way as much as

with a hard, coarse brush, and pile possible.
Senator, in a cloak- them
in heaps to drain. This done
There will be more or less delay from
on irrigation last
they are next spread on the beaches to rain and dew. Apples should iiot be
his belief that the dry in the sunlight and air.
The picked when wet, so push the work

a

grow long and longer, when we
down the pen and shove the paste

GASTORIAI

the efforts of our musical frieuds. Most of
those who had part in the program are from
out of town; but Miss Coleman, whose
banjo solo was enjoyed by all, is one of our
own yonng ladies, well known about here
for her musical ability. Mr. Tucker, the
soloist, whose rich, tenor voice has pleased
us each year, is from Roxbury.
Miss Joy
from Ellsworth plays the violin with the
skillful touch that comes from talent and
good training. Mrs. Hallet from Brookline has delighted us all for several summers with her musical soprano voice and
her charming personality. Mr. Howe from
New Jersey is a newcomer. May he come
again, and bring his violin with him! This
is a compliment to any violinist, for of
all instruments the violin is the one that i
must be well played to be even endured. Mr. Cate of Salem is coming again,
and judging from expressions of pleasure
when he sang, all will be glad to welcome
him next year. One who was accustomed
to the best in music was heard to say, “Oh,
I should like to hear him often."
Miss
Tucker’s readings from Rebecca were a
pleasing diversion. The little musical
sketch, “The Professor at Home,” was ex-1
eeedingly bright and amusing. Miss Florence Hallet’s singing was as sweet as herself in her “Grandma’s Advice,” and in- the
encore that followed. The program was as
follows:

awakening. They are realizing
that it is a false pride which proclaims
that irrigation is not needed, for with
irrigation they will have a safe and sure
crop and one vastly more productive.
The business men, too, are beginning to
see that small farms intensively cultisons vary, hence the fruit must be
vated and made to produce the maxi- This routine continues until the bait is
exhausted, and then the vessel returns closely watched so as to begin picking
mum yield, contribute much more to
takes
more
bait at the earliest possible time. Then the
home, lands the fish,
the growth and upbuilding of the State awl salt, and goes out again. At St. work
may be completed before loss octhan do large ranches, half farmed, or Pierre her catch is taken in hand by the curs from overripeness. The tools, bargraviers and women, who submerge it rels or packages, and storage room, help,
wild hay land.
in crates until the salt has been washed etc, should all be ready, and the other
kota are

room

Glenwood I

sold, as well as Sowers, candy, postal cards
and pictures with fine views of many of the
beautiful places of iuterest in the town.
Sixty dollars for the repair fund rewarded

Mr. Tucker
Solo,
My Dream of You,
Miss Tucker
Cod fishing is done with dories and Reading,
Violin
Miss Joysolo,
are
trawls. The dories
flat-bottomed, Solo,
Mrs. Iiallett
Happy Days,
sloping-sided boats, which fit into one
with violin obligato by Mr. Howe.
another in the ship’s waist, economizing Solo, When the Lights are Low,
Mr. Cate
Each dory takes two Duet, Nights of Joy,
space thereby.
Mrs. Iiallett and Mr. Tucker
men, and the whole crew, except the
Miss Tucketcaptain and the cook, go off in them Reading, Grandma’s
Advice,
every suitable day and set the trawls in Solo,
Miss
Florence
iiallett
tlie water outwards from the ship like
Mrs. iiallett
Solo,
Waiting Heart,
spokes from the hub of a wheel. Trawls Quartette,
The Professor at Home,
are long lines, each with three thousand
Mrs. Iiallett, Miss Florence Iiallett, Mr.
hooks attached at intervals of a yard,
Cate, Mr. Tucker.
Beneath the Pines of Maine.
every hook baited with some smaller Song,
Liucolnville, Me.
fish either herring, caplin, or squid
The trawls are
that the cod affects.
anchored at each end, baited in the day,
HARVESTING THE APPLE CROP.
and
are stripped of
over
left lying
nieht,
their accumulation of fish next morning
The harvesting of the apple crop
and baited again when “overhauled.”
The fish are taken to the vessel in the must be attended to as soon as it is
dories, eviscerated, washed, and salted. ready, or great losses may result. Sea-

saved
points
round by the motion of the sea for ages.
for irrigation. This statement was from The e
stony fields surround St. Pierre,
the far, far West, where all things are and thousands of codare displayed there
every dime that is coining to me in the
a
fine
day. Every evening, or if fog
The Missouri is a vast on
coin of the republic that I love. A\ hen easily possible.
or rain threatens, the fish are gathered
a
and
It
Mows
a
dollar
North
for
half,
J work :;i!5 days
through
yellow giant.
up again aud are covered with tarpauI want the privilege of rattling the Dakota, even in low water time, a ti- lins. The
process is repeated until the
I want to
monev in my own pocket.
fish are quite dry and hard. Dry fish
with a tanic mill-race, in which a strong swimuncrowned
an
king
home
like
go
are piled in round stacks: the rest in
silver slug for the scepter of my nobili- mer may perhaps trust himself, and be
oblong ones. When a sufficient quanty. 1 don't want to ride oft' on a load of swept down stream as fast as a man tidy to load a vessel is obtained, it is
wood or with a blind rooster under my can run.
In Hood, when the Bocky packed into her hold and shipped to
arm that would have to be stuffed with
Mountain snows are melting, it is the market. The extent of the cod-fishing
even
a
before
blown
up
dynamite and
of Miquelon and St. Pierre may be
embodiment of power, if not destruccountry editor could eat it.
indicated by the record of the catch of
its
tawny mane as it sweeps those islands in 1902, which was
If these general business principles tion,tossing
While much of
before it millions of tons of earth, cut- 72,500,000 pounds.
are followed, backed up with industry,
annual product is exported to other
new channels and building up the
economy and a determination to win, ting out
France
countries,
naturally gets the
Mr. t'allan believes that there will be new land miles and miles in extent. larger part. In fact St. Pierre furnishes
no such thing as failure lurking in the Some day it may he possible to put in a three-fourths of all the cod-fish used in
of miles wide at France.—P. T. Mcgrath in the Booklovpathway of the country editor; and ?reat dam a couple
ers Magazine.
that “We will be a part of the great Hie or two points where the river is
sandstone
between
confined
bluffs;
high
is
of
that
band wagon
moving
progress
PARALYSIS CURED.
but this would be a work which, while
on, and, while we will not become milMr.
John
a
Kenney’s Case Yields to Treatgreat empire of its
lionaires and multimillionaires, we will, it would create
ment.
His condition had been Thought
make
the
Nile
would
with
dam,
own,
the
will
we
make an honest living,
help
Hopeless. His Recovery Great Wonder.
world advance and grow better, and after awhile, when the shadows of life

Lincolnville Musical Treat.

harvested.

And the wealth of an

gation.

A

It may surprise ibe people of Maine tc
find that il
quiet little town of Lincolnville Is destined to become, at no distant
day, one of the great musical centers of the
State.
For several years a few mnsical
families have made this their summer home.
Still others have come this summer, and al 1
have been most generous in placing th eir
talents at the disposal of the little church
along the shore that is undergoing thorough
repairs this season. Few churches have
better singing than this at the Sunday services. Last Sunday we listened to a quartette whose soprano is a well known singer
from Brookline; the tenor, one from Roxbury; and the bass, one from Salem, Mass.
Tuesday evening, Aug. 23d, Freeman’s Hall
was packed on the occasion of a concert to
raise more money for church repairs. The
admission fee was small, but about two
hundred and fifty people were present. At
the close of the program, refreshments were

All Coal

guaranteed satisfactory

in weight, quality and delivery.
limits.

outside city
^“SPECIAL ATTENTION given to delivery
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Spanish colonial days
lucky accident, not the
result of material industry.
Cattle,
horses and coarse-wooled sheep, which The
mostly
on
is
“Ready-To-Wear Hat, Dress Hats,
,rk. of A guacho
were first introduced for cavalry and
the 1
Low Crowned
THE most pictcrTrimmings,
CK
Shapes,
food
increased
purposes,
marvelously
t OF THE WESTERN
Broadcloth, Skirts, Sleeves, Jackets.
and spread themselves in a half-wild
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
IVOR!p
state over the limitless plains.
The “ready-to-wear” hat is now an
By and
of The Journal.] by lauded proprietors possessed tracts, institution, and this season
the choice
\ \Y, Aug. 5, 1904. called estaneias, large as principalities, is more extended than
ever, as some
.ting figure in all these without a building on them but the styles are quite severe while others are
■aones iUruguay, Para- mud huts of the herdsmen, the only in- very ornate. Large or medium sized
tina. which were once habitants, who were almost as little shapes predominate; many are round,
province), is, beyond domesticated as the cattle wThieh were with flat crowns, The pointed toque (or
On these lands not boat hat) has gained in
-an odd species of their companions.
favor, the ordi.insely related to the a tree was planted nor a vegetable nary turban connot be displaced,and the
an “improvement” made broad brimmed summer sailor
cow boy, but infinitely grown nor
reappears
there is a certain beyond the huts aforesaid, an occasion- in fall garb. A large shape turning up
al
corral
and
sometimes
a
at
one
wide,
the
of tlu> epic order, as,
deep
side,
“Continental,” and the
about the Moors of ditch, like a mediaeval moat, dug jaunty Tyrolean, with a smart cockade
aleis of the middle around the corral as a defense against at one side, about completes the list.
a together
imaginary marauding Indians. When the cattle Materials are felt, combinations of cheFenimore Cooper, increased beyond the requirements of nile and narrow felt braid, or of chenile
lie is slowly being the colonists, their hides only furnish- throughout, velvet, shirred silk, or in
ition from off the ed an article of commerce, and the re- some cases entirely of flat plumageEuropean immigra- mainder of the carcass rotted in the Pompons, cockades, quills and buckles
oo[i-farming have sun for want of an industry to utilize are unsparingly used.
The scanty
ike poor Richard, it.
population literally
THE HIGH CROWNED
a.me." and today not lived on horse back, men, women and hat, with broad brim and trimmed with
found within many children. They moved in almost limit- large ostrich feathers, is the dress bat
cities. I have not less space with the Hocks and herds, for the coming season. Silk velvet is
Their lassoes the leading material, although
\
the derivation of finding food everywhere.
many are
pronounced gow- and bolas gave them nearly all that was of felt, or shirred silk with velvet bind
nrresponding class required, and few cattle owners cared ing. A cap crown of corded silk gives
in
Bolivia, Cliolo: in to prevent, even had it been possible, variety, but is necessarily high, and in
; each
name, per the appropriation of now and then an harmony with the prevailing color.
Thus it
linderivable origin, animal by roving Gauehos.
Turbans, toques, or flat crowned shapes
came about that immense districts fell
will be worn to a considerable extent,
people whose disunder the rule of half military Gaucho but the latter
:eristics are clearly
style is on the wane, and
leaders, who from time out of mind is scarcely a judicious purchase.
tiio plebeian llauso,
have been principal actors in the conBROADCLOTH
jo Guacho is pretty
io nortoinlv tlm loorlirrnr material
t tlio
stantly recurring revolutions.
;
;e blood inside his

CENTAURS.

SOlTHtRN

t

;

■lirt-coated
tther

skin,

having

colonies did not

with i

might swoop down at any

ocahontases ot

once

:ays the term Guacho is
better class of people,
:he educated

he

conde-

slaughtering

cattle,

who

ruled the

despotism of blood and
quarter of a century

(up to 1852), and who is seldom referred
to at this late

the pampas—a rude,
breed, whose pastime
riding wild horses, and
when

Argentina,

terror for almost a

day

without a

shudder,

for the blows bis cruel hand indicted

t

went,

Rosas,

with a

Mexican, country

■■': to indicate a person
..ibitation but leads a
a

Manuel

and

There was

Gaucho President in

a

Don

rnompnt

government.

overturn the

•.,-ine. for want of better
■

upon

tiie ancient

aristocracy

are

still

wealthy
patriareliial

visible.

lie was the son of a

Spaniard

who exercised a

over the serfs on bis boundless
small, dark man, very sway
estates; and as young Rosas grew
ith straight black hair
be became leader of the Gaudios
shoulders, long, scanty up
and
commanded a regiment of them in
hardi..nice
a

cotton shirt and

wears a

j
a

•.it;,
w.

io.nrh
;,h

.s.

it

at

slit in the middle

a

;s
a

bare-footed, and
soft, black felt,

Dr. A. E. Kilgore’s double
house is nearly completed.

tenement

Henry Dow and Harmon Stover
work

on

are at

the farm for M. J■ Dow.

with the Glenwood dealer and one careful look at the Oven,
Sectional Top and Baking Damper and you'll want a new
Glenwood
and you 11 want it badly—

Mrs. Mary Robinson of Swanville is visiting her eousiu, Mrs. Hattie Rowe.

|!;

Miss Grace E. Dow goes to Orrington this
week to begin a term of school.

1

Mrs. A. B. Stantial of Belfast has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Wm. Gould.

—

It beats the* worry kind*/

Mr. Ryder is getting the lumber together
for a new barn on the A. B. Stantial place.
_

church Sept. 4th Mr. McIntyre of Bosfavored the audience with a solo, Mrs.

At

ton

Lyman presiding

at

the organ.

B.

W. Sargent is digging a cellar for a
house on the Gerald place; or, as it used to
be called, the H. II. Seavey place.

“Makes Cooking Easy”

Ira W. Grady lias gone to work in Hugh
Gordon’s blacksmith shop, taking the place
of Henry Cunningham, who had been there

MITCHELL St TRUSSELL, BELFAST, ME.

*

for some time.
Road Commissioner C. H. Dickey has repaired the culvert and greatly improved
the highway at the l’ayson Corner—a much
needed improvement.
the late S. V. R.
her cousin, Miss
Lou May Huxford of this place. She is a
milliner in Melrose, Mass.
Mr. Rolfe has been driving about inspecting the sweet corn Helds and reports the
prospect favorable for a fair crop. The recent frost did but little damage.

What's tha reason the things wo Uhs
besteo seldom seem to agree with oaf
Maybe It's because we overeatof them.
Then follows a lit of indlgi Atom
Only lasts a day or two perhaps Bat
ITs a most uncomfortable day o* two.
We don’t mean to abuse our stomachs
hat wt all do It store or leas. We ese
things we want aad cut resist
the longing for them. When it's too
late we regret our rashness.
Bat
there’s a way to escape the cons*,
toeaees of such Indiscretions. A dees
of * food digestant ilka Kodol Dyepanels (Jure will relieve yon at ones.
Indigestion is always das to the
isms cause. Your stomach is too weak
to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
Ton can’t rest it by going without
food. That would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Core will rest It.
It does the stomach’s work. Ia the
mu time toe tired organ is gaining
Crash strength. Before long It will bo
is strong as svsr.
Ton don’t bars to
list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will <Utest any kind of wholaome food.

Mrs. Marion Jaques, who has been visit-

affording
charming ing friends here, has returned to her home
foundation for lace, appliques, spark- in Melrose, Mass. She was born on what
ling embroideries, plaited silk or various is now called the Godding place in West
other flat trimmings. It will be used Brooks.
Jonathan [rviin, hn« enl.i hie si.intsn.itt,
for street, dinner, reception, and for
and given up the business. He has
shop
The
costumes.
shades”
“pastel
evening
been in business here over thirty years and
will be in special demand; and certainwas an excellent workmen.
Poor health
ly shoppers cannot pass a few hours has obliged him to
give up work.
more pleasantly than in looking over
A much anticipated event will be
the fair
the beautiful varieties shown by Lord in
aid of the piano fund, which is to be held
& Taylor, aggregating one hundred and at Union Hail Oct. 12th. A
committee is
fifty-five shades. Some of the new soliciting contributions from the ladies, and
tints are strawberry, boxwood, nut- in fact from everybody they think it prudent
brown, newgreen, mahogany, ruby, Su- to approach.
Mrs. Cora Cloughof Waterbury,
matra, mocha, Togo, onion and Indian
Conn.,
A singular fancy has develop, who has been visiting her old home and
red.
friends
in
has
returned
Brooks,
home. Her
ed in the appropriation of men's suit

elbow,
length, three-quarters,
cret assassins called mosoroqueros, like
horses. His death is a great loss to the
carries a long, sharp
gigot and mousquetaire; the material,
the'Danites of old-time Mormondom,
farmers in this vicinity. In his prime he
an 1
its m tiis horse
however should always be taken into ;
to execute his designs. By his comwas easily worth $1,000.
c:: human life, either
consideration.
j
mand blood flowed like water; neither
understand that the line entertainat of another, iie places
| ment,e “Concert
nor sex was spared, and the official
of Nations,” that has been
lie is said to be kind, age
of Argentina shows that nearly
given in many places in the State with
:
watchful in sickness history

j

!

COAL!

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

The schools in town began last w'eekThe teachers are: High school,
Leroy
W oods of Knox : primary, Miss Mabel
Rose;
West Brooks, Mrs. A. B. Payson.

folds,

COAL!

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Miss Carrie, daughter of
Huxford, has been visiting

EARY RISERS

and mangy of aspect;

rn

A Good Ratine Talk

excursion to Dixmont.

Dyspepsia

material, |
fringed edges, and a |
mponcho, with his
the same

Miss Marion Luce of Waterville is visit"
ing friends in town.
The grangers recently enjoyed a picnic

materials for ladies’ tailor-made dresses father, Altnon S. Forbes, remained here un*1 had stomach trouble few raws"
til after the September
election, and then NnB. Oolbath. Alpena, Mich., "which sajs
was
and consequently these fabrics have
left for Connecticut to spend the winter • Jed that at tlmei I wu forced to remain
from this fact gained additional varieAt laat 1 waa Induced to try Kodol
jshed.
with her.
the war of 1829.
Bynepelh Owe tram which! received laHaving become a
ty.
Mediate relief sad a few bottlee effected s
C. F. Bessey’s stallion, old
Gaucho leader, it was an easy step to
Jamaique, is complete cure.
THE UTILITY SKIRT
dead after an illness of about a week of
tiie presidency of tiie republic, and
Kodol
is of instep length, and shows no specCaro
pneumonia, lie was an imported Percheron,
thence to the self-appointed office of
Care* All Stomach Troubles.
ial change from those of the late
when
weighing
about
young
1,800 pounds, Ptopered omy by E.C.D«WiVi AOa.
Dictator, in defiance of the constitu- sumner
Cblease.
quite plain around the hips. It and was without doubt the most val- Then, bottle
ctmtalnt fit time* theUcSa
He maintained his power by the
tion.
is with plaits falling loose, but many uable
stock
horse ever
owned
in
loyalty of roving compatriots, of whom changes may arise later in the season. this vicinity. 11 is colts were
large, good KWift’s umc
the town's people lived in perpetual
In sleeves the choice lies between the style, and intelligent.
They are easily
j
and
the
of
a
band
of
se|hi famous littla pills fnr ooctUpAUcak
dread,
by
help
: matched in pairs and are excellent farm
the full

bespeaking
ferocity and a wild,

oss.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

NEW YORKMSHIONS.

a

lance-armed (ranchos was more powerful than the colonial governor, or even
the President of the republic, and

Indian woman: for in

.iiiisli

was

around his standard a number of lesser

aughty hidalgoes who
-o

In the

wealth

The Gaucho chief who could collect I
season, captivating feminine fancy by
its variety and the beauty of its soft
chiefs, with their impressed bands of
a
besides

his
been

■oorat from Andalusia
u

cities.

First Quality
We

Thoroughly Prepared Coal

now prepared to receive orders for Anthracite
Coal, and have for sale the Scranton, Wilkesbarre and
Lehigh Coals at the following prices, for the Scranton
are

and Wilkesbarre

:

$7.25

per ton delivered in barrels and put in.
7.10 per ton delivered in dump cart.

6.85 per ton taken

Lehigh Coal 25
i

j

!

|

at the wharf.

cents per ton

higher.

From these prices we allow 2> cents per ton discount if
within ten days from date of delivery.
aur

paid

We hope to be favored with vour order, which shall have
best attention in the preparation and delivery.

We also have the Maryland Companies Georges Creek
Cumberland CoG for blacksmith use, and a verv nice Bituminous Coal for steam
purposes.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

1

25,000 citizens fell victims to his ambition, revenge or caprice. lie caused all
tiie money coined during his adminis-

full of generosity,
forbearance.
This
action may be best ilfew anecdotes.
The

wl.
id

a

'■ail

laborer)

urn

Asuncion

asleep

..

on an

stabbed

the

ground

stamped

with his

portrait

attacking party then
lie had injured and
lie was guilty of a misin
man

Hundreds of children and adults have^\
worms, but are treated for other diseases.
The symptoms are:— indigestion, with a
variableappetite; foultongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional gri pings and pains about t he navel;
eyes heavy and dull; itching of the nose;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.

^

A committee have the
enty-live voices.
matter in charge, and the first rehearsal of
the chorus was on Wednesday evening!
Sept. 14tli, when Mr. N. W. Littlefield of
Bangor was present to direct.

lie narrowly escaped (tiie fury of the
populace by lleeing in the dead of night
with tiis favorite daughter, Manulita,
botli disguised as English sailors, to an
English man-of-war that chanced to lie

lie sprang to his feet
severely wounding his

MOODY, DKIJGCa 1ST

II

vms

great success, is to be presented here in the
near future under the auspices of the
ladies of the Congregational Church. This
will be good news to all of our singers, as
the entertainment requires a chorus of sev-

and inscribed “The Eternal Rosas."
But, fortunately for the country, he
Overthrown in 1862,
was not eternal.

estate

was

on

tration to be

U

Bookkeepinu and Actual Business Practice, Shorthand. Tvpewi ,’ina. P nuia.e : in. et
#;i a:»uites aided to positions. More applications for fftice help than we could fill uist vear
sTn»ENTS
ADMITTED AT ANY TIMK. Write tor catalogue.

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

Obituary.
Leonard Rowe, who died
here Aug. loth, at tlte age of 84 years, deserves more than a passing notice. A large,

HOWARD* BROWS, Proprietorn.

3m81

Marceiius J.

the best worm remedy made. It lias
been in use since 1S51«is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms urepresenj.it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Price 35 cts. Ask your
^
druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRFE A: CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment forTape Worms. I'm* Pamphlet.
is

strong, rugged man physically, his was a
.utended to kill another
personality that impressed itself upon all !
No sight can be more picturesquely
with whom he came in contact. He was I
o
wounded men were
savage than a review of Gaucho solborn in the town of Readfieid and came to
■re the
authorities, both diers. When Gen.
Urquiza was EresiBrooks at the age of live years and it was
but
that
time
the
art,
by
dent he had an army of 14,000 of them.
his home through life. He received a comads. and when the magisThe chiefs were allowed to dress as
mon school education and at the age of 29
•rated the iirst one attackrepresented his class in the legislature. He
they pleased, and thus a great rivalry
:or the otiier with all his
served several years as selectman of the
arose between the commanders from
the pour fellow! lie make
town and for twelve years acted as moderthe dift'ereut provinces as to which
He did not mean to murder
ator of the town meetings. He was made a
should make the most brilliant appearbrother Juan, with whom
mason in Marsh River Lodge Oct.
2, 18U9,
ance before the Captain-General. Ronand ever evinced great love for the fraterine!, and I happened to be nlmc rvf
mnet frnrfronnc and varied
led up in my brother’s
nity. lie was for several years treasurer
This handsome street toilette, taken i
colors, cotton drawers rutiled with richof the lodge and for many years a constant
et him off, Senor Judge, let
est lace, the largest and most wonder- from The Delineator, consisting of a
attendant at the communications. He servMadre ae Dios,
ful spurs, and horse-gear bedecked with Samurai jacket and kilt skirt, are here ed in the Civil war as a private in Co. D of
llius a true specimen of the
au
lait
de
Chine the 8th Maine Regiment and was a member
crepe
and silver, made a brave display. depicted in cafe
iliny at the hut of an ac- gold
The chief, who bore off the palm in this cloth. The jacket and sleeves are in of George G. Davis Post, G. A. R. He was
found him groaning under
novel competition, had his nag capari- one, and a collar facing is a pleasing twice married. His first wife was the widdent rheumatic pains. The
ow Clary, by whom he had one son, Hanson
with gold to the value of 50,000 adjunct. The skirt, formed of thirteen
soned
i fellow looked commiserRowe, who died many years ago. His secis
in
sections,
plaited
given
the
of
gored,
size
■" Ins
suffering friend and ejac- francs, silver-plated spurs
ond wife, who survives him, was Hattie
round
short
and
and patent leather boots. round,
instep lengths.
'li. povrecito! povrecito!” dinner plates
Bachelder. He had been slowly breaking
With the typical Gaucho gambling is
JACKETS FOR EARLY FALL WEAK
down for some time, principally as the reow, poor fellow!)
tenderly not
a
weakness or an amusemerely
The sult of old age, and his death was not unexvary as to length and shape.
by the beard with one hand
j
but his very life, soul and existdrew the sharp edge of his ment,
jaunty little eton emerges from the pected. He was buried under the auspices
and
his
women
are
not
far
behind, workroom with a short skirt at the of Marsh River Lodge of Masons.
ence;
ss the sufferer’s throat to
put
f his misery. Then, piously for they will risk every rag they pos- back, which is fastened closely around
sess in play and then themselves if anyNellie Fuller, Denver—‘‘My face was full
" ng him to the Blessed
the waist, and together with
Virgin,
Hollister’s
body can be found to accept the stake. slight changes is scarcely recognizable. of pimples and black-heads.
satisfied
of
away
having perMountain Tea has driven them
Rocky
|
with cards, dominoes, and
They
gamble
know
me.
I’m lookThe Norfolk jacket has
also been away. People hardly
humane act.
Whoever ofa kind of pitch and toss called suerte
ing hue.” 35 cents. Tea or tablets. R. II,
beautified.
A long loose coat, one
lucho must light or fly—and
Moody.
a knuckle-bone, or
rather shorter, a
and far—because his ven- ykulo, tossing up
half-tight jacket,
vertebra of a horse’s spine.
the
leave no reason for complaint as to the
s
Is It Worth While?
as enduring as it is vigithe harbor.

j

j
]
']

HSfOOKS,

>1 AI.N

DRY and F£P?CY

I9C4-5

ifow,
K.

GOODS,
CONTAINS

MELL2K£ RY DCPSRTMEKT
COMPLETE

j
f

BLSINESS

Ot 20 Cities anil 450 Towns.
FULL STATISTICS OF

BELFAST

a

corpulent Gaucho

was

seen, for they subsist almost entirely upon beef and mutton, roasted
on a stick stuck in the ground before a
never

sight whom he has not met
lifetime. He never shoots,

■

■

No wonder

statute of limitation., is not
by him, and lie will kill an

Gas&Electric Light Co.

PRICE, POSTPAID, $2 00.
GRENVILLE M

thrum an air

"i

on

a

gorges himself with food when he has
the opportunity, and goes for days
without it rather than work.
Fannie B. Ward.

mandolin

and nonchalance as
fellow being or slaughter
A fight between Gauchos
means death to one of them,
same ease

murder

the

a

duty

O ASTORIA

Bean th»

of him who kills to

The Kind You Have Always BoqgN

at his victim is

decently buried
widow and orphans cared for.
pleases him the widow may beone of his “wives,” and the or|J

■

■'

The Stomach is the Man.

A weak stomach weakens the man, beit cannot transform the food he eats
into nourishment.
Health and strength
cannot be restored to any sick man or weak
woman without first restoring health and
strength to the stomach. A weak stomach
cannot digest enough food to feed the tissues and revive the tired and run down
limbs and organs of the body. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat, cleanses
and strengthens the glands and membranes
of the stomach, and cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all stomach troubles. Sold by
R. H. Moody.

cause

"is grow
up to be Gauchos under his
■’lection and tutelage. The unwrit■Je of the cattle range is very par:,r on these
points of honor, and
"soever violates them is punished
''aiiishment, death or the scorn of
s
fallows. Time was when the Gaucho

'miit

“’""tries,

was

indispensable

in these

and their chieftains ruled
pampas with as high a hand as 1 Impossible to foresee an accident. Nol
"lr titled
impossible to be prepared for it. Dr.
relatives held sway in the Thomas*
Electric Oil. Monarch over pain.

|

novelties.

Verona Clarke,

“God pity us all as we jostle each other;
God pardon us all for the triumphs we feel
When a fellow goes down ’neatli his load ou
the heather
Pierced to the heart: Words are keener
\
than steel,
j And mightier far for woe than for weal.

|

j

Electric Wiring of All Kinds,

390 Congress St.,

Electric, Gas Fixtures |

Constantly in Stock for Sale.
New Hampshire and Yeimont lh-ulsters ipa25c. each. Massarhnsett* Year Hook, en
arced edition (cloth).
NVw Knuland Directory (latest edition), price ST.r.o.

woman

Supplies.

“STROUT’S

Telephone number, 44-2.

bunriER

Mr.

SNAPS.”

McKenzie,

laughs

an banker,
woman

the woman

wom-

politician and other interesting
modern types represented in the group

chosen from all America to
represent the social side of the World’s
Mitchell Chappie fills forty
Joe
Fair.
pages with other World’s Fair gossip—
of art, of industry, of amusement and
of picturesque personalties, illustrating
his letter with scores of odd and attractive pictures.
of

women

OASTOniA
Bean the
/) The Kind You Have Always BoogM

on

ford

to

the little

ones

suffer

The

medicine

SEVEN

"tiSSr* Early Risers

I

THE ELITE.

>1.

Shore Acres,

HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta,Me.

beautiful

acres on

j

lob Nassau St.. New York
Tremont Ten. pie. Host on.

k

For

FOR SALE.
Apply at Davis & Staples'

Blac ksmith
of Shales & Follett’s store

isqtflw«

j

MANICURING.

Shop

a

first

class

twenty-five

The residence of the late Tyler Crockett, situtted on Mount Ephraim street, about one-eighth
nile from Seavsport village; story and a naif
louse and ell and barn; one acre of land.
InMRS. TYLER CROCKETT,
luire of
Green Ridge Farm, Searsport, Me.
2m30

rear

City, or
Mass., or

Kent’s IIill,’Maine.

manicure

for

cents call upon

MRS. II. I. WELLS.

Caution IVotice.
My wife. Vesta Woodbury, has left my bed and
without any cause. I therefore forbid all
tersons harboring or trusting her on my account
is I shall pay no bills of her contracting after
his date.
WALTER F. WOODBURY.
East Knox. Aug. 30,1904.—3w35
>oard

avenue,

fronting on Penobscot Bay, bounded north by
“Old battery Road.” Or will divide into forty
lots. It is just below the new Belfast Park.
3ID26*
Apply P. O. Box 895, Belfast, Me

i

Waldo County

3m28

FOIS SUE.

BARGAIN.

Northport

31-15.

for

E. A. STROUT,

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS

Telephone

your

S. ST ILK?,

Brooks, Manager

Me.

DRIVING HORSE

IN BELFAST, MAINE.
GREAT INVESTMENT.

Twenty

Northport,

money to advertise

More than too sales m M; u e alone since
Riot to men from jo states is ,.,;r guarantee
to you that our methods are
right.

n.VpN

with Sio assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices,
Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

we use our own

property.

PREMIUMS!

from

store, 50 cents.

I

\nd Fish Dinners served at all hours.

Six Dining Chairs and I
}
Large Arm Kocker

the

eczema or other torturing skin diseases. No
need for it. Doan’s Ointment cures.
Can’t
harm the most delicate skin. At any drug

DRESS SKIRTS.

12V Main Street. Belfast
18tf

m

We sell SHIRT WAISTS and

af-

laugh with my friends.

MARY WHITMORE,

‘“Is it worth while that we battle to humble
Some poor fellow down into the dust?
God pity us all! Time eft soon will tumble
All of us together, like leaves in a gust,
Humbled, indeed, down into the dust.”
—Joaquin Miller.
Don’t let

best.

Is an illustrated booklet
just out. describing 150
New England’s 'h»ne\ taking Farms, it will be mailed FREE.'
A few on easy terms with stock, tools and

big bargains

has

done me so much good I can

“Were it uot well in this brief little journey
On over the isthmus, down into the tide,
We give him a fish instead of a serpent,
Ere folding the hands to be and abide
Forever and aye in dust at his side?

pain;
Shamed by the beasts that go down
promoter, the
plain.

real estate agent, the

Opp. City Building,
PORTLAND, MAINE

Office Washington Street.

Sparkling and delightful beyond j
praise is Ben Blow’s sketch,“The Ladies of the World’s Fair,” illustrated
with portraits of nineteen of the twen- “‘Look at the roses saluting each other;
ty-two members of the board of lady Look at the herds all at peace on the plain—
managers, in the National Magazine Man, and man only, makes war on his
brother,
for September. Wittily and sympathetically, in their own words, he depicts And laughs in his heart at his peril and
the

DON HAM,

Publisher,

lack of variety. The newest outdoor
“Is it worth while that we jostle a brother,
1 have talked so much about
garment, however, is the long redingote, Bearing his load on the rough road of life?
Is
it
worth
while
Brown’s
that
we
at
each
Royal Stomach King that
a gaiment requiring a tailor’s highest 1
jeer
other,
In blackness of heart that we war to the
are ready to laugh at
skill, and really suitable only for those
friends
my
knife?
God pity us all in our pitiful strife.
blest with fine figures.
But she who laughs last
me.

fire, and always without the accompawith his fists; his weapons
niment of bread, salt, or any kind of
TRIMMINGS
"de. to be used at short range,
vegetables or desert. But all drink include every variety of embroidery,
asso to bring
down distant
yerba mate, the Paraguayan tea, and often combined with lace. Cloth, silk
1 ilf
savage and half courtier cana rum whenever obtainable. 'Like
or velvet applique work, in rich and
as
polite
cruel and relentless,
a North American Indian, the Gaucho
novel designs are among handsome
make a bow like a dancing

STATE

A new Township anil Railroad M;.i> nt Maine
evised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs > for handy
eference.

■

"

ALL

INTERESTS.

■

other!

DIREC-

TORIES

ii

A

/Men or women, local
In I £■
representatives for
class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash8tf
ngton Square. New York, N. Y.

1AI
fl

high

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTh^lBEJt 15, 1904.
Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
PILSBURY.j

CHARLES A.

Business

Manager.

sents Wall street. Everybody knows
It stands
the history of Tammany.

ROOSEVELT

OF NEW YORK.

FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

A

lot

of

ple

Democratic editors

are

annually defrauded
These

of money.

saw

are

of millions

the elements

dency; and there is nothing in his past
Judge Parker refused to make any history or in his public utterances to
comment on the returns from Ver- give assurance that he will not do the
mont.
It was unnecessary.
They bidding of his campaign managers and
of those they represent.
speak for themselves.

Although it has been only within the
“If anyone asks you to drink again,
of years that Bangor people
him down,” was the advice of past couple
have begun to erect camps and cottages
Judge Kelley ol Hingham, Mass., to a on the Penobscot river, within half a
dozen miles of town, the colony is steadminor charged witli drunkenness.
ily growing and each season has seen
The Vermont vote is all in and Bell’s several additions to the pioneer sumknock

plurality
P.1,.>50,

is

unollicially

shown

to he

up the

Penobscot for the first time are captivated by the beauty of its scenery, oftentimes expressing surprise that more
of the picturesque sites, ideal for outings, are not taken advantage of.—Ban-

increase over the vote of 1900
The result far exceeds Repub-

an

of -'74.

People coming

dwellings.

lican expectations and lias been a damper to the Democrats.
state where predjudice is strong” is
the headline comment of the Portland
jv rgv.s on the Vermont election.
other word would better describe the
situation: but it is a “predjudice'' that

intelligence of the
Green Mountain State.

testifies to the

ple

of the

"ri...

4..,.

we have noted the many fine sites for
summer

pied

campaign

for

Iiaugor

thing unsightly.
rrr*if^vt

in the Democratic campaign, the most
widely known member of its editorial
staff took the stump for Davis, and its

columns furnished material

from

A

to the sea.

good

part of the way there is a natural sea
wall of rock, and nowhere is there any-

T

titled tu all the credit of the "T'i Democratic majority in that city. It led off

Democratic

residences, and believe the day

is not far distant when all will be occu-

peo-

clivnno

x-

nmnte
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Rev. William Undue.
Elias Hodge, who was
or several years a pastor in this city, and
Miss Elizabeth Simmons of this city were
mited in marriage at the home of the
jride’s mother, Mrs. Mary Simmons, 39
Myrtle street, at 2.30 p. m. yesterday. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. W.
liggins, pastor of Immanuel M. E. church,
md was witnessed by only the immediate
elatives and a few friends. The couple
The bride was attired in
vere unattended.
white silk dress, trimmed with lace. The
1
louse was neatly decorated for the oecaAn
: ion with flowers and green foliage.
nformal reception followed, refreshments
>eing served. Mr. and Mrs. Hodge were
i lie recipients of many beautiful presents,
of the M. E. church in
] rhe groom is pastor
rownsend, Mass., and the bride has beeu
( ne of the popular employees at the Cen1 tal Dry Goods store. She was generously
emembered by her former employer and
Mr. and Mrs.
t he employees at the store.
! lodge left in the afternoon for their home
Press Tribune,
! n Townsend.—Daily Free
Valtham, Mass., Sept. 8th.
The bride is the daughter of John
1 iandall Simmons, formerly of Searsmont,
1 ut who for a time was in tlie blackmith business in this city, and the family
$ well and favorably known here.

supplements

county
fully established itself in public favor. With a continuance ot the same capable, progressive
and liberal management, greater attracThis is one of the States of the “Solid
tiveness and increasing patronage are
South" that casts its vote for the Dem- assured. A
good fair is a good thing,
ocratic candidates.• whoever they may It
brings people together socially, probe or whatever platform they stand
motes a friendly rivalry among farmupon; and that elects Congressmen ers,
gardeners and orchardists and afbased upon the votes of colored men fords
enjoyment to horse lovers. The
who are not allowed to vote or have Belfast stables of Horace
Cheuery, M.

fair lias scored an-

The Waldo

other success and

special to the Boston Herald says
that “a carnival of crime and murder
has held sway in Mississippi this year.”
A

their votes counted.
Here is

speech by

an

extract from a

campaign

Prof. L. C. Bateman of the

ones near

Lewiston Journal, who took the stump

the

When that shout of victory went up
from the (irecian tiosts assembled upon
Die plains of Marathon it told of the
defeat of the hordes of Persia by a
handful of brave and disciplined men;
and as the result of that far away cry
of triumph there came rolling down
upon ib the conquests of Alexander
with their might) effect upon the ages.
Had the Roman forces shrunk back dismayed alien that cry of terre r and di§pair went up to heaven,—“Hannibal is
at om gales!" the world's history
wouid not be that which it is tuda>.
Arta -TA, Me., Sept. lx. Upon the
result ot the State election in Maine
today depends the issue presented to
the Democratic voters in the presidential campaign.
All Democrats are
unanimous in predicting that the usual
Republican plurality will be sadly cut
into.—Special to the Boston Traveller.
The
Democratic “predictions” as
usual came

to

naught.

The

special

says further:
It is, perhaps, fair to say that a plurality of 2.t,0oo to 28,000 for the Republicans can be considered a victory for
that, party, and that much below that

figure can" be considered

a

Democratic

gain.
Here we have Democratic
for

declaring

a

The Boston

authority
Republican victory.

Herald, independent

but

with very strong Democratic proclivities, “begins to fear that Judge Parker
does not possess the genius of political
leadership, that masterful, ardent, ag-

gressive, compelling quality and intel-

passion by which hearts are
collectively touched and wills collectively dominated." It also says, having in mind no doubt the “gold telegram:" “Nothing which lie has since
said or done, so far as the public is
lect and

cognizant of it, lifts

him

above the

rank of

commonplace able men wanting the element of personal distinction
that attracts attention, evokes admiration and enlists devotion.”
idol turned to

Another

clay.

at hand to make these anuu-

noteworthy. The fact that
public will cheerfully pay for good

al meets

for Davis and resubmission:

accomodations was demonstrated the
second day of the fair, when the new
grandstand, with a seating capacity of

Lesser-M assure. One of the prettiest
veddings of the season look p’ace Sept. 1,
vlien Miss Bessie I>. Massure was married
one thousand, was filled to its utmost ] o Adolf Lesser. Tlie ceremony took place
til a. m., and was followed by a reception
capacity and hundreds were unable to i o guests present. Rev. Orville Coats, pasorof the Fifth street Baptist church, was
admittance.
:'
The
attendance
the
gain
lie officiating clergyman. The young couple
third day was somewhat lessened by ] sere unattended
The bride looked very
uetty in a dress of dainty whiteSssdss iiiusunfavorable aspect of the
] m and her bouquet was of white sweet
in the morning, hut the aggregate atseas,
she wore a white picture hat. Her
tendance for the three days was the 1 ravelling gown was of dark blue silk. Tlie
sodding took place at the residence of Mr.
largest for many years. The hall ex-1 ml Mrs. J. L. Bradley, is Evergreen street,
1
'helmsfoid. Mrs. Bradley spared no pains
1 iihits, mentioned elsewhere in detail,
o make everything a success and the delwere excellent and fully occupied the
ations were tasteful. There was a backallotted space. Good order prevailed ; f ;round of ferns and golden rod and crepe
iaper, white and yellow, was artistically
throughout and no accident of
.rranged about the various rooms. There
vas a profusion of cut flowers.
These with
kind was reported. 'The
iny sprays of golden rod scattered here and
and the public are alike tube congratuhere gave a very pretty effect. The wedlatcd on the success of the Waldo conn-: < ling gifts were numerous, beautiful and
iseful.
Following the reception and wedfair
of
1'JU4.
ty
ling dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Lesser departed
( m their wedding trip followed by the best
President Roosevelt’s letterof accept- visiles of their numerous friends. They
vill be at home after October 1, at 239 East
ance of the Republican party’s nominaderrimac street.—Lowell, Mass., Morning
tion for the presidency was made pub- fitizen, Sept. 2nd.
lic Monday. Jn his letter Mr. Roose-:
Clancy-Crockett. The home of Mr.
velt reviews every issue of the
-nd Mrs. Samuel Y Crockett in North
in
paign
vigorous language, and is un-! laven was the scene of a very pretty wedWednesday afternoon, Sept. 7th. The
sparing in his denunciation of the De-11 ling
contracting parties were Miss Elsie Addie
for
in
its
attimocracy
“insincerity”
j frockett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Crocktude on very many public questions. 1 et, and Edward Francis Clancy of Uthaca,
S\ Y. The ceremony was performed by
This is particularly true in the Presi- -lev. Mr. Newcomb, i). I)., of Thomast >n,
dent's reference to the Philippine ques- vhoused the ring service. The house was
jeautifully decorated. The bride was betion, in which he clearly raps Judge comingly
attired in a gown of pearl whit3
Parker, though not by name, as the crepe de chine trimmed with white lace and
carried
a bouquet of w’hite asters.
She was
author of “later” expressions than the 1!
Mrs.
ittended by Miss Elsie Beverage.
platform plank. He lays great stress Lottie Beverage presided at the organ. Afer congratulations,
sand1
lunch
of
cake,
upon the necessity for continuing the
wiches, ice cream and lemonade was served,
protective tariff and replies to the rhe many beautiful presents, including silDemocratic demand for reduction by ver, cut glass and money, testified to the
ligh esteem in which the couple is held.
declaring that if protection be “rob- (Vbout 40 were present, and among those
from
out of town were Mr. and Mrs. Edat
its
it
is equally
bery”
highest point,
ward Lead better of Garden
Mo., Mr.
so when reduced.
The President is md Mrs. Howland Lassell ofCity,
Lincolnville,
equally virile in his handling of the ind Mrs. Jesse Ames of Boston. Mr. and
Mrs. Clancy left on the 5 o’clock boat
other subjects traversed in his letter.
imidst a storm of rice for a short wedding
It is a masterly paper, and it should be trip to Boston, after which they will be at
mine in Uthaca, N. Y.
a revelation to those w ho have been de-

weather]

t^ie
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any]!
management!’

]

j

]

cam-1.

j

ceived

as

to the character of Theodore

Roosevelt.

Instead of

the war lord,

and

Monday's election tlie rumsellers they will find in him the man of peace;
the prohibitionists were united on instead of the usurper, the scrupulous

one

of the candidates on the Democrat-

observer of the constitution and the

ic county ticket, despite the fact that
there was a prohibition candidate for
the same position.
But there has

law; instead of the impulsive and headlong executive, the wise and far-sighted
administrator, and they will find in him,

been an election in which the

what the Democrats lack and for what
they are crying, and that is a leader who

In

never

rransiers

Prohibitionists have not given aid to tlie
Democrats, directly or indirectly, and leads.
in this case they voted for the candiA prominent West Virginia Demodate of a party whose platform stands
crat and an ex-United States Senator,
for resubmission and against a party
in discussing Democratic prospects repledged to the support of the prohibi- cently with personal friends at the
tory laws. Happily the votes of these National Capitol said; “I do not know
two opposing elements were thrown
what the
Democrat^ managers in New
away, and Waldo county, despite the York are
thinking of in bringing Henry
unusual efforts to defeat them, has
Watterson there for the purpose of
elected a Republican sheriff and a Remaking a personal attack on President
publican county attorney.
Roosevelt. If they think that sort of
will win the election, they are
The result in Vermont is not a sur- thing
prise to us, for we have seen nothing mighty mistaken. As far as I can see
so far in the conduct of Judge Parker's it simply draws
conservative people
campaign that would arouse any par- away from us. We will never win this
ticular enthusiasm for the Democratic
election by making Roosevelt’s personparty, however much one might admire the manly stand the judge took on ality the one real issue of the camtlie financial plank.—Boston Herald.
paign. Surely our party, with all its
Admitting that Judge Parker has the splendid past, ought not to be forced to
courage of his convictions, one is led go before the people on an issue of this
to ask why he did not make his posi- sort. I think the Democratic National
tion known sooner. But had he sent Committee has gained nothing by thiB
his “gold telegram’’ before bis nomina- editorial conference in New York.”
tion be could not have been nominated, He further expressed the opinion that

in

Keal estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the weekending Sept. 7, 1904:
Mary A. Cram, Montville, to Frank P.
Brown, Liberty; land in Montville. Wm.
R. Coombs, Islesboro, to Franklin G. Russell, Jacksonville, Fla.; land in Islesboro.
Adah Kuowlton, Belfast, to Nicholas Alexander, Searsport; land and buildings in
Frankfort. Lillian M. Morrill, Brooks, to
Mildred A. Emmons, do.; land in Brooks.
B. O. Sargent, Searsport, to William F.
Hamilton, Boston; land and buildings in

Searsport.
KNOX.

Miss Melissa Post and Miss Addie Cross
visiting in Bangor... .John Penney and
Chas. Rich have been making extensive
repairs on the Leonard schoolhouse. ...E. J.
Hatch of Liberty was in town last week on
insurance business.
He visited Sunlight
Grange and gave a very interesting talk
about farming in Vermont....John Clark
had a very sick horse last week, which Dr.
Darling of Belfast treated by telephone.
At this writing the horse is better....A
large crew is still at work on the State
road.
They are making many improvements which will doubtless prove a lasting
benefit to the town, among which is a
wider road and a new bridge.

are

Cyrus Greeley of Lewiston, Me., was
elected president of the Sooiety of California Pioneers of New England, at its annual
meeting at the United States hotel, Boston,
Sept. 9th. The occasion was also the 17th
anniversary celebration of the organization.
Seventy-five members were present.

invited.

Chase of Canaan will be

heye

next

Domestic and Wool

Satur-

One Night

“V1YELLA” FLANNEL

Treatment

MAIL OK DEBS RECEIVE PROMPT ATI EXTIu\

Soak the feet
in

The appointments by the Baptist church,
High street, areas follows: Children’s meeting this, Thursday, afternoon at 3:40; meeting for prayer and praise at 7:30; preaching serv.ce conducted by the pastor, Rev.
E. S. Philbrook, Sunday, at 10:45; Sunday
school at noon ; men’s meeting at 3:30 p. m.;
Young People’s Society of Christian En-

1

singing, “America,”

Benediction,

Herrick

Family

Congregation.

Rev. D. L. Wilson.
Reunion.

The annual reunion of the Herrick family
was held at Equity Grange hall, Belfast,
Sept. lith. The weather was unfavorable
and consequently the attendance was not as
large as usual. Dinner was served in the
large bauquet hall and was followed by the
business meeting. President George Herrick of Northport wras absent and Mr. Fred
J. Taber of Boston presided. The report
of the secretary was read. A canvass of
the assembly showed that thirty-six descendants of Joseph Herrick were present.
Officers were elected as follows: President,
Samuel Herrick, Belfast; Vice Presidents,
David Herrick, Northport, Emery Cottrell,
Belfast; Treasurer, Hannah Wilson, Belfast ; Secretary, Mrs. Mabel L. Miller, Belfast; Chaplain, Mrs. Rachel T. Herrick,
Northport; Executive Committee, Mrs.
Helen Herrick, Northport, Vena Griffin,
Lincolnville, Miss Emma Herrick, NorthThe time and place of the reunion and
year was left with the executive committee.
Among those present were Mrs. Ruth
Taber, Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Taber, Rostou; Benj. Rolersou and wife, Stockton,
Cal.; Elizabeth Griffin, Lincolnville; Mr.
and Mrs. Elisha Griffin, Clarence Griffin,
Northpo.-; Samuel Ilerrick, Emery Cottrell, Norman, Reginald and Malcolm Cottrell, Mrs. Nellie Farnham, Miss Alberta
Farnliam, Belfast; David Herrick and wife
Northport; George Mahoney and wife, Mrs.
Hannah Wilson, Mrs. Fred Toothaker, Mrs.
Ansel Wadsworth, Belfast; Mrs. Jennie
Spaulding, Mrs. Ruby Jameson, Rockland;
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Miller, Albert Miller,
Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wellman,
Belmont; Mrs. James Carver, Mrs. John
Hartshorn, Lincolnville.
LETTER TO GEO. A. MATTBEWS,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Dear Sir: Devoe is worth $4 or $5 a gallon, put on; how much is another paint
worth?
Depends on how many gallons you’ve got
to put on, to be equal to one of Devoe.
Mr. J. J. Hall, Sheffield, Pa., painted two
houses one coat, five years ago, lead and
oil, took 40 gallons.
Last summer bought 40 gallons Devoe for
same houses; had 10 gallons left.
Mr. N. Avery, Delhi, N. Y., owns two
houses exactly alike; painted one with Devoe ; took 6 gallons. The other with some
other; took 12 gallons.
What’d you give for those off paints?
Bear in mind, you’ve got to pay for the

painting.

P. S.

Yours truly,
F. W. Devoe & Co.
New York.
Mason & Hall sell our paint

The will of Sereno H. Rodick of Bar
Harbor, who left all his property to his
wife, is to be contested. The estate is estimated at from $800,000 to $1,000,000

retiring
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bearing interest from day ot issue.
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BELFAST, MAINE
TWO WEEKS FREE to all new student' who enf
tu p-opi-ms.
tiook-keeping, Penmanship. Arithmetic. Pitm
LOW KATE of tuition. Write for catalogue.

Reopens September 13th.

Our students are assisted
Touch Typewriting, etc.
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for

cure

Unity Park Association

your cold

Trottng and Pacing Races,

20c.,

puri.

meeting next

on

night.

one

itev.

Amass meeting in the interests of good
btizenship will be held by the churches of
he city next Sunday evening, Sept. 18, at
r.3(), in the auditorium of the Methodist
ihurch. There will be special music and
iddresses upon matters of great local imtortance. The pastors extend a cordial invitation to every person who is interested
n the civic and moral welfare of our city to
te present. Spec al invitation is given to
lie Mayor and all members of the city govn-nmeut. The sheriff and county attorney,
tresent and elect, will he invited to address
he meeting.
Following is the program:
Miss Edith Davidson.
Jrgau voluntary.
Methodist Church Choir,
Anthem,
Rev. D. L. Wilson,
scripture and Prayer,
Miss Isabel Ginn.
solo,
Address, “What Is Good Citizenship,"
Rev. A. A. Smith.
Address, “The Present -State of the Liquor
Problem in Waldo Cy." Rev. J. \Y. Hatch,
singing, “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,”
Congregation.
Address, “The Citizen and the Official,”
Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
“Moral Obligation to Law,”
Address,
Rev. II. Lutz.
Remarks by County Officials.

strong, hot,

Successor to Geo. V

tn

hands

wonderful, frequently curing

deavor at 6:30 p. m. ; union service in the
interest of good citizenship at the Methodist church at 7:30 p. n .; meeting for girls
Lml women Monday at 7:30p. in.
-Many
uul Mrs. I). Lv Wilson gathered in the Congregational churoh vestry Monday evening
to wish them farewell, happiness and suc:ess in their future home, Belfast.
The oe;asiou was as enjoyable as could be the
parting with friends so long known and so
well esteemed. As a slight token of approbation the C. C. A. presented to their rebring nastor and wife an elegant cut-glass
terry uish, while the people of the congregation gave a large a id beautiful dish of
tiavilaud china and a line bronze vase.
L'liere were also other remembrances,
iluch regret was fell and expressed over
he departure of these prominent people,
ivho have been ever most active in good
works in our midst.—Fort Fairfield Review
sept. 7tli.
Mr. Wilson began his pastorate in this
lity last Sunday.

a

or

CUTICURA SOAP. Dry, and
anoint freely with CUTICURA
OINTMENT,, the great Shin
Cure and purest of emollients.
Bandage lightly in old, soft cotton
or linen.
For itching, burning,
and scaling eczema, rashes, inflammation, and chafing, for redness, roughness, cracks, and
fissures, with brittle, shapeless
nails, this treatment is simply

m.

menus or

«
Bi

an

JAMES H. HOWES,

Morning worship at the Methodist church
next Sunday at 10.45, with sermon by Rev.
J. W. Hatch; music by choir; Bible school
at noon; young people’s meeting at 6.30
p. m.; topic, “Is the world growing better";
leader, Miss Sabina Morey; union service
in the interest of good citizenship at 7.30

tne numerous

BE

no

with

All members of the

At the Congregational church next Sunday, morning worship at 10.45 a. m.; sermon
by the pastor; Sunday school at 12 in.;
Christian Endeavor prayer meeting at 6.30
p. in. A union service in the interest of
Good Citizenship will be held at the Methodist church in the evening.

01

guaranteed

^

congregation are cordially invited to be
present to meet Mr. and Mrs. Wilson.

p.

HE

Flannel,

Special Values, Special Prices B

Next Tuesday evening at 8 o’clock in the
parlors of the North church a reception will
be given to the new pastor of the church,
Rev. David L. Wilson.

R5

ARE OPENED EVERA DAY.

He
day and will stay over two Sundays.
is an able speaker and good meetings and a
full house are expected.

]

B. .Smith and L. B. Gentner can alone
furnish horses for hotly contested
races, and there are enough other fast

are

near

There will be meetings at the Gospel Mission, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evenings. Rev. 0. M.

ion

the dwellers on its banks.

scattered broadcast over the State.

am

llnnr.F.-SiMMONs.
ol the late Rev.

slmHv

All

NEW GOODS FOR AUTUMN ■

the foot of Main
street, Rev. Mrs. Annie Johnson in charge.
Meetings Tuesday, Friday and Sunday
evenings at 7.30. The Mission will be
open mornings to receive castoff clothing
of all kinds for distribution.
Please help
in this good work.

Auxiliary Mission

There are little coves,

vrw>l.-

groves; and the noble river with its
passing steamers and sailing craft
affords an tver-changing panorama to

the

school at 12 o’clock.

the

The out of town guests
and Mrs. Frank Carr,
S'ewtou, Mass., Miss Elva Prescott, Chel: ea, Misses Hattie and Emy Marden, Pros1 >ect, .Me., Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Colson and
laughter, Prospect, Mrs. Abbie Thompson,
jtoektou Springs, Miss Mabel Shears, Shef1 ield, Mass., J. Eugene Finn, Chelsea, Mrs.
Harriet Wiley, New Haven, Mrs. Scott
’leveland, Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Marden
eft on the Pullman that evening en route
i o the St. Louis fair and will he at home
; ifter December 6th at Newtonville, Mass.

scot, which deserves to rank with the
An- most beautiful rivers 6f this country,

SORE At Janies H.
FEET
SORE
HANDS

Rev. A. A. Smith, pastor. It will be rally
Sunday and Clarence C. Brooks will sing.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
regular, morning service at 10.45 o’clock,
with preaching by the pastor, Rev. Harry
Lutz; subject, “The, Aim of Life.” Sunday

! [room’s employers.
] ireseut were Mr.

gor Commercial.
In sailing up and down the Penob-

CHURCHES.

Regular preaching service at 10.45 a. m.
at the Universalist church, next Sunday;

Marden-C level and. The marriage of
Miss Margaret N. Cleveland of Rockland
rnd Wendall H. Marden of Boston was
solemnized at the residence of the bride’s
lather, John C. Cleveland, Tuesday evening,
jept. 6th, Rev. C. A. Moore, pastor of the
The
Congregational church, officiating.
mine of the bride was beautifully decorated
At 6.30 the bridal
n honor of the occasion.
rnrty entered the parlor as Miss Margie
The
Stahl played the wedding march.
jride was attended by Miss Edith J. Jones
)f Boston as maid of honor. The groom’s
Pest man was Philip Reed of Andover,
The Misses Margaret Condon of
Mass.
Rockland and Frances Wiley of New
Haven, Conn., very gracefully served as
lower girls. Lunch was served after the
jeremony. The bride has been a teacher in
;lie public schools of Chelsea, Mass., fir
he past four years and the groom is coulected with the George F. Willet & Co., Inc.
veil known wool merchants in Boston.
Among the many wedding gifts was a
1 leautiful silver service, the gift of the

which are endeavoring to secure the
Judge Parker at Esopus last week. Did
election of Judge Parker to the Presilie “see” the editors'?

mer

abusing

THE

WEDDING BELLS.

street is the home of the trust and of
schemes by which the American peo-

INDIANA."

meeting

without

President of the United States I
not going to any more of them.”

Wall

others should have worn them.

CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS,
OF

ocratic

for everything that is disreputable in
politics—ballot box stuffing, bribery
and corruption. It thrives by robbery
of the people. One at least of its leaders has worn prison stripes, and many

PRESIDENT,

THEODORE

\

The Democratic campaign is in the
hands of Sheehan, who represents
Tammany, and of Belmont, who repre-

Subscription Terms: In advance, S2.on a year;
$1.00 lor six months; 50 cents for three months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

FOR

if they could carry
West Virginia and thought the money
:his conference cost had better have
been expended there. A good many
people will agree with this West Virginia Democrat that it is poor policy to
abuse a man like President Roosevelt
We had an illustration here. A Democrat was met coming away from the
meeting in which a Louisiana Congressman had criticised the President and he
remarked: “If we cannot have a Demit was doubtful

while after the action of the convention had been taken there was very littie danger of reconsideration. Taking
into account Judge Parker's work as
Hills’ campaign manager, and Hills’
well known methods, it has every appearance of a very shrewd game, in
which the Bryanites were the losers.

Republican Journal.

The

or

your

cough

IF
Lovers of

Agricultural Fair,

for

Good Dll'?

UNITY, MAINE.

25c.,

in Purses.

Entries Close Sept.

K.

at

12 H.

M.
a

T. REYNOLDS, Sec y, Unity, Maine.

TROUSERING"

pay, Tuesday, October 4, 1 P. M.
class, trot and pace, purse $125.
class, trot ami pace, purse $70.

are

First
2.24
2.50

Second

Day, Wednesday,October 5, 10 A. M.

specially good lot of

Examine them in the roll ami

PROGRAM:

DRUGGISTS.

getting.

® H.L. LORD
Promptly
tended

al-

I
f

to.

and 1 P. M.

Removal.

2.19 class, trot or pace, purse $150.
Green race, trot or pace, purse $40.
Fo r horses that never trotted for money to
sulkies, half mile heats, best three in five
2.D class, trot and pace, purse $100.

J. H. DODGE, Electrician,
And dealer in gas and electric supplies, lias
moved into the store of C. L. Wright, 62
Church street. Telephone and bell work. A1
repairs and constructions promptly attendee

conditions:

3w37*

FOR SALE.
A Sharpies Separator, No. 2 capacity, 266 lbs
per hour, enough for ten cows. Has been usee
three years. Cost $70 when new, with 6 per esnt
off for cash. I will sell for about half price. Thi
machine is in perfect order and does flrst-clasi
work.
JAS. H. CUNNINGHAM,
lw37*
Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE.
will stand for service at the Pearl Brool
1W37*
Farm, North Belfast.

27,

Also

POOR & SON,

On and after Saturday, September 17th
the Pearl Brook Farm stallions Browi
Braden, Marston C. and Directum Poster

goods in the

see some

ELEGANT STM !

$497.00

OR MONEY REFUNDED.

to.

Will look at in}

OCTOBER 4 and 5, 1904.

1

1

;

The above purses to be divided as follows: 50
per cent to first horse, 25 »»er cent to the second
horse, 15 per cent, to the third horse, 10 per cent,
to the fourth horse.
The above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
harness. Hopples not barred.
Any class noi fillin'' satisfactorily the management reserves the right to declare off or to fill
same without re-advertising.
A!1 nominations must be accompanied with the
fee of five per cent, of the purse, otherwise it
will not be recorded.
Horses entered and their entry fee paid in any
class may name in another class, to which they
are eligible, without expense, except to pay if
start.
All horses at owners’ risk and this association
will not be responsible for auy accident that may
occur on the grounds during this fair, and this
rule is a part oi this contract.
The manager reserves the right to postpone or
declare off any or all races on account of bad
weather
2t37
Right reserved to change program.
National Association rules, 01 which the association is a member, to govern with exceptions.

Miss Amy E. SlodW
PUPIL OF MADAME BEALE >G-Kt
OF
Is

BOSTON,

1

prepared to receive pupils In tie
Piano, Organ and Musical Them >

120 High Street,

Belfast

j

& Carl to tie Pi
W. E. grinnell announces
beng out of the horse business for si
he has again resumed the same and h;<
several pairs of Ohio Chunks just fron
tive State, weighing from twenty-tout >
seven hundred: also several pairs
horses. Will exchange, but prefers t<> *
guaranteed as sold. Good paper taken
spoudenee promptly answered.
SEARSFORT HOUSES I Al

Searsport, September 8,19W.—»»38

...

OF BELFAST.

|NEWS

society will meet with
next Monday at 2.30

;

tested the milk herd of

_

T.Vsboro
in

last week and
of any kind,

disease

sliop, t'apt. Cottle, came
sday with a fair wind,
first of the week.
reunion will be held at

hall, Thursday,
cordially invited. If
dr day.
.ral display in the winThe
,. of K. 11. Moody.
the garden of Mrs.
most successful florists!
range

f.

v

:

granite from the Mt.
: tlie new postoftice at
,tde by rail from HucksM e stone is brought by
quarry and loaded on

;

...it wharf.
<U1on has a copy of the
etlo oi Sept. 30, 1804.
resident of Norfolk at
sept as a souvenir this
.which is now a curioswas tiorn in Norfolk
it on that account.

,i

i

the Duplex
published last week,
es under tire cuts were
iesignating the foundry
the machine shop, and
told the story,
rimes
article

I

j

i

llelfast Opera
future include a week
a ei.-tt * Moulton Co.,
Lewis ,1. Russell in
I
and tlie Sky Farm
named are among
the road.

n

front of
■tieet Iia<l worn
■re, leaving a hollow
-mime a mud hole
am
with gravel, and in
wok done on Front
street in

i:

SEARSMONT.
Misses Helen Reebee, Ora D. Cross, Amy
Wilson and Harold P. Cobb enter the Maine j
Wesleyan Seminary, Kent’s Hill* this term,
Unity Fair. This fair will take place
Miss Alice M. Simmons and Stanley D. j
Oct. 4th and oth and there will be good
Wilson return as seniors..Prof. H. E.
trotting on both days, with purses aggre- Cobb w as summoned to New lork by telegating $497. See advt. with other particu- gram Saturday on account of the serious
illness of his wife....K. F. Dunton, Esq., I
lars and conditions.
and Miss Edith Dunton of Belfast were in
The 26th Maine Regimental Association town last Sunday—Mr. J. W. Farrar of
held its 19th reunion in the Memorial build- Washington, D. C., arrived last Sunday—
Mrs. Mary Bean met with a very painful
ing, Belfast, yesterday, with the usual pro- accident
last week, breaking her ankle
gram. The address of welcome was by ex- bone.... Mrs. R. Ness visited her daughter
Mayor C. 0. Poor. A full report of the in Camden last week.
meeting will be given next week.
EAST

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Bel
fast post office for the week ending Sept
10th: Sirs. F. E. Gould, Miss Ethel M. Pray
Miss Henrietta D. Rice, Miss Ida Robin
son, Mrs. George Stewart, Mr. C. J. Cottrell, Mr. C. A. French.
The Monroe fair is

on

this week.

Tues

day was the opening day and the fair closei
today, w ith the free for all and 2.40 class, in
which Masconomo, John McEwan, Fannie
Delniar, Grace Direct and Ora Drew are
entered by M. B. Smith, Belfast; Henry Ti
ter by L. L. Gentner, Belfast; Manzanita, M,
B. Smith, Belfast; Tom Spray, W. S. Pen
dletou, lslesboro; Mildred B., Arthui
Shute, Saudypoint ; Wallancetine, E. C
West, Monroe, are entered. These and
other local horses were entered for th<
events of the two preceding days. Isabelh
won Tuesday in the 2.18 class in threi
straight heats. Best time, 2.20. In the 3
minute class Nancy S. won in three straight
heats, Grace Direct, second, Tom Spray
fourth. Best time, 2.24J.

The U. R., K. of P. will run an excursion
to Waterville Wednesday, Sept. 21st, which
will give the Uniformed Rank an opportunity to attend the 3d Regt. Field Day and
to all the privilege of attending the Central
Maine Fair. The round trip tickets will be
$1. They will leave on the morniug train
and return by a special at 10.30 p. m.

SOFTCORE

Altana Dutch was the winner of the orgau
which has been on exhibition at the store of
Spencer & Eaton on Main street for some
time, and was given away to the holder of
the lucky ticket at the ball in the Opera
House Wednesday evening, Sept. 7th, given
by the Washington Hose Company. The
ball was a success.

Like the running brook, the
red blood that flows through
the veins has to come from
somewhere.
The springs of red blood are

Dickey's Excursions. Dickey’s excursions this month will be three interesting
trips to various points. That of Friday, tofound in the soft core of the morrow, goes to the Good Will Farm for
bones called the marrow and boys and will be well patronized. It will
give half an hour in Fail field, three hours
some say red blood also comes
at the Farm and two hours in Waterville.
from the
bone
The trip to Kineo will be a delightful
marrow
one, leaving Belfast Wednesday morning,
and
Sept. 21st, and returning Friday evening.
are nm oi iai.
The low rate of ten dollars, inrdnrlimr one
Scott's Emulsion makes new i side trip, is the
cheapest ever offered and
blood
the bone ail should visit the “King of Mountain
marrow and the
with Lakes.”—The White Mountain trip will
be made on the dates of Sept. 27th to 29th.
the richest of all
the pure The fare and board
for the three days will
cod liver oil.
be S12, but the side trips will be extra.

spleen. Healthy
healthy spleen

—

by feeding
spleen
fats,

For

pale

school girls and
invalids and for all whose
..miration of tile Troy
blood is thin and pale, Scott’s
is recorded in the
■f Deeds. Tlie pur- Emulsion is a pleasant and rich
The blood food.
11 are dairying.
It not only feeds
i. ali preferred stock
the blood-making organs but
already paid in,
them strength to do
Diai'-s, 61u. The direc- gives
ti
ivey, 1'. M. l’ren- their proper work.
much better grade
in that section.

-•a-

Ferguson, P.
T Woods, all
~p
•, Troy, is presirker, Troy, clerk; Geo.
M

.in,

A.

aa

measurer.

The Eastern S. S.
their new fall exa :h,
when special
am
1 to Boston from all
II,me and Mt. Desert dipafrom Belfast to Bosbe sii.L’f)_The Verona
liar Harbor Steamboat
,; .: Ilangor Sept. 7th from
tin- run from Caseo
i. a i
ami op. -half hours. The
Bailo r to Portland by
The
oaten It’ll miles.
make a -top on the way,
ally 12 land miles an
-t, the Eastern S. S. Co.
! ait service, making four
y, and it is expected to
ingement until Jan. t,
S S Co. fully insures
a
ive stock.
lunrate

■

■

am

i.

Hotel Velvet at

pid

nipiuyes have been con
.ml otlieers in a joint enfor their services. J.
resident of the, City Hotel
va!' eh held a year’s lease
a
Boston Sept. 5th and
i the next day the treas-a left.
Mr. Nutter was
'.-ton and Bangor boats
a
i ims since been engaged
e.'s in
New York city.
;■ d
i>y II. L. Hildreth of
n the market some years
kisses (molasses candy)
go sale.
They gave the
el, which was painted the
d\ ami furnished in velvet
Hildreth has not manrecent years.
,i

..

■

■

ms.
A derelict towed into
Till, bottom up, by the reveB ui, was supposed to be
iiie Ilyas with ship frames
■Vo, Butler & Co. This firm
tor I. M. Cottrell, who -.vent
with his diving outfit and
nation that the vessel was
uuy Doon, hailing from St.
Ail her spars were gone and
irried away, indicating a
hooner was posted as miss-•oii Chamber of Commerce
Milled from Eatonville, X. S.,
'••'slon, with a cargo of 150,''•her, and carried a crew ol
en
Tlie captaiu was W. E,
Kook, X. S. He is about 5(
•"d was married a short time
"I from Eatonville.
There is
crew nor any record of the
■’"•en in collision... .Seh. F. G.
.-charged oil from the Stand11
:«»)■ at Lane’s wharf for John
''■ 1
Charlie & Willie, Capt,
chartered to load small ranMate Point, St. George, foi
'"1, Portland harbor, to be
fu Plications there; 80 cents
.I and discharged.
■

Kf.ception.

A largely at
tendered the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar F. Chamber
in.v evening, Sept. 6, at then
Ash st, Waltham, Mass. Thej
-led in receiving by Mrs. Annie
mother of the bride. The deco
"eluded palms and cat flowers, ant
'pied as nearly as possible torn
Pie wedding, which took
place ir
M
Aug. 1st. Mr. and Mrs. Chamber
•en
bountifully remembered, and at
display of elegant wedding gifti

,.’ '""’Win* reception

was

"f

,lng

ebiua, cut glass, silver ant
UJOn*y, also including an oak buffet
,,
cut glass fr°m the church o:
'*!1,'*
,*bri<le'» organist, and a mahoganj
onic.,
!'ablnet [l°m her music pupils. Re
Ir.. .|,
"«>"it* of
iees, cake and punch weri
*

a

eaterer from a tent on the lawn 1
in.; i.
1|ianese lanterns and abundant shrub
ta, *
lll"ssoms added brilliancy to thi 1
(.no
1"
ushers were Edward W. Good
w ,
''I'ugtou Heights, U. S. Toungo
Ims. E. Monroe of Wollastoi 1
"i :
, [
Jr-> Roger Browne ant
■''lifiiiiid ri
Mansfield of Waltham. Guest: ,
»sr(.
from Arlington, Belfast
Cambridge, Melrose
Vpw'.ou »mervilie and
Weston.

t

1,''

Jil»cktoif88Dt

s„rI,!lJSto,?’

j

j

SEARSMONT.

Robert M. Thomas and Wyatt R. Carrow,
formerly with I. L. Perry, cigar manufacturer, East Belfast, have opened a cigar
factory at No. 2 Pond street, Bucksport.
The leaders among the many brands they
manufacture are the Bucksport, 10 cents
straight, and the B. & A., S cents.

on

the

hi

F. S. Holmes, real estate agent, has sold
the Harvey Smalley place, east side, for
Mrs. Jane R. Smalley, to Mrs. Fla villa G.
Thompson, who comes from Massachusetts.

Latest reports tell of plenty of big gams
in practically all parts of northern Maine.
G. B. Marsano of this city, who has beer
conducting two fruit stores on High street
has sold one of the stores to John McAulilfe

North Belfast.
The Christian Endeavor Society was reorganized Thursday
evening, Sept. 8th. Agnes Vaughan was
elected president; Julia Vaughan, vice
president; Leona liucklin, secretary; Jane

Brown, treasurer—Fred
wired his mill for electric

j twenty

Holmes

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Richards spent
Sept. 4th with relatives in Camden....
Arad Mahoney was in Liberty Sept. 10th.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. MacKenua and son
Robert of New York city arrived Sept. 8th
and are the guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Cummings
Miles S. Brewster has returned to Palmer, Mass., after
his family. W.
with
two
weeks
spending
Wellman accompanied him.•• .Will Arnold
is having his farmhouse shingled. Ernest
Butler is doing the work
Quite a number from this section attended the fair at
Belfast Sept. 7th.
—

_

mmaenm
Using BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF
THE FAMILY MEDICINE,
For all STOMACH and BOWEL TROUBLES.

MONEY REFUNDED

if t

failswhennned^dimled.

I

Are the

Corsets that actually cost

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Fashion

ROBES and

?

Prepared

at

all hours to do

I!

Black, Journal building, has a new an i
large line of samples of the newest and ui
to-date goods for suits and shirt waist
from New York. Call and see them.
H. Dodge, electrician and dealer in ga
and electric supplies, has moved to tb
store of C. L. Wright, 53 Church street...
H. L. Lord, merchant tailor, has some el<
gant styles of fall suitings, overcoating 5
and a specially good lot of trouseringi
Call and see them In the piece.

;

No. 6

Inlaid Linoleum Remnants, g
size 9 in. by 3 feet, for

us

now

$1.00,

cost

75c.

us

now

*

Bargain
Black

50c

Town in

ly7
by telephone both day and night.

72 Klafn Sireat, Belfast.

Inlaid

OPOSSUM

sell

square

SI.00,

I

now

02'ic

I
1

I

Remants

for $1.50

yard,

Skirts

for 89c. and

sold

|
I

No. 7

No. 4

Linoleum

that

coverings, 10c

Mercerized

that

Bargain

now

10c
Bargain

Bargain No. 3
Wrappers that
and

IX(t and FU XE K AL W0RK.
Conueeted

Bargain

for

No. 8

i Rain Coats

now

45c

|

$7-00.

J
sold for

that
now

$4,50

|

I

i

and

,50c, 75C, $1.25, $3.00 Sizes

A. A.

RECOMMENDED AND
FOR SALE BY
HOWK8 Ab Oo.

J. Franklin Harris,

FOX,

IREmBER

the

Bargains in short length I

DRESS GOODS, just what you
Children’s School Dresses.

need for

I

f

The Two Popular
Numbers.

EYE SIGHT

SPECIALIST,
Would respectfully announce to tlie people o
Belfast and vicinity that he lias taken the room
over Poor’s drug store and furnished them with
every requisite for eye testing. All examinations
absolutely free of charge. All kinds of lenses
ground to lit the eve. Prescription work a speciality. Artificial eyes fitted in a skillful manner.
All work warranted to give satisfaction. I shall
make my location here a permanent one, and by
honest work ami square dealing try to merit the
confidence of all.
Office hours from 9 to 9. over
Poor's drug store. Fifteen years experience.
J. FRANKLIN HARRIS,
37
Eye Sight Specialist.

Get in Touch with
Us!

Our Medium Priced

A GOOD BARGAIN.

We leave for New York September 23.
On our return will show a beautiful
And attractive line of

Isabella

Opossum
Brush Tail

FURS

su,Tc8<iATS,

Are Genuine

SWEATERS, ETC.

Leaders.

The details of our stock unnecessary. The people of Waldo County will find us never better equipped with staples and
we

gowns.
All

special orders will receive prompt and
Mail orders must be sent by 21st.
Yours truly,

special attention,

STAPLES,

HENRY

HENRY

SOLE AGENT

SOLE

FOR BELFAST.
Fall style Guver* are here ami they are nobby.
The best hat in the city. I have sold them for ll
years.

The Advertiser of Facts,
Masonic

CARLE & JONES,

Caps, all prices from 53c. to #3.00.
Neckwear, Braces, Sweaters, Mens and
Boys’ Pants direct from the mills. Chil-

Flats and
One of the oldest and up-to-date tailors. Five
I take your
hundred samples to select from.
I can save y-*u
measure and guarantee the tit.
some money.
Call and see the line. Or if you
want a ready-made suit L will order you one
from a large wholesale house. I have samples to
select from.

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,
PAXTS, SUITS.

I

dren’s Suits, Overcoats ami Keefers from
3 to 1(5, tUnderwear in extra sizes and
shorts and stouts, Gloves and Hosiery,
Cavdigan Jackets, Kubber and Oil Coats
ami Hats, Uuion Suits, Men’s and Boys*
Shirts in all the latest
P. S. Closing out sale
or the next 60 days.

<

3

>

“

Subject

“in

to Check

j
X
T

1
1X

< >

JL

•

a

ii

Peoples National Bank

:I

Capital >50,001).

Surplus $25,000,

Deposits $365,000

1
J

Temple,High St., Belfast

WANTED.
34tf

\

12 Main street.

Savings Dept.

A TEAMSTER.

Street, Belfast.

Children’s Suits

It you wish your money to
draw interest, bring it to this bank.

>

<!

<

styles.

on

How to Get Interest,

Apply to

2 Stores—6 Floors—Main

Shirt,
Collars, Cuffs,
H. &, P. Cloves,

FROM KLEE & CO.f NEW YORK,

2 per cent

M JL John

STAPLES,

AGENT FOR THE

Monarch

Fall Samples

solicit your atten-

Mrs. Haley, our Dressmaker, will accompany us,
using
her time in getting ideas and selecting trimmings for the fall

FOR SALE BY

1 HENRY STAPLES,

RAINCOATS,
SHIRTWAISTS,

department, for which

FOR SALE BY

\

Boas

GARMENTS,

novelties in every
tion.

50c. and 75c..

75c

Shirt Waists that cost

EMHAIA1-

CARLE & JONES’

\

$1.42,

Bargain No. 2

We Lead the

BURIAL GOODS.

ii^Fall Announcement.*-

|

to

No. 5

door sill

and in a few weeks the cure will be comand who were showered with kisses of tli ? plete.
This is a strong statement, but R. II. Moody
were
almost
candy variety,
.the only inc
emphasizes it by agreeing to refund your
dents of moment. The amateur eoaehwoma
money if Hyomei does not cure.
gave up the reins at Saturday Cove, lcr th 3
darkness had descended rapidly, and fror 1 ISI-ESBORO.
A good chance for a
working man to buy a nice
there on we trusted to luck, a good drivei
The little daughter of F. E. Rond, who 6-room house on Hay View street on the installment
Let
rent
plan.
your
go toward paying for
underwent an operation for appendicitis, I
and horses that knew.ithe road. The part
the house ami in a short time own
home,
as reported last week, died
7tli. The This is a fine place in good repair. your
Sept.
Handy to
broke
our
j
in
arrival
towi
gradually
tip on.
family went home with the remains to 1 town. Come in and talk it over.
and it was with reluctance that our faitlifi 1 Fenilyn, Pa.
F. S. HOLMES.
33tf
Real Estate Agent, Belfast.
mascot, Jack, who had proved a trusty es ---- I
eort, w'as induced to part with the buck
board in which we all had spent a.delighl
ful day.

)

$1.00,

$1, $1.25, $1.50,

_

make their fail announcement this week
Sept. 23d they leave for New York, aceou
pauied by their dressmaker, Mrs. Hale]
and on their return will show an attraetiv
line of furs, garments, suits, coats, etc
Special orders will receive prompt an
special attention. Mail orders must be sen t
by the 21st....Fred A. Johnson, Masoni
Temple, has something to say this wee
about furs and it is a “word in time.” Fur
will soon be needed and now is the time t
select them—James II. Howes, Odd Fel
lows block, is opening every day new good
for autumn, including domestic and woe
flannels and “Viyella Flannel” guarantee
not to shrink.
Mail orders receive promt
attention—l’oor & Sou guarantee to cur
your cold for 20 cents or your cough for 2
cents, or money refunded....Foster, Esta
brooks Co. want girls at once on power ma
chines.
They have four or five month
work and not enough girls_See card of J
Franklin Harris, eyesight specialist, who i
permanently located in the rooms ore
Poor’s drug store. Office hours 9 to 9, an
all examinations absolutely free of cha::g<
....The Pocket Lawyer, advertised thi
week, is said to be an excellent manual an i
is sold at a very reasonable price....A Hai
vest of Farm Bargains is advertised by I
A. Strout.
M. S. Stiles, Brooks, is hi 8
agent for Waldo county. Send for booklet..
The northerly half of the Ham-Condo !
house, Northport avenue, is for rent. A|
ply to the Belfast Savings Bank.Tb e
Elite, Northport, is prepared to serve broi ied live lobsters, steak, broiled chickei
elams and oysters... James H. Cunninghan
Belfast, has a Sharpless Separator, No. 2 fc r
sale at about half price—Notice is give “
that the Pearl Brook Farm stallions, Brow
Braden, Marston C. and Directum Post« r
will stand for service.Miss Hattie &

from

dupli-

eckwear that sold for 25c.,'

CASKETS,

|

;

Bargain

now

incandescent lamps.

__

Bargain No. 1
us

has

were obtained and tlie tr.igic story wa si hawking to clear the tick.tng back of the pal
throat
ate
told, in several of its varied forms, i: 1 j: pain in the chest
formation of crusts in
a cough
the nose
Camden a halt was made long enough for
stitch in side
dryness of the throat
call at Mixer’s, where we found our forme : losimr of flesh
in the morning
loss of strength
town, woman, Mrs. George Mixer, as pleas i variaole apnetite
low spirited at times
spasms of coughing
ant as ever, and brought away samples 0 j
j raising of frothy mucous coudi short ami liacksome of their delicious wares.
Tlie driv a expectorating yellow
ing
matter
cough worse nights and
home, past the beautiful summer homes s } difficulty m breathing
mornings
loss in vital force
numerous in Camden, was as charming a 5
frequent sneezing
a feeling of tightness
ever and enjoyed to tlie fullest extent.
1 L
across |lie upper part
of the chest
sortie upon a deserted apple orchard an 1
Hyomei will destroy activity of all cathe rerygnitiou of some youthful friends ti f
tarrhal
in the respiratory organs
germs
the morning, whose sehooihou.se we passet

Last week’s offer again
cated this week.

Prepared by the Norway Mkdicisk Co., Norway, Me.

lights, using

He has a
small water wheel which is to furnish power to generate the
.electricity....We have
had a large number of summer visitors this
Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
season, but nearly all of them have return409-415 Pearl Street,
New York
ed home. Among the recent departures are
50c. aud$i.oo; all druggists.
i Dr. F. C. Gay and family to Brooklyn, N. Y.;
By Bdckboarii to Camden.
A jolly i Wilburt X. Brier
to Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
party of nine young ladies enjoyed a ride t< 1 j F. R. Downes to Charlestown, Mass.
Camden last Friday. Although tlie morn I
1
ing’s promise of a radiant day was not fui
WHAT IS CATARRH?
tilled, and even a few drops of rain fell
win
in
no
wise
disheartened
tlie
Hyomei
Only Guaranteed Cure for This
party,
they
Common and Disagreeable Disease.
were well fortified with wraps and abundan
good spirits—tlie non-alcoholic kind. Tin
Hyomei cures catarrh by the simple
method of breathing it into the air pasroute taken was a new one to most of tin
and lungs. It kills the germs ot casages
party, and the scenery was so beautiful ant tarrhal poison,
heals and soothes the irrivaried that tlie visitor from Texas declare! 1 tated mucous membrane and
effectually
drives this disease from the system.
herself a “Maine-iac" from that time forth
If you have any of the following sympof
drivers
somewhat
alarinei
.The change
toms, catarrhal germs are at work sometlie more timid, but the turnpike picnii '< where in the mucous membrane of the
ground was reached without accident ant l throat, bronchial tubes or tissues of the
lungs.
both beasts and humans enjoyed an hou
offensive breath
huskmess of voice
or more of rest and refreshment
The driy 4
dryness of the nose
discharge from the nose
around tlie lake, past some of the Lak ; pain across the eyes
stonpage of the nose at
pain in back of the head
night
City cottages, was another first experience * pain in front of the head addin' of the body
and from the opposite side of the pond ;
tendency to take co;d
dropoings in the throat
in
in t li e moutn open while sleepburning p a
line view of Maiden’s Cliff and its cros

BARGAINS THAT ARE BARGAINS.

—

SWAN & SIBfcLY CO.

FOR RENT.
The northerly half of the Ham-Condon house,
situated at the Junction of High and Church
streets on Northport avenue. For terms apply
to
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

Belfast, September 13,1904.—37tf

WHAT

giving a sample of a colored preacher’s
scripture exposition. The President
then delivered an address, touching
world topics, dwelling chiefly on the
“Hairbrain” Contributes his usual lively Russo-Japanese war, making out that
Annual
the
the little brown Japs, both by sea and
Meeting.
report of
of
To the Editor of the Republican by land, are giving some examples
lighting such as tile world lias never
have
Dale
of
the
The
Journal:
Knights
before seen, stating that the sacrifice
hail an annual meeting. Its transit fell of life in said war makes it the world
It was an oc- tragedy of a century, that the despotic
on the 17th of August.
attitude of the Russian government
casion memorable. There was no ad-

South Montville Club of ’G9

courier,

vance

no

sound of trumpet,

towards Finland and the Jews is the
crime of two centuries, that both Russia and Japan want to be the exclusive
schoolmasters of China, but that neither should he so allowed by the powers.
He turned to local history in closing,
stating that his native George’s river
and the George's Islands at its mouth
have the honor ot a first visit by the

nor

voice in the street, but simply a word
of mouth from man to man that the

date of the great event

was

agreed up-

of title, and that
the chief of the Clan had been notified.
It wasn’t necessary to state rain or
shine: the Clansmen knew that by both

by

on

gentlemen

the

experience. Other meetings
might be governed bv the rain or shine
clause, it so minded, but the Boguesdale

instinct and

flan is never

so

minded. Once

a

decree

has gone forth, like the law of the Meiles
and Persians the mind of their Lordships changes not. In fact in this instance rain was needed and the

calling

of the meeting was justified on that account alone. The Chief always brings
rain along nth him, but this time it

seemed good to have it come in the
night before and on the morning of the
date of the meeting. That shows the
perfection of contact with the weather
bureau, now happily maintained. The
President left his summer retreat at
the sea with its
Murray Hill, Me.
multitudinous voices”
Saturday, the
lath, going first to the shrine of his nativity in Searsmont, thence to So. Montville for divine worship Sunday, then
visited among the Dukes tili "Wednesday evening, meantime making a tour
of the True Pond from the Mills to the
Kingdom, east and west, visiting his
..Id fishing haunts of thirty-live years
ago with Grand Duke Conner, landing

splendid fish, both pickerel and

some

"the scenes of his childhood

black bass,
seem

to take

seen

through

on

years, and the
fishing weather.
i;r

vi

evening

nimbus swept
young moon
clouds like a

exquisite beauty as
haze of thirty-fi
said haze makes good
an

the

t.ic

out

mi

umiv.

'**'-*'

English explorers, George Weymouth

and his crew, on their first voyage to
this continent, having sailed from England March :’,1, 1605, landed at Monhegan early in June that year,
their vessel back of the George's Islands, probably in the present harbor
of Port Clyde, visited the islands, setting up a cross there, where the next
year the first Protestant service was
belli; visited the Indians on the mainland, who were very peaceful, very
skillful in handicraft and in canoeing,
bought many valuable furs of them for'
a lot of comparatively valueless trinkets, and found growing on the sunny
side oi the wooded shores a profusion
of wild roses and peas, gooseberries,
strawberries and angelica: that Weymouth, though declining to go with the
1 ndians to the seat oi their great ‘‘Bashaba” ^somewhere on the Penobscot),
went in the ship’s boat up the river,
seemingly above the present site of
Thomaston. They called the river Pentecost, built a pinnace (a small Boat) on
i shore, felled trees and dug a well, and
i sowed peas and barley to test the fertility of the soil. In liis peroration the
President expressed Ins great love of
the Dale, stating that there is no spot
on earth he so much delights to visit,
The next on the program was a reading
j by M rs. Sadie Adams, but she failed of
course, so as to throw on the President
again the burden of another effort, lie
| gave them a little scrap of verse on
I vacation, “The Same Old Thing.” It
1
actually set their lordships a laughing.
I The part of C. V. Martin, the Prophet,
came next.
He let out one little dash
of prediction on the President. Rub; bish! He should never be honored with
the role of prophet again.
The closing part was the President’s
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scheme

pi rants

cuoi

no

by

must

to a

which each of the

support

him or see

rival, probably for

a

of years. For a nominating committee be appointed Karl Uandall to reten

port the

name

president,

ot a candidate for vice-

Luke

Conner

report
secretary

to

the name ut a candidate tor

Marquis

Knowles to report the
candidate for treasurer, and
the three to report the name of acandiand

name

of

a

htlt for President; and didn’t they take
their oitter medicine with wry faces'.
They wanted to discuss the matter on
the floor, and Conner did discuss it,
gesticulating with Ins head from high to
low : but discussion was cut off under
the stern rule, and they were summariy sent to cloture. The meeting in their
ibsenee made honorary members of all
present tor the lirst time, without record to age, color, or previous condition,
tins was much more diplomatic than the
bungling honorary membership voted
last year,namely: "whether they wanted
to he made honorary members or not.”
That was the provision of Conner, the
aspirant for president. The committee
on nominations, emerging from cloture,
reported for treasurer Ceo. T. Randall;
for secretary lienj. F. Knowles, for
vice-president C’has. F. Conner, and for
presiuem nas. l
onner, the last named gentleman reporting for tliecommittee.
The chair rose to the occasion,
with great calmness and magnanimity
the
put
question of the acceptance and
adoption of the report of tiie committee
and declared the election of the several
gentlemen to the several otlices in the
twinkling of an eye. Jn another twinkle he was at Conner’s side to escort him
to the chair. Randall by that time had
resumed his seat in the chimney corner
and seemingly enraged at being outwitted by the President, and seeing Conner get lirst honors,
challenged the retiring ; President to meet him half
The
President ordered the Secreway
tary to measure off the door, and started.
Then Karl George suddenly felt weak
again, and wanted to stay in the chimney coiner. Duke Conner was brought
up by honest parents, and now a troubled conscience brought bis method to the
surface.
He rose and stammered that
lie had not reported right; that the
committee had decided on the name of
F. F? Phillips for president, and moved
that tlie Secretary be empowered to cast
one vote for each of the nominees, respectively. It was carried, and it was
done, counted and declared, the Secretary admitting that he had voted fur and
elected himself to succeed himself. The
President gave thanks. Let the kind
reader slight some parts of this windy
report, but let him read the part relative to nominations and elections carefully, twice, if need be, and then say
whether or not the peace of the Dale
should ever be broken by the election
of one of the unsuccessful aspirants to
the presidency of the Dale Club.
The program came next in order.
First was music by B. F. and Ralph
Knowles. They played the instrument
and sang royally. The applause was
loud and long, but no encore tempted
them to give the listeners a second
treat. James Warren Skinner, the Sage
of the Quantabacook, delivered a most

appropriate and inspiring address of

welcome. Mrs. C. H. Howes was down
for a reading, but failed. By vote of
the meeting the President substituted,

Husking” is depicted
Prescott’s, near trie .-ite uf
"The

of the late General

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Deab Mbs. Pinkham :—I cannot tell you with pen and ink what good
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound did for me, suffering from
the ills peculiar to the sex, extreme lassitude and that all gone feeling. I
would rise from my bed in the morning feeling more tired than when I went
to bad. but before I had used two bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham'S Vegetable Compound, I began to feel the buoyancy of my younger days returning, became regular, could do more work and not feel tired than I had ever
bean able to do before, so I continued to use it until 1 was restored to perfect
health. It is indeed a boon to sick women and I heartily recommend it.
Yours very truly, Mbs. Rosa. Adams, 819 13th St., Louisville, Ky.”
Auy women wno are

regular

or

irouuiea

wiin ir-

painful menstruation,

weak-

ness, leucorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearing-down
feeling, Inflammation of the ovaries, back-

Stephen

j
nothing daunted he put up j

but

:.

niece

Roger Hanson, C. S. A., wants every woman
to know of the wonders accomplished by

pastoral picture of
of the primeval forests
Ridge ana the Rale by

«•

:

Mrs. Rosa Adams,

was a

and Edmund Prescott, who
and Ladies flocked to the meeting in ! came there from Gilnmnton, X. II., in
numbers greater than ever before and 1801, and by Ezekiel True and Paul
who came there from Centre
The Ryer,
in happiest mood and manner.
| Harbor. X. II., in 1805. Here is a peep
w ith
counterbalanced
ones
gravity
young
at it from one point of view:
levity, a nice poise between youth, and j
"(hi where once their habitation
<>n South Ridge’s slope was seen,
years that speaks well for the descend- !
The estates of both Puke Ripley
ants of the Knights of Boguesdale.
And Puke Prescott just between,
Where the brow turns to the eastward
Long live the Dale! Well, the meeting
f
And looks on the lower vale.
started right oil sharp at eight o’clock,
Then more beauteous in spring verdure
Than beneath white winter hail;
the ancient Secretary read the records
1
At its fi'ot Pead river winding
ot the last annual meeting, and then
(Hit into St. George’s tf.»od,
Seemed a -pl ight o: nameless beauty
the '.’resident spoke right out and said I
In wild meadows of the wood.”
here was going to ne an election. lie
The hermits, as many as five having
mid been picsident eleven years and
taken up their .solitary abodes about
was a little superstitious on odd num- the
ponds in this region in those early
for
an aspect of curiosity to the
bers, ut would not declare himself
j1 days, give
twelfth term. Luke Conner and Mar- picture. Barrett, who lived in a hollow
tree
for
;
thirty live years, graces the
,;ui> Knowles, vice-president and secrerhyme. Then the mysterious a peartin y.
pec lively.’ both declared what ance of Rogue is sung thus:
had ..
been apparent, that they were
"Still another hermit ventured
;
a; nd.dates tor the otlice ot President:
T<> their cheerful open door,
1
Put he n i' led no c.ni- <•! leaving
i: a f ari Uandall of Cartersbunr, treasKindred, home ami go idly store,
|
on-: ot: in the chimney corner,
said
inly telling that he journeyed
For a w Adel ne*£ retreat,
..I
i.-it weak and would not declare
Where hi> heart in slow repining.
:him i. cut that was clearly construed
In God'.- time might cease to be.it
li was lie who cut the openin':
n appeal for sympathy, and that he
At Puke Conner's in the swale;
■. o- a cam],
at. Intact.
The President ;
Hence the name of 1: >uue is given
To the clearing ami tlm 1 fale.”
saw that i a was up against a eombina-

THE

TOOTS

MEAN.

for all kinds of coastwise trade in non.
perishable cargo. If then the woodenhulled and wooden-sparred schooner
and in Harbor.
has gained for herself such a pre-emiIf to starboard you would go,
nent position in this line of traffic, it
Then one whistle you should blow ;
seems not unreasonable to predict that
If to port, then, sailor, you
her steel built successor will prove even
should at once blow whistles two;
more efficient when one considers her
And in danger should you be,
manifest points of superiority.
One
You must sigmil whistles three.
which builders of woodA Iloboken ferryboat was groping its great difficulty
en schooners have met with is
the
way through the fog the other evening,
of safe guarding
when some invisible craft blew three practical impossibility
the masts against breakage in a heavy
blasts of a whistle dead ahead.
A
It lias been found undesirseaway.
heavy splashing at its stern showed able to secure the masts too
rigidly, as
that the engines of the ferryboat had
the taut standing rigging is liable to
been reversed and the creaking of its draw
the chain plates in the fastenings,
timbers told how the propeller in sudif the shrouds are set up
denly revolving in tiie opposite direc- especially
when the vessel is loaded, as they
tion wrenched the vessel from keel to tight
become too
when the cargo is
pilot house. Again out of tiie fog with removed, and tight
the risk of dismasting is
a still more piercing shrillness sounded
thereby greatly increased. This is one
those three toots.
Passengers crowded reason why schooners of this type are
to the windows, hut they strained their
seldom sent on deep-sea voyages. The
eyes in vain.
steel masts and wire rigging of the
“Wonder what kind of a boat is runsteel schooner do away with this risk.
ning us downy” stammered a frighten“Then, too, a steel vessel is about 27
ed Xewarker.
than a wooden one of
“I'd like to know myself,” whispered percent, lighter
like size, which means that she can
a bald headed Hobokenite.
"If we’re
27
carry
percent, more of dead weight
going to have a smash it would be some on
a like
draught. Xaturally the
relief to know what’s going to stiike
carrying capacity of any ship is a very
us.
1 would”item in he considered.
In
Hut the paid headed man’s sentence important
the shape of her 'null some very radical
was cut short by three more blasts.
can be made, all of which are
“Pardon my savin’ so," remarked a changes
over
the type most
red faced individual, bowing abruptly improvements
common in tlm pieseut wooden schoonto tiie two men, ”]’m an old sea dog
er.
she can he built with a Hat plate
as knows a few
wet things.
Well, keel not
extending below the bottom
that’s a tug out there lowing a railroad
which reduces her draught
She's plating,
We’l'e sale enough.
lighter.
from I! to in in., and still provides an
keepin’ on her course, an’ we’re gem’ opportunity for
using a steel centerastern of her.”
board if desired,
fhe necessity of a
“I see," spoke up tiie bald headed
toretoot
am!
a mug deep Ket 1,
man.
“You tell by the toots.
It’s the square
which all wooden schooners have, is
number of them which”obviated, the result being that tlie
Just then the three toots sounded on
steel vessel is quicker and more reliable
the left ol the ferryboat and not quite in
The steel
schooner also
stays.
so loud.
offers tlie advantage incident to the
"Hotli the number and the length of
use ot bilge
keels, which prevent
the whistles give you the clew." was
excessive rolling and are efficient help
the answer. "The "first blast was long,
the others short. That is the same as against leeway.
embodiPerhaps the chief
saying •<lot a tow.’ Did you notice ed in the use of steeladvantage
is the facility it
that tiie lirst blast was unusually longy
a thuds for a double bottom construcWell, that indicates that tiie tug is tied tion for tlie carriage of water-ballast
up to tiie lighter, and not towing it at a whenever
to increase or delength of line. Three short blasts crease tlie necessary
displacement of the vessels,
would have meant something wholly
according as the exigencies of wind and
different. Three short blasts would he sea
demand. The initial cost of a steel
like sayin’: ‘Danger. Look outl Stop!
schooner is of course greater than that
I’ve reversed my engines.
Reverse
of a wooden one, and this is more than
That's tiie common disyours quick.
compensated for bv tlie greater lasting
I tress simial
of tlie former, and tlie smaller
There was a lift in tire fog, which re-1 qualities
cost of maintenance.
vealed the tug tied to a long railroad
“Themost noted example of tlie new
lighter.
steel type is tlie seven-masted Thomas
'‘Iiut how did you know that the tug i W.
Lawson, built in mol, at tlie Fore
would keep uu its course?” asked the I ltiver
Ship yard. Her net freight caNewark man.
pacity is 7,non tons, and she carries a
come
blasts
hie
“From
the
direction
|
crew of only sixteen men, or about half
from,” replied the mariner. “The tug as many as would lie required in a
signalled on our starboard, or right square-rigged vessel of the same size
of
and
| hand. Accor lingly, it had the right
The introduction of
! way. Tnat’s why we reversed our en- j steamtonnage.
capstans and windlasses and
gines and went astern.”
stockless anchors 1ms made it possible
Among tlit thousands who travel on j or two or three men to work such a
| the waters surrounding Manhattan is-’ vessel's ground tackle, and as the sails
; land extremely few understand the ! are hoisted and the
pumps worked
tooting w hit- they hear incessantly on j steam power she can put to sea withby
a
I'o the all-year-round com- much smaller crew
; every side.
than would formermuter, as well as the summer excur-1 ly have been considered safe. I under: sionist from the city, the whistle speaks I
the net protit she paid her
1 stand that
an unknown
Yet in this
language.
owners the first year was something
:
to
each
way sailors not only signal
like c4 per cent,, so there can he no
other the direction of their courses, but
question as to the success of the new
j they even gossip about business and departure from tlie financial standEach steamship line.
j domestic affairs.
each tugboat company, lias its own,
"Although this building of steel
“house toot.”
i lie private signal of
schooners is in its experimental stage,
[the Standard Oil Company, for exam- and we have but little data as yet to
ple, consists of two long toots,
judge of their real value, it seems sale
Members ol the American Assoeia- to
predict a great future for them, not
tion of Masters and Pilots have a seconly for coastwise trade, but for overret code of signals. In asking the quessea
as well.
Arthur Sewali a
tion. ior example. "Are you a fellow t o.. voyage Me., are now
Hath,
using steel enmember? a captain belonging to this
tirely. instead of wood in tiie construeorganization will give a long and short tion of their new schooners, and otlu. r
toot. The reply. "Yes,” consists of a
builders are following their
long and two quick short blasts. The Already some half a dozen steelexample.
schoon;
distress signal id1 this order is made by ers have been
launched. Combining as
a long and short toot, repeated once.
these ships do, the maximum of can tAbout u o’clock almost every night a
ing capacity with the min mum of
yellow tug. in passing lied Hook, operating expenses, they form a class
and
two
blows
two
long
Brooklyn,
which for either coastwise or uverc-.i
short blasts. One day when the cap- trade
have never been equalled heretotain of the tug had a friend aboard and fore in
tins or any other countn."
had given this signal, his guest asked:
—Marine Review.
“Whit's that ior—if you don’t mind,
Laneua&e of the Steam Whistle

ache, general debility,

and nervous pros-

tration, should know there is one tried
and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. No other medicine
for women has received such wide-spread
and unqualified indorsement. No other
medicine has suchareeord of femalecures.
I am very pleased
IIeab Mbs. Pineham:
recommend
E. Pinkhanrs Vegetable Compound for womb and ovarian difficulties from which I have been a sufferer for years. It
was the only medicine which was at all beneficial,
and within a week after I started to use it, there
I
was a great change in my feelings and looks.
used it for a little over three months, and at, the
end of that time I suffered no pain at the menstrual
period, nor was I troubled with those distressing
pains which compelled me to go to bed, and I have
This is nearly a year
not had a headache since.
ago. I always keep a bottle on hand, and take a
the
that
it
tones
fbw doses everv week, for I find
up
system and keeps me
feeling strong, and I never have that tired out feeling any more.
“I certainly think that every woman ought to try this grand medicine,
Yours very truly, Miss Elsie Dajjfokth, iiOS
for it would prove its worth.
r,...
De Soto St., Memphis. Term,
—

Lydia

to

...

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
Don’t hesitate to write to Mrs. Pinkham. She will understand
your case perfectly, and will treat you with kindness. Her advice
is free, and the address is Lynn, Mass. No woman ever regretted
having written her, and she lias helped thousands,
forfeit if we cannot forthwith produoe the original letters and signatures of
dirnnn above
which will
tbeir absolute

%I|||S||I
WvUUU

testimonials,

genuineness.
Lydia E. Pinkh&m Med. Co., Lynn, Mast.

prove

at George
the ancestral Prescott home.
APPLE BOXES KOT IN FAVOR
The genial and
boxes have the advantage, as they pack
; generous traits oi George are set forth
more compactly.
without stint, but to those who have
“Our firm, and in fact 1 believe near“The fact is,” continued Mr. Patch
known him through a long life the set- ly all the produce dealers in Boston
"we have not as yet obtained an ideal
is
not overdrawn.
; ting
A winter of un- who handle apples, are opposed to the package for apples.
The great objecwonted rigor has passed, a season of bushel box for apples.”
This remark tion to the barrel is that it is so difficult
fair fruitage and abundant crops has was made recently to an editorial reu- to make. The staves,
hoops and heads
resentative of the New England Home- ; all have to be secured and unless one is
followed, and then
i
stead
Mr.
E.
1).
Butterfield,
mana‘‘Two
by
it
is
not
an
I
practised,
ponderous rows of con- in husk
easy matter to put
Ranged through the long barn-tioor at dusk ; : ger of Simmons, Amsden A Co. of Bos- a barrel together. It should be possible
Lights hung from forks stuck in the mows, ton, at the firm’s ofiice in Boston.
for farmers to buy the material for their
“It may be due,” continued Mr. But- apple packages in’ the same
I Glared at the milked and foddered cows,
way that the
I And all awaited those to come,
to
our
terfield,
puritanical slowness to material for egg eases is bought. At
Of whom I fain would mention some
take up with new methods, but there this time of the
year dealers who are
Gifted in wit and song and dance,
can be no doubt but such a feeling
not busy are probably putting their egg
: The festive hour to enhance.”
exists strongly here in Boston. This cases
together. Farmers should be
The finding of red ears of corn and year more boxes have been used by able to
material for their apple
! the payment of pawns are indispensa- farmers in shipping their apples than j packages buy
in bulk and cheaply and put'it
ble features, and
ever before, and I think it has brought !
together at odd moments on the farm.
this feeling on the part of the buyers One
As when a whirlwind rudely sweeps,
objection in changing from the
to the front. The great scarcity of bar- ; barrel to the box
The corn soon lay in yellow heaps;
package, is that after
The stalks and husks* were tossed away
rels is undoubtedly the reason why so years of efforts we have at last secured
For feed and bed till sunny May
many boxes have been used.
a fairly uniform barrel for all the States.
Again should call the Hocks and herds
“Flour lias been coming from the This barrel is IT 1-8 inches across the
To pastures charmed by song of birds.
west mostly in bags, which has cut off head, with staves 28 1-2 inches
Then to the mansion all repaired,
long,
the supply of barrels which were usual- and a circumference on the outside of
And bounties of the board were shared,
And cheer redounded by the hearth,
ly used for apples. As a result of this ; the bulge of of inches. An evidence of
Where birch and maple made a path
scarcity, manufacturers are springing the objections dealers have to handling
Of Hame up the great chimney’s Hue
up all over the country with the object apples in boxes was given this fall in
Unto the stars in heaven’s blue.”
of making barrels and it looks as if be- New York
state, when thousands of
All good things have an end, husk* fore long they would be able to supply apples were left under the trees on
The merry company | sufficient barrels at a low enough price, i account of the lack of barrels. Had the
ings included.
One has to start This last fall barrels in Xew York dealers been willing to use boxes inl have to go home.
State cost from 35 to 75 cents apiece.
first:
stead of barrels, a large proportion of
these apples could have been handled
“Not far was he upon the road.
WHY THE BARREL IS PREFERRED.
instead of being left so late in the
When in the darkness 'gan to bode
“We find that families who want a !
A storm with semblance unto hell,
while waiting for barrels, that
barrel of apples do'not want to bother ! season,
As unseen missiles round him fell.”
were entirely lost.”—New England
with two or three boxes. For foreign ! they
For the mischievous boys had opened
Homestead.
the freight on boxes is relaa mock battle from beldnd a wall, an- shipments
other case of “the embattled farmers.” tively higher than on barrels. In carting to and from the railroad stations
He beat a retreat.
Thus is it told:
more trouble is
caused. The charge
‘Across the Prescot l fields he veered,
for carting a barrel is 5 cents, while 3
Stone walls and fences leaped and cleared, cents is
“Records of the Past” for August
charged for a box. The cost of
While rain of stones thumped frozen sod,
handling three boxes is 9 cents, com-! contains several articles of special inLike meteor-heads from skies of God.
pared with 5 cents on a barrel holding terest to archaelogical students, and
O’er cradle-knolls tufted with brakes,
there are many notes of historical valthe same amount.”
Where denned hibernating snakes,
Til ft
TTn niPetP-Arl
“The
atatomcnf
ue in the light of recent research.
‘Mong trees decayed and pecked with holes.
The haunts of owls and bats and moles,
has been made this winter at various !
“Frenzied Finance,” or “The Story
First by cavort, then by careen,
agricultural meetings in Xew England of Amalgamated,” continues to be the
He tried to dodge the dread unseen."
that there is a big demand for fancy ; paper of absorbing interest in EveryHome of my boyhood, with all the apples done up in neat attractive pack- I body’s Magazine for September. Many
beauty of circling hills and winding ages. It is claimed that many families i of Thomas W. Lawson’s statements,
valley, that hold in sure embrace the will buy a small package of apples, particularly his chapter on the “Power
matchless charm of the Georges, both who will not buy a whole barrel full. ! of Dollars,” will startle the public.
lake and river; with all the gift of Do you line! that this is the case?”
i While recent issues of The
Rudder
heart and mind and manner that
Mr. Butterfield—“There is no such
devote much space to the
molded them whom my young life trade in this city.
There may be a necessarily we are
glad to note that
knew. ‘Tis only a weary year among small trade in Xew York and Philadel- power boats,
the editor, Thomas Fleming Day, constrange faces and rude and sad voices phia, where some firms make a special- i
his
of sailing craft
tinues
championship
that separates me from this shrine of ty of putting up fruit in small, attrac-1
When that is past I tive packages. As a general ruie, there and what he has to say in the Septemmy devotion.
shall gladly return, even as the migrat- is a feeling against boxes. How long it ber number, will appeal to many of our
yachtsmen. The frontispiece of this
ing bird hastens to the northern heath will last 1 cannot say.”
number by the way, is ,a gem, if it does
when winter is gone.
THE BOXES NOT LARGE ENOUGH.
represent a power boat, speeding. The
Ha mint Ain.
in this magazine are par“The trouble with the bushel box,” illustrations
Boston, Sept. 2,1004.
of them worthy of
said Mr. A. Warren Patch, another ticularly line, many
Rudder Publishing Co., 9
well-known apple dealer, speaking to framing.
•
From 148 to 92 Pounds.
The Homestead representative, “is that Murray street, New York. Subscription $2 a year.
One of the most remarkable cases of a it is not
large enough. It is impossible
cold, deep-sealed on the lungs, causing to pack the
In an attractively illustrated article
apples in a bushel box as
is that of Mrs. Gertrude E.
solid as they should be and can be in a on “The Window Garden as a Home
enuer, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
cured by the use of One Minute Cough Cure. package three times as large, or the Beautifier,” in the September “TwenShe says: “The coughing and straining so size of a barrel. In the barrels the ap- tieth Century Home," Florence R. Traweakened me that I ran down in weight ples can be piled in until they are 2 or 3 vers offers some valuable suggestions
from 148 to 02 pounds. 1 tried a number of inches above the sides, and then
they on home floral decoration. In many
remedies to noavail until I used One Minute can be
will all European cities the municipal art movepressed down until
Cough Cure. Four bottles of this wonder- go in the barrel. In this they
way they are ment is carried on as an integral part
ful remedy cured me entirely of the cough,
but in America it is
strengthened my lungs and restored me to packed solidly, and except possibly a of the government,
my normal weight, health and strength." few on the top none are injured. The very much in its infancy as yet. Still
barrels packed firmly in this way can be there is a notable trend in the right diSold by R. H. Moody.
handled to better advantage, and the rection here and the suggestions offered
Mary—Sponge the pimples with warm fruit is not likely to be injured. Boxes by Miss Travers cannot but be of great
elastic- value.
water. You need a blood tonic, would ad- are so small there is not
vise you to take Hollister’s Rocky Moun- ity in the sides to make it possible to
tain Tea. It drives away ail eruptions. 35 pack the fruit in this way.
As for
cents. Tea or tablet form. R. H.
Moody.
handling boxes and barrels in cars, the
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Kodol Dyspepsia Cura
Digest* whet you eat.

on

Tin True “t, F."

KireJ

"It is with pleasure that
you my testimonial for th3 Tt
Atwood’s Bitters.
For iL:.

hasbeen
family
medl“e'
Medicine for
forty Years— torpid liver
for Ail Troubles and ,iii,
Arising from a aUmen:s
Disordered
disordered
Stomach
Our

i

,.

,

and

has

no

oo'.vela.
equal for us."

H. Wills,

John
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a fellow?"
“Won't give me away?”

telling
!

"if you say so. I'll

clam.”
iv

eti,

uuu

signal

What’s

keep

is iu

mum as a

ici

im

vine

know i'll be home to dinner, if I’d
been working and couldn't come, I’d
blow one long and three short.”
The head of a huge towing company
was ti lling the other day of his father,
who once was captain of one of the
Hudson River boats.
“Our family then lived at Athens,
about twenty-live miles south of Albany. on the west shore of the Hudson,” said he, “and when my father’s
boat went by we knew everything was all
right t he blew a long and a short blast
Then mother would
of the whistle.
swing a lantern back and forth from
As soon as father
an attic window.
saw the light he whistled again.”
Whistle signals governing the course
of vessels are comparatively few and
simple. If two ferryboats are approaching eacli other, for example, so
that each is dead ahead of the other,
they ordinarily pass to the right of
One will blow a signal
each other.
blast, and the other will answer with
one

tpot.

should

a

captain, however,

desire to pass on the other side lie gives
As soon as he receives two
two toots.
toots in reply he turns to the left.
Oftentimes two ferryboats draw near
to each other when both are going in
the same direction. Should one desire
to overtake the other, and cross her
how, she blows once, if she is to the
right of the vessel she intends to pass,
and two toots if to the left. Should
the other ferryboat refuse to permit its
bow to be crossed it replies with four
If it consents it
short, curt blasts.
simply repeats the first signal.
When ships meet obliquely the one
which has the other on its right, or
starboard, must get out of ttie way,
either by slowing up or by going around
the other’s stern. In this case each
would give one toot. When a ship cannot stop soon enough, and is in danger,
it gives three short toots. New York

Tribune.
UOu

ur

oiDCiL

rv/n.

ovuuu»>iino.

The dominion of steel in
struction is
even

ship congradually replacing wood

in the construction of schooners.

It is, of course, not yet pronounced, but
it is growing. A steel-built ship has
immense advantages over its wooden
prototype. In discussing the matter
naval architects have said that as soon
as shipowners realize the economy of
the steel ship they will have nothing
but steel.
“Time and experience have amply
demonstrated,” said one of them, “that
for carrying freight by sea for distances
of 250 miles and upward the fore-andaft rigged schooner of 1,000 tons and
over is the most economical of all
methods. Take the coal-carrying trade
from Delaware and Chesapeake bays
over Nantucket shoals to Providence,
New Bedford, and Boston, for instance.

Every expedient that human ingenuity
can suggest has been tried to find a
cheaper way of bringing coal between
these points, but neither steam colliers
nor fleets of tow barges have succeeded
in reducing freight rates to the point

where the schooner fleet could not
meet the competition and still make a
good profit; and the same holds good

1
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Name?

when it comes
to Witch Hazel .Salve.
E. C. ReWitt .v
of ( hicago di>coveied some years ago how
to make a salve from Witch Hazel that :> a
name

specific for Piles. For blind, bleeding, itch
ii:g and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts,
burns, bruises and all skin diseases, Reitt’s Saive has on equal. This has given
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits.
Ask for ReWitt’s—the genuine. .Sold bv
R. H. Moody.

Register

of

Deep

Water

LITTLE GIANT Si I
W

Vessels.

co.

St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie E. Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Hilo Aug 20 for San Francisco.
Win II Macy, arrived at San Francisco
March 20 from Ladysmith.
BARKS.

Edward May, sailed from Makawell June
nil oan r rancisco.

Ethel, Williams, arrived at Fernamlina
Aug 27 from New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, at Bridgewater, N S., Aug do for Buenos Ayres.
Penobscot, arrived at Buenos Ayres June
i' from Boston.
Rebecca Crowell sailed from Frankfort
•Iilly 29 for Havana.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Acora, \\ C A., Aug. 5from Pensacola.
Thomas A Goddard, at Rosario July l
for Delaware Breakwater.
schooners.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived as
Philadelphia Aug. 10 from Hurricane lt-

land.

Henry Clausen, Jr, at Charleston, S. C.
Aug. 20 for Baltimore.
Gladys, Ii B Colson, arrived at New York
Aug. 25 from Savannah.
John E Develin, F. L Hichborn, arrived
it Philadelphia Aug. 9 from Brunswick.
John (■ Smith, sailed from Boston Sept 2
for New York.

j

KEMP MAM RE SP
SYRACUSE. LhILEt

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
AG Ropes, 1». Rivers, arrived at Philadelphia Aug 30 from Kahului.
A .1 Fuller, sailed from Newcastle, X s
W, July IP for San Francisco.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from Honolulu June 7 for Delaware Break wafer.
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Kahlului May 21* for Delaware Breakwater.
E B Sutton, arrived ai I long Kong Aug
■~i for New York.
Fort George, sailed from Hilo Sept 2 for
San Francisco.
Gov Rubio, sailed from Tacoma Sept 2 for
Cape Town.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Honolulu June
1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mary L. Cushing, sailed from Port Blakeley Sept 4 for Sydney, N. S. W.
Manuel Llaguno, 1) C Nichols, cleared
from New York June 4 for Cheefoo.
Puritan, A. X. Blanchard, sailed from
San Francisco Xov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, sailed from Newcastle, X S W., July 14 for Cebu.
Reaper, arrived a't Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, X. S. W.
S 1> Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, X S W, Dec. 12 for San Francis-

l>
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Cm Male,
I best interest of ‘ho state, n
! Inland Fisheries inni * .an
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said petition, and pnMm 1
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the inland fish of the state, m
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Section 1. It shall be uniao
catch or kill any kind ot !i**ii
of the tributaries t-» <t*uan!ab n
County, or in the watm s *, •.
Knox County.above Cu town
and Appleton, to Kiniey's \cc
the ice is out of said watei <
Dated-this twentv-niiith d:.
I.. I.
11*04.
II '».*>,
K K.
3\v36
Commissioners ot Inland l
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In conformity uitli ihe pres
forty-two of the I• 11!*!u• l awdll'll anil ninety-nine, and uptive or more citizen-. >t tlu > i'
for the best interest of the *>t.,:ers of Inland 1'i-herie- a:id <
tiee to all persons interested in
ter of slid petition, and puhi
the locality to 1"- i;T<-**t«-<i. am
sary and proper for t !ie pr<»ie<''
s
11 ui of tile inland ti-h of 1 In
the following needful rules an
lating t«> the times and p!ae.->
circumstances under winch in'
taken in the watei s of M ixer !'
Knox, County ot Waldo.
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Section 1
It shall he unlaw t
catch or kill any kind ot tisn
waters of Mixer Pond, in ’In
County of Waldo, until the ice
in the spring of 1907.
Dated this twenty-ninth day
\
1994.
L.
II. O s
3w3C
K. K !7
Commissioners of Inland Kislni
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ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTH h

Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Phila- g\ hereby gives notice that he ha
delphia Sept 4 from Rockland.
pointed administrator of the estate
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at New
THEOPH1LUS T. MERRILL, late
York Aug 25 from Mobile.
For Over

Sixty Years.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy*.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
3olic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
Ls pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
sents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be snre and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and take no other.

j

ISO!

in the County of Waldo, deceased
bonds as the.law directs. All permauds against the estate of said
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately
GEORGE I- v“
Searsport, August 0. 15)04.—3 w3G

|

j
!

TO LET.
Store in Williamson block. Will be p
to suit tenant. Apply to
H. T. I *11

j

Mrs. A. M. Pattershall, Belfast; booked ards, proprietor, sets of china, odd dishes*
and braided rug.
clothing, hand bags, confectionery, stationI. M. Cottrell, Belfast; brass pipe from ery, hammocks, fancy goods, &e.
E. R. Conner, Kelfast, display of carthe wreck of str. City of Portland; copper
Fair and Races the sheathing from the bottom of steamer riages, included S. R. Bailey bike buggies,
i«,
when
ashore
on
Odom's
harnesses,
robes, blankets, whips, halters,
Penobscot,
Ledge;
:
ssful Ever Held Here.
toe calks from freight of str, City of Rock- mats.
I
Mason
&
Mali, Belfast, reversible plows,
rtle show, fair and races of land.
Mrs. H. H. Knight. Belfast; variegated King corn planter, Syracuse sulky plow,
mty Agricultural Sooiety, | sweet
land scrapers, &c.
peas.
Tuesday, Wednesday and
E. S. Pitcher, Belfast, Miller piano,
Mrs. Etta Lancaster, Belfast; sofa pillow; |
nth, 7th and 8th, and con- i silk quilt; silk puff quilt.
| Stodart piano, Carpenter organ, violins,
Miss Isa Patterson, Belfast; sofa pillows. ; mandolins, guitars, and other musical
the Sth, was the most suc- 1
Mrs. Eliza Jefferds, Belfast; braided rug, goods.
1
i by the Society. The ex- 76 circles of braid.
J. O. Byron, Belfast, wire goods, rings,
aud of tine quality in all
Miss Louise Grady, Belfast; sofa pillows, stick pins.
Mrs. F. A. Knowlton, Belfast, battenberg
made
the
late,
Alice
S.
by
Grady.
the races were all hotly
Clara W. Pattersou, Belfast; 2 oil paint- centre piece and sideboard cover.
:he attendance throughout ings.
Mrs. Mary Whitmore, Belfast, paper hats.
Mrs. Eliza A. Piper, Belfast, frame of
-t on record.
Mrs. L. F.
Everything
Gannon, Belfast; linen
pressed flowers, foreign views, stamps, &c.
oid patrons were well'sat- and silk sofa pillow.
Seth Conant, Belfast, feather wreath.
Mrs. Annie Harris, Belfast; star quilt,
■ceived their full money’s
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham, apron, 2 Raffia
3,800 pieces.
fast Hand was in attendMrs. Richard Ellingwood, Belfast; fancy baskets, battenberg centre piece.
Mrs.
Ralph D. Southworth, battenberg
incert selections between pillow.
centre piece, 2 battenberg doilies.
Mrs. Grace Stearns, 2 sofa pillows.
Excursions came to
iaces.
Mrs.
W.
H. Clifford, drinking cup from
Mrs. Wm. Dunphe, Belfast; silk sofa
...juts, and many places of pillow.
Ceylon, shell and alligator from Florida,
Mrs. Chas. Black, Belfast; sofa pillow.
nanufacture were closed
top, souvenir cups, finger bowls, pitcher,
Mrs. D. B. Flint, Belfast; sofa pillow.
chips from timb r buried 100 years, decanThe Sooiety may
■vore on.
Ethel B. Flood, aged 12 years, sofa pillow. ter 128 years old, pitcher 90 years old, snuff
aged at the result of this
I. V. Miller, Belfast; still life and land- box 90 years old, fluid lamp, ancient collar
new buildings and other
scapes in oil and water colors; display of from China.
Mrs. H. M. Bennett, mountain lion skin.
furs.
Mrs. Fred Knowlton, battenberg centre
Mrs. May Gray, 71 years, quilt, 2,270
ned by M. B. Smith, I’earl
sideboard cover.
piece,
pieces.
Mrs. J. F. Wilson,.exhibit of cats, includMrs. I. M. Cottrell, Belfast; bead bag,
fast, appeared on the track
“Ben
old.
ing
Levi,” thoroughbred black and
noon without a driver, but nearly 100 years old; cup, 75 years
Mrs. Ellen Pearson, Belfast, 2 oil paint- white.Persian ; sireWhitefield,dam,Patience;
intention
The
horse.
ing
Ben Adhem, thoroughbred, full brother ot
ings.
ie in that way, but in his
Mrs. Harry Clifford, Belfast; American Morgan, prize winner of N. T. cat show;
Argus, Nivie and Nixie, by Whitines, dam
event he had only been coat-of-arms worked in silk.
Banks’ Business College, Belfast ; speci- Phyllis; Phyllis thoroughbred Tortoise, by
... when he came under the
mens of drawing, penmanship, etc.
Whitefield, dam Patience; Patience and 4
he stopped, lie was inTuttle's Studio, Belfast; enlarged photo- kittens, pure white, by Whitefield, he by
Snowball.
km, but this time he also graphs.
Mrs. Sarah R. Hill, Belfast; framed
Following are the premiums awarded:
i.niiig and stopped at the
LIVE STOCK
shield; illustrated poem; silk quilt.
Marston C. again appearMrs. Arthur W. Coombs, Belfast; standThoroughbred calves, 5 mos., 1). Lawrence
and was presented by his cover made from shorts sack; silk hose
1st.
supporters: collars.
handsome lloral collar.
Bull, l year old, C. Ilotfses 1st, (J. M.
Mary S. Pullen, Belfast; crazy work silk Knowlton
2d.
.-I exhibited his two stalsofa pillow, made by Ernest Voisard, MidHerd grade cows, Clair Harriman 1st.
er., imported Hercheron, dletown, Ct.
Draft
7 feet, W. A. Monroe 1st, F.
oxen,
2
A.
C.
Tuttle, Belfast; coops pigeons.
unds, and Vermilion, iniGray 2d, R. G. Weymouth 3d.
Henry Staples, Belfast, case of gents’ fur- A.Pair
i.'li horse, 1400 pounds.
3
steers,
years old, D. Meservey 1st,
nishing goods, hats, gloves, etf.
; by the great Kelson, forMiss Bertha Sellers, Mt. Melliek lunch Frank Weymouth 2d.
Fat
cattle, S. G. Norton 1st, I. Woodbury
llon Wm. c. Marshall of cloth.
2d.
Mrs. T. //ip M. Cunningham. Belfast: taten an exhibition quarter,
Pair matched calves, 4 months old, J. W.
ting.
L.„c,
1!..t..
1 by Marston C., owned by
Thoroughbred
heifer, 2 years old, F. fl.
ks of Swanville, was exQuimby, 1st.
gloves.
.k and showed a gait and golf
2
Steers, years old, Fred Knowlton, 1st.
Mrs. Geo. R. Carter, Belfast; sofa pillow ;
IMS Bile.
Hull, 2 years old, L. N. Simmons, 1st, V
Mexican work.
Miss Mary Helen Bird, Belfast ; batten- L. Hall, 2d.
-u, May Withers, 21 years
Thoroughbred
buck, E. Shibles, 1st, F. II.
burg; honiton lace; shirt waist.
it hers, dam of Wilkesmout
Mrs. Geo. I. Keating, Belfast; honiton Quimby, 2d, S. G. Norton, 3d.
Town
vas driven a mile on the
teams, Morrill, 1st, Belfast, 2d.
lace.
Mrs. II. D. Mahoney, Belfast; crochet ! Steers, 1 year old, C. M. Knowlton, 1st, E.
:i open buggy. She retains
M. Cunningham, 2d.
mat.
it and action to a remarkLight draft horses, F. Quimby, 1st.
Mrs. E. A. Piper, Belfast; liowers from
Matched oxen, C. B. Stephenson, 1st, W.
wool
rug.
foreign lands; si.k rug;
Mrs. F. G. Carter, Belfast; 2 handker- F. Whitcomb, 2d.
dr of three-year-old steers
Heavy draft horses, G. O. Holmes', 1st, II.
3 collars and curt's, tatting.
arenee Knowlton, the 15- chiefs, tatting;
Mrs. Austin Keating, Belfast ; corset cov- Reynolds, 2d.
< larence M. Knowlton of
Draft oxen under 7 feet, Paul Bros., 1st,
er; point lace handkerchief; point lace colAndrew Woodbury, 2d and 3d.
were well trained and lar.
Thoroughbred heifer, 2 years old, I). C.
Mrs. R. II. Howes, Belfast; 4 lace handGreenlaw, 1st.
kerchiefs.
Grade
nar the grandstand, attractcow, James Haney, 1st, G. I). Otis,
Mrs. J. (4. Paul, Belfast; sofa pillow,
and the sellers of soft hardanger work; 2 fancy baskets; fancy 2d.
under
one year, (7. W. Young, 1st,
Colt,
and eatables did a brisk sofa pillow. Mount Mellick centre piece; Frank
Prescott, 2d, 11. Paul, 3d.
Mount Mellick traj cloth; battenberg sidewas
well
pat- board cover; 2 point lace sofa pillow covers;
•rry-go-r«'und
Colt, 1 year old, R. Whitcomb, 1st, II.
Paul, 2d.
the attractions, Mrs. Em- I point lace collar and handkerchief.
Gents*
driving horses, Wm. H. Wight, 1st,
: runs wick, the bearded fat
W.
Mrs. J.
Jones, Belfast, wedge-wood V. L.
Hall, 2d, Harry Staples, 3d.
owned in the family
7 pounds new, but only sugar bowl formerly
Horses, 4 and r> years old, C. L. Austin,
of Wendell Phillips ; miniature bear carved
unds at birth, she will be from wood in Switzerland; old crockery; a 1st, G. W. Leonard,*2d.
Road stallion with stock, C. P. Morrill, 1st.
small shoe made in Washington from $5,000
,iir next week.
Gelding or filly 1 year old, 11. Paul, 1st,
worth of redeemed and macerated paper
John Jackson, 2d, G. \V. Boulter, 3d.
currency.
Colt 3 to 4 years oul, Rose Smith, 1st.
Miss >irali R. Gardner, Belfast; 2 silk
I OF ENTRIES.
Draft colt, 4 years old, E. Nickerson, 1st.
embroidered tablecloths; Mexican work
Draft colt, l year old, R. E. Howes, 1st.
the entries in the various lunch
drawn work lunch cloth;

COUNTY FAIR.

■

I
!

■

>

cloth;
pillow sham; pair pillow shams, eyelet
work; centre piece, Mt. Mellick; centre
LIVE STOCK.
piece, cut work ; honiton lace handkerchief,
ierd of Holstein-Friesians, battenburg doilies; duchess lace collars : 2
headed by the Mt. Mellick lunch cloths; Mt. Mellick tray
c, Belfast,
'-tis. No. 2s,871, 3 years old,
cloth; drawn work lunch cloth.
iids; 4 co\v> and 5 calves,
Mrs. J. G. Damon, Belfast; Mt. Mellick
tn, Belfast; grade cows, li
centre piece; silk embroidery sofa pillow.
!erse\ bull.
Mrs. W. M. Thayer, Belfast; crocheted
Belfast ; pair Hereford doilies ; embroidered cover ; underwear and
e,

j
;

air working oxen, 7 years,
iton. Belfast ; pair yearling
Hereford bulb
1 fust; thoroughbred shortmiral.”
Mock Farm, Belfast; IIol-

;

calves,

yearling heifer,

l

4

years old.
Belfast; Hereford bull.
Belfast; pair Hereford

|

2

bury, Morrill,

pairs draft

2

iuwlton, Belfast; pair draft
Belfast,

i,

pair fat cattle;

Morrill; 2 pairs

Morrill; pair
<mb, Morrill;

j

oxen.

oxen,

j
j
j

2

pairs

oxen,

Miry, Morrill; pair oxen,
nth, Morrill; pair oxen.
*ni, Morrill: pair oxen.

>

:

jf

law,

Belfast; pair

oxen;

ck, Belfast; pair oxen,
1 in,

Belfast; pair oxen,
Belfast; pair oxen.
nb, Belfast; pair oxen,
oeuson, Belfast: pair oxen.
Knox; Shropshire buck.

i

j

bull.
ii, Morrill ; pair bulls, Hock

|

Searsport, Mock Hampshire

-;

Waldo; Durham bull.
Brooks; pair steer calves.
'Imes, Belfast; Mock South*

;

ms,
.es,

!

|
|

iby, Brooks; Oxford Down
:i heifer, grade calf,
iMwlton, Belmont; matched

j

lace.
Miss Alberta Wadsworth, Belfast; 2
liuckabuck sofa pillows; scrim sofa pillow ;
sofa pillow.
Barbara Crockett, curios from India.
Mrs. G. B. Marsano, Belfast; cigar ribbon
silk quilt.
Mrs. Ira Pitman, Belfast; crochet tidy;
sofa pillow ; ehrochet handkerchief.
Mrs. Ben Frost, Belfast: patch quilt;
sofa pillow ; jewel case.
Mrs. Geo. s Chase, Belfast ; battenberg
lace sofa pillow; plate doily.
Mrs. G. A. Matthews, Belfast; drawn
work pillow; table cover; embroidered
collar ; lace collar; shirt waist,

Beliast; yearling Jersey.
r.TRY ASD DOGS.

Belfast, trios of White
ile Island Reds, White Wyand chicks, Barred PlyLight Brahmas.
son, Belfast; trio Plymouth

ace,
"i-

:

•hnson, Belfast; trio

White

Belfast; trio Rhode Island
Belfast; trio White Wy-

u,

4’-’: CU;t

emoroiuery.

Miss Sadie Cummings, Waldo; hooked
rug; toilet set.
Mrs. M. E. Knowlton, sofa pillow; silk
quilt; knit tidy; kensington tidies; 2 pairs
mittens; knit hose: crochet mittens; Japanese boxes; slippers; 2 fans; handkerchief
case.

Mrs. A. S. Jackson, Belfast; fancy mittens ; drawn silk rug; 2 patch quilts.
Mrs. Roseoe Whitcomb, Morrill; 3 pairs
hose; mittens; jam rug.
Gertrude Whitcomb, Morrill, hooked rug.
Lucy M. Curtis, tidy.
Mrs. J. M. Simmons, Belfast; 3 hooked

Mrs. G. S. Pendleton, Belfast; afghan carriage robe; silk quilt; crochet bed spread.
Mrs. Sarah C. Sholes, Belfast; outline
spread.
Elnora Hayes,
Belfast; handkerchief
Belfast, Plymouth Rock

••■it, Belfast; trios R. I. Reds,
ks, White Plymouth Rocks,
ites, fowls ail'd chicks, White
11,

case.

Laky, Belfast, trios R. I. Reds,
•'itil Rock chicks.
y, Belfast, Belgian hares.
ts, Belfast, fox hound “Sufox
hounds
Belfast,
arker,” “Roosevelt.”
mi, Belfast, fox terrier, trained, “Tamah Cleveland.”

ies,

HALL EXHIBITS.

ti,

Belfast;beets, pumpkins,

-Ifast; apples, beets, sijuask,

11, Belfast;
1

M: igan

an

extra fine lot of

&-Co., paints and Inter-

Mock Food Co. products,
& Co., Belfast.

'jwes
'tevens,

Northport;

shown
17

var.

Seaside Grange, Belfast; worsted quilt;
silk quilt.
F. H. Black & Co., fancy goods, hosiery,
lace collars, handkerchiefs, etc.
J. W. Coombs, cucumber, 18 inches long.
J. F. Wilson, 3 squash, 4 pumpkins, basket
beets.
I. V. Miller, specimen Alexander apple,
squash, peck beets, peck potatoes.
Ira Pitman, 2 pumpkins.
J. II. Cunningham, collection of fruit, 38
varietj- apples, 3 variety pears, 3 variety
grapes, 2 variety plums, 1 variety crab apples, peck pears.
W. M. Uodsdon, bushel Early Pride potatoes, table beets.
John Innes, 1 pumpkin, 1 squash.
Henry Reynolds, bushel potatoes.

Emery Cottrell, 2 pumpkins.
F. H. Quimby, squash.
P. S. Edgecomb, 4 citron.
Empire Cream Separator Co. exhibited by
H. F. Dexter of Dexter, State agent, 2 separators, with bicycle power attachment on

''THlin, Belfast; 50 var. apples and
in eggs; plums.
('fITe'ties
one machine.
L Griffii, Belfast;
:i
agapauthus,
r(*d, white and blue asters; 5. Stoddard Mfg. Co., Rutland, Vt., by W.
.tj
'Weeks, Augusta, 3 De Laval separators,
s Mhilox drummondi, clematis coohand or power, with improved “Humming
i.(ieas, golden glow, mountain
Bird” with stand
;

jj“)Uraugea,

etc.

uiiningham, Belfast; 40 var.
pears; plums; grapes; peck

t.

*"11

Hue, Belfast; 2
t,

!,ary Gray,

11

var.

var.

apples;

green

preserves and

Clifford, Belfast;exhibits
an anchor in white phlox
of

isi..'"'Hiding
t.

fik'Mind of

isn''

L.

green,

Knowlton, Belmont;

50 var.

'! 'VC-pickles and jellies.
-es* ? lar®e Patters of AlexanI'eked from ane graft.
11
: i„4rr>e L. Kaler, Belfast; 4 oil painti"'r color
i.
landscapes.
1
Whitcomb, Belfast; 2 hooked11"

M
,in

la Greer, Belmont; hooked rug,

rugJrtle k' Erskine, Montville;
rel'ief MorriU’ Belraontl 2 hooked

DOG

SHOW.

POULTRY.

Light Brahmas, J. W. Wallace 1st.
White Leghorns, J. W. Wallace 1st.
White Leghorn chicks, Fred A. Johnson
1st.

R: C. White Leghorn chicks, II. M. Ben1st.
Plymouth Rocks, J. W. Wallace 1st.
P. R. chicks, W. A. Johnson 1st, Harold
Me Keen 2d.
White Wyandottes, J. W. Wallace 1st,
II. M. Bennett 2d.
•White Wyandotte chicks, II. M. Bennett
1st, Lloyd Me Keen 2d.
Rhode Island Reds, Rufus Mayo 1st, II.
M. Bennett 2d.
R. I. Red chicks, II. M. Bennett 1st, J. W.
Wallace 2d.
White Plymouth Rocks, H. M. Benuett
nett

1

1st.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.

Exhibition of fruit, F. A. Griffin 1st, J. II"
2d, M. I. Stevens 3d.
hand made handkerchief: curt and collar Cunningham
Pears, 1). L. Pitcher 1st, J. II. Cunningset; table cloth; battenburg centrepiece:
ham 2d.
doily; drawn work centre piece; shirt
Plums, F. A. Griffin 1st.
waist.
Ilodsdon 1st, W. C.
Potatoes, Wm. M.
Mrs. M. P. Doyle, North Whitetield ; toilet
Vose 2d.
set; sofa pillow;* rose centre piece; outline I Cabbages, A. B. Stantial 1st.
doily ; outline centre piece; keusiugton tray
Beets, W. M. Ilodsdon 1st, J. F. Wilson
cloth; scrim stock cloth; curt and collar set; 2d.
side board scarf.
I. V. Miller 1st, J. F. Wilson 2d.
Squash,
Mrs. II. M. Bennett, East Belfast ; 4 fur
Pumpkins, J. F. Wilson 1st, Ira Pitman
rugs.
2d.
Mrs. Joseph Wilson, Belfast; stand and
Largest pumpkin, Emery Cottrell gratujar of mosaic work.
Mrs. F. M. Staples, Belfast; crazy quilt; ity.
Autumn apples, S. W. Shibles 1st.
brick quilt; 3 table mats ; .-rochet lace.
Mrs. J. F. Wilson, Belfast; 2 kensiugton LADIES’ DEPARTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS.
sofa pillows; centre piece.
Mrs. George Bailey, Belfast; cut work
Mosaic work, Mrs. J. B. Wilson, 1st.
centre piece.
Val. handkerchief, Mrs. R. II. Ilowes, 1st.
Mrs. W m. Roix, Belfast; honiton handPaper hats, Mrs. Mary Whitmore, 1st.
1
kerchief ; needle work.
Silk
by lady over 60 years old, Mrs.
Mrs. W. E. Marsh, Belfast; silk batten- Sarah quilt 1st.
Hill,
berg handkerchief; knit bedspread.
Silk ouilt. crazy. Mrs. C. Kaler. 1st.
Ellen Pearson, Belfast; piano cover; cheSilk quilt, ribbon, Mrs. G. B. Marsano,

rugs.
■

ANI)

Fox hounds, Cyrus Roberts 1st.
Fox bound pups, Fair Holmes 1st.
Fox terrier, Millard Brown 1st.
Cats, Mrs. J. F. Wilson, silver cup.

Georgia M. Peaslee, Aina; battenberg
tidy: sofa pillow: table scarf: point lace
handkerchief; battenberg bureau scarf:

une

•

CAT

and reversible covers. G.
6. Abbott, local agent.
Vermont Farm Machine Co., F. L. Toothaker, Belfast, 2 United States separators,
with dog power attached.
N. E. Burgin, Searsport, bedstead, 14 different kinds of wood, all native except mahogany, 2300 inlaid pieces.
Dr. J. Franklin Harris, optician, display
of spectacles and appliances for optical
work. Dr. Harris has recently taken rooms
over Poor & Son’s drug store, Belfast.
New Home Sewing Machine Co., W. H.
Arnold, Belfast, display of machines in

operation.

B. C. Dinsmore & Son, Belfast, large case
of shoes, including the “Dorothy Dodd,”
“Ralston,” and “Walkover.”
FredA. Johnson, Belfast, display of fur
including fox, imitation bear, oppossum’
wolf, etc.
Spencer & Eaton, Belfast, display of carpets, mats, furniture, carpet sweepers, curtain poles, etc.
Belfast Department Store, W. H. Rich-

1st.

Silk quilt, biscuit, Mrs. Etta Lancaster,
1st.
Silk quilt, log cabin, Mrs. Win. Dunphe,
1st.
Batteuberg sota pillow, Mrs. George S.
Chase, 2d.
Plate doilies, Mrs. Geo. S. Chase, 1st.
Toiiet set, crochet, Sadie Cunningham, 1st.
Afghan, Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton, 1st.
Fancy sofa pillow, Mrs. J. G. Paul, 1st;
Mrs. A. A. Packard, 2d.
Patch quilt, Mrs. Anna Harris, 1st; Mrs.
Fidelia Creasey, 2d.
Muekabuck sofa pillow, Alberta Wadsworth, 1st; Gagie E. Frost, 2d.
Patch quilt made by a lady over 60 years
old, Mrs. Mary Gray, 71 years, 1st.
Keusiugtou work, Mrs. J. N. Stewart, 1st;
Mrs. G. A. Mathews, 2d.
Point lace handkerchief, Mrs. Austin
Keating, 1st.
Drawn work, Mrs. G. R. Carter, 1st; Mrs.
G. A. Matthews, 2d.
Jellies, Mrs. M. E. Knowlton 1st, Mrs.
Mary Gray 2d.
Sofa pillow top, Mrs. J. G. Paul, 1st.
Exhibition of
fancy articles, special
award, Mrs. Georgia M. Peaslee, Aina, S3 in
lieu of 1st; Mrs. M. B. Doyle, North Wh tefield, S2, in lieu of 2d.
Tray cloth, E. G. Davis, 1st.
Handkerchief ease, Mrs. Elnora'Hayes,
1st; Mrs. M. E. Knowlton, 2d.
Cotton crochet set, Mrs. F. M. Staples,
1st.

Drawn work lunch cloth, Mrs. G. A. Mat-

thews,

1st.

Drawn work centre piece, Mrs. G. R. Carter, 1st.
Drawn work pillow, Mrs. L. F. Gannon,

Outliue quilt, Ails, Jonah aboies, 1st.
Counterpane, Mrs. Georgia Pendleton, 1st;
(no name), 2d.
Cut work, Miss S. R. Gardner, 1st; Mrs.
Chas. N. Black, 2d.
Baitenburg corset cover, Mrs. George I.
Keating, 1st.
Mexican work apron, Mrs. II. B. Cunningham, 1st.
Lace handkerchief, Mrs. Austin Keating,
1st; Miss S. R. Gardner, 2d.
Mexican work, Mrs. Geo. R. Carter, 1st;
Mrs. G. A. Matthews, 2d.
Smocking sofa pillow, Miss Alberta Wadsworth, 1st; Mrs. Geo. R. Carter, 2d.
Curios, Mrs. W. H. Clifford, 1st; Mrs. J.
W. Jones, 2d.
Cut and potted flowers, Mrs. F. A. Griffin,
1st, Mrs. W. H. Clifford, 2d.
Hardanger work, Mrs. J. G. Paul, 1st.
Fancy handwork collar, Mrs. D. B. Flint
1st.

V

Tiny Population of Tristan d’Acunha Hai
Dwindled to 73, and Now There Is Tall
of Taking Their Children Away to B<
Educated.

When the British warship Odin ar
rived in England recently she broughl
news for the first time in a year of tht
little community of Tristan d' Acuuha,
that lives in such an out-of-the-way
place that it almost seems on the edgt
6f the world. This community numbers only seventy-three persons. Foi
eighty-seven years these people havt
been striving to build up a common
wealth socialistic in its precepts auc
practices, but they have gone back

Clifford, diploma.

Oil painting, Mrs.Carrie Kaler 1st, Ellen
Pearson 2d, I. V. Miller 3d.
Display of photography and enlargements, A. C. Tuttle diploma.
..Display of farming implements, Mason &

Hall, diploma.
Display of musical instruments, E. S.
Pitcher diploma.
Golf gloves, Mrs. Mary E. Wood 1st.
Fancy crochet mittens, Mrs. M. E. Knowl-

ton 1st.
Ladies’ fancy knit .mittens, Mrs. A. S.
Jackson 1st.
Crochet lace, Ethel M. Thayer 1st.
TIIE RACES.

The races were all hotly contested and
fast time was made. Two were adjourned
over to the next day, one from
Wednesday
to Thursday and one from Thursday to Fri-

day.

2.30 Class, Merchants and Manufacturers’
Stake, 8500. Second day.
There were 4 starters and 5 heats were
trotted. The starters were K m Bud, ch. m.,
g. g., C. R. Leavitt, West Enfield; Ora
Drew, b. in., Pearl Hrook Karin; Tony 1).,
Geo. 15. Allen, Camden. Elm liud won 1st
money, Tony D. 2d, Ora Drew 3d. The
summary:
Elm liud.1 4 2 11
lliram Wilkes.3 3444
Ora Drew.4 2 3 2 3

Tony I).2

1

Time:

Quarter.35*

]

3

■>

.364 .35* .35 .34
1.12* 1.12 1.11 1.08

Half.1.11
Three quarters. ...1.473 1.50$ 1.47* 1.48 1.45$
Mile.2.23* 2.27$ 2.25$ 2.25 2.20$

Class. Purse S150.
This raee was started Wednesday, 5 heats
were trotted, tlie raee was adjourned on account of darkness and finished Thursday in
3 more heats. The starters were Tom
Spray,
b. g., W. S. Pendleton, Islesboro; Mildred
15., g. in., Arthur T. Shute, Sandypoint;
Fannie Delmar, and Grace Direct, Pearl
Brook Farm, Belfast, and Diamond W., R.
Ingraham, Camden. Grace Direct won 1st
money ; Mildred 15. 2d.
Only Grace Direct
and Mildred B. started in the last heat, the
others dividing 3d and 4tli money on the
summary of the first 7 heats. The summary :
Grace Direct.2 3 3 1 1 2 0 1
Mildred li.5 4 1 2 2 1 n 2
Diamond W.4 1 2 4 4 3 3 x
Fannie Delmar.1 2 4 3 3 4 4 x
Tom Spray.3 5 dr.
Time:
2.40

Quarter w

.38

.39

Half
.1.15
Three-

1.17$

...

.38
1.15

38* .39$ .36* .37*
1.17*1.16*1.14 1.15

quarter..1.52* 1.57$ 1.54$ 1.58* 1.56* 1.52* 1.53*
Mile-2.29 2.34 2.34 2.36* 2.35 2.29* 2.29*
3 Minute Class.
Purse 8150.
This was trotted Thursday, and although
all the heats were hotly contested Bobby
Wilkes won in 3 straight heats, with Ora
Drew a close 2d, and Hiram Wilkes 3d. The
summary:
Bobby Wilkes, ch. g., 11. Gentner_1 1 1
Ora Drew, hr. m., Pearl Brook Farm..2 2 2
Hiram Wilkes, g. g., C. K. Leavitt.. .3 3 3
Time:

Quarter.37*
Half.1.16

.36*

1.144

.37*

1.14*

Three-quarters.1.53* 1.52$ 1.52*
Mile.2.30* 2.29$ 2.30*

2.26 Class.
Purse 8150.
This was won in three straigiit heats, as
follows:
Blue Will, h. s., I. F. Gould, Prospect. 1 1 1
Dyspepsia Cure, P. Gilman, Waterville.2 2 2
Harry Wilkes, ch. g., O. A. Tolman,

Rockland.3

3 3

Time:

Quarter.36*

.35$ .35
Half.1.12
1.11$ 1.0!($
Three-quarters.1.47$ 1.47* 1.40$
Mile.2.22$ 2.22$ 2.22J
Free for all race, purse, 8250.
Six heats were trotted Thursday afternoon and the raee was adjourned on account of darkness to Friday forenoon.
There were 4 starters: Henry Titer, ch. g.
by Henry Gentner, Belfast ; Frank S., b. g,
by H. Hudson & Sons, Guilford; Mildura,
by Eddie Kelley, Rockland; Isabelle, b. in.
Pearl Brook Earn), Belfast.
Every heat
was trotted in 2.20$, or less, two
setting the
mark at 2.17$. A large crowd assembled
Friday morning to see the finish. The 7th
heat was a hot one. The horses started all
together. At the first turn Henry Titer
and Mildura collided, but all kept on iu a
bunch to the finish, Titer ooruing under
the wire about half a length ahead. The
judges set Titer back to 4th place for interfering. The eighth heat, was won hv Tit-nr
by a close margin. Henry Titer won 1st
money, Frank S. 2d, Mildura 3d, Isabelle
1th. The summary:

Henry Titer.1
Mildura.3
Isabelle.4
Frank S.2

1
2
4
3

3
4
1
2

4
3
2
1

3
1
2
4

2
1
4

3

4
2
3
1

nobody would touch the stutf
undisguised.
Columbia, “The Uncolored
Catsup,” contains only the red
of the perfectly ripe tomato.
Lonesome

**THE**

j
j

A

j
|

■

;

that city.

i

«

News.

|

81.00

a

bottle.

A

Dealers in the tiuest

SALT.

« |

MMBMMMMM

6 30

Portland.12 "6
6 35
4B OS
Boston, Ij S:
W.D. 4* Uo
9 10

1 05
5 57
7 20

Boston
bos.on,

!

I

selection) to every subOnly 50 cents a yeax.

own

scriber.

Waterville.

20
35
20
50
11 15
]l3ii
1 2 0"
112 17
’12 37
12 45

Unity.

Whereas, Irene I*. Pierce of Prospect, Wald >
County. Maine, by her mortgage deed dated th
sixteenth day of November. A. I). 1894. and n
corded in the Registry of Deeds of Waldo Conn
ty. Book 242, Page J33. conveyed to the Buck?
port Loan and Building Association of Buck.*
port, Hancock County. Maine, the followin I
described parcel of land with the buildings then
on standing, situate in said Prospect, and de
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake on the west side of th
county road, near a house formerly owned !v
.Joshua Harriman; thence south fifty-live degree
ea>t by said road, twelve rods to the county ro;e I
leading from'Prospect Perry to Belfast: thene
by last mentioned road south, fifty-one degree
west, twelve rods to land owned by Sam tie
French; thence south seventy-six degrees wes
to a stake by land of United States; themnorth twenty-five degrees east, fifty-nine rods t
the first mentioned bounds, containing five acne
forty-eight rods.

6

C&MTOaiA.

Bogt

Boston University
Metropolitan Advantages

Offers

KETI’KMXG

of

From Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5.00 i\ m.
Front Rockland, via Camden, daily, except
Monday*, at about 5.00 a. m.
From Hampden and Seat -port, Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
m., other tlav- except Sundays, at
Mondays at
1.30 r*. 51.
All freight via the steamers of this company i*
insured against tire and marine risk except Tiv«
stock.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,Belfast.
A. H. HANSCOM, (i. p. A T. A Boston.
CALVIN ACSTIN.
\ ice President and (len'l Manager, Boston

Every Kind.

Dean, 12 Somerset St.

Theology
72

Alt. Vernon St.

Medicine.

basy

Good.

The pills that are potent in their action
and pleasant in effect are DeVVitt’s Little
Early Risers. W. S. Philpot of Albany, Ga.,
says: “During a bilious attack I took one.
Small as it was it did me more good than
calomel, blue mass or any other pill I ever
took and at the same time the effect was
pleasant. Little Early Risers are certainly
an ideal pill.” Sold by R. H. Moody.
I

with

BANNER LYE
To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
water, melt 5yz lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put

I1

to set
on

Every Package

Lye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
time.
It is just the article needed in
It will clean paint,
every household.

Female

I

The Pena Chemical

Works, Philadelphia
Boston. Mas*

Charles Richardson & Co.,

Facial

15 Main Street, Belfast.
(All correspondence confidential.)

Massage.

S !

1
1
1
d
e

MY FACIAL WORK I use a medicated pad
for steaming tile far.- and a cream for massaging that is composed of the purest ingredients. It has a beautifying and eleansing effect. It not only erases the lines but heals
the skin and removes from the pores the impurities that accumulate and make the skin rough
and unwholesome. It has no equal for softening,
cleansing and nourishing the skin and developing
the tissues when properiy massaged.

IN

MRS. R. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

Employment Bureau.

Room 209, Savings Bank Building, Watervilk
Me. Fir st-class nelp furnished with good pos
tions in all lines, both m and out of town. Le
us know what you want and we do the rest.
N
charges unless successful. Call or send stam
for blank
tf2

floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes,
Uses of Banner
Write for booklet
Lye —free.

j--

HERS. B. F. WELLS,

FARM FOR SALE.

j
)

ffifis Hi I j

!

The GEORGE H. RANKIN farm in I.incoluyille, known as the Snow fain
It contains an
acres, with buddings, and can b* bought at a
bargain. Address or inquire of
lr>tf
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator on the estate of Geo. LI Rankin

At Taunton Insane Hospital,

Taunton, Mass.

n

Wages $16 per month. Advance in wages ma
be expected if service i9 satisfactory.
19tf
J. P. BROWN, M. D.. Supt.

The Republican Journal ana MeCah s Mags
2ine with free natrern*. wili be sent one year fo f
$2.10 in advance. uidr-s>
Rkj? JvI’rxal Pi*B. CoBelfast. Maine
We have made arrangements with The McCa 1
Fashion
New
Publishers,
Company,
York, when
by every reader of The Journal who writes 1 3
them, mentioning this publication, will receiv ?
without further charge a late issue of Mc< all' *
Magazine, the well-known liter ary am! ladiei
fashion magazine. This offer will Hold good fc r
60 day* from date.
1

September 15,1904.

and Quick I

Soap-Making

have at last found a harmless liquid for t ie
removal of superfluous hair from the face,
only removes the hair perfectly clean in fl
minutes, but will, if applied every third day 1 emove the hair permanently.
It depends on tl l®
strength of the hair, the length of time it w
take to entirely destroy it. It contains no can <.
tic, acid or poisonous substance. Will not lea' e
It is sold
a scar or cause injury in any way
II
me under a written guarantee to accomplish
that is claimed of it. It is made by parties \vi
whom I am personally acquainted and have p»
feet confluence in. tor further particulars ei h ;
upon or write to

I

not

Home

|

Week to Boston

a

Banner

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

THE McCALL CO.,
113-115-117

to

5
’5
’6
6

M

21
31
50
08
17
26
40
50
00
06

...

| | | i||

■
I

Trips

Full Directions

A LAMES’ MAGAZINE.

atasuwM.

4
4
5
5

And whereas Weston N. Pierce and Susai
Pierce, both of said Prospect, by their mortuag
deed dated the thirty-first day of October, a. L
1888. and recorded iii the Registry of Deeds «
Waldo county. Book 211;, Page 432, conveyed t
said Irene P. Pierce, in mortgage, the sam
premises above described; and the said Irene I
Pierce on the sixteenth day of November, A. 1
1894, assigned said mortgage to the Buekspoi
Loan and Building Association, said assignniei
being recorded in said Waldo County Registr
Book 242, Page 235.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage s i
Commencing Monday, May 2. 1904. steamer
have been broken, now therefore, by reason 1 f
leave Belfast:
the breach of the conditions thereof I claim ;i
For Boston, via Camden and R< ekland, Monforeclosure of said mortgages.
l
days at 3.0u i*. m., other da's, except Sundav. at
Bueksport, August 25, 1904.
i 4.30 r. m.
Bucksport Loan and
For Searspnrt and Hampden. Tuesdays, Thurs
;
Building Association.
! days and Sundays at 7.45
m.
35tf
By O. P. Cunningham, its Attorney.
For Bucksport. " interport and Bangor’daily.
!
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m., or upon arrival of
teamer from Boston.
j

Second-hand gooc
<>f every 'descrii
■
h»ii. h' u r n i tun
Ml' ■
M ■ ■ ■ ■ bedding, carpet
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ stoves, e;tc. Ai
ft! «| ft1 ■ tique furniture
specialty. If yo
L W ■ mJ mW have anything t
sell drop me a postal card and you will reeeiv
a prompt call.
WALTER H. COO CBS,
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly52

to and 15 cents each—aooe higher.
for them. Sold in nearly avery city
and town, or by mail from

P
’4

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

aside

A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economise ; fancy
work; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subscribe to-day, or, send cc. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

Ask

t9
t9
in
10

4 15
1 40

tFlag station.
Limited tickets f->r Poston are now sold ai
85.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to .ill point- West and North
west, via all routes, for sale l*v L. W. Geokgb
GEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
V ice Presiden’ an
General Manager,
F. E. P.Ooti.bv. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent

■

I
|

I

8 48

| Thorndike. 8 57
iKuox....
+9 1 ifT
Brooks.
9 20
1
Waldo. +9 30
j City Point. >9 4o
Belfast, arrive.
9 45

W. E. HUNTINGTON, Paesident.

|

AM Utm Mow* art rf But*

M

Benton.
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Philosophical and Literary courses.
For Graduates only.
Address Dean B. P. BuWNE,
15W23*
12 Somerset St.

for «■

A FREE PATTERN

FM

Graduate Department

Poor Hair
(your

4 45

PM

^

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

FM

3 20
13 26
t3 43
4 C8
14 25
4 45
5 25
5 56
til 15
ttj 25

TO BELFAST.

j

Blacksmith
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45

3 00

quality of

Anthracite and
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1
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1
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2
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Waterville. 8 50

I

Address Dean J. P. sitheiil\>’i>.
295 Commonwealth Ave.

J. c. a ter co.,

Only

For

IMPORTERS OF

$

School of

Eroduct

Power

(.0
05
15
2(>
Knox .t7 38
Thorndike. 7 45
Unity.7 53
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Clinton.
8 35
Benton. 8 45
Bangor.11 20

Ad' ress Dean Melville M. Bigelow,
Isaac Rich Hall, Ashburton Place.

My hair wa9 coming out terribly. I was
almost afraid to comb it. But Ayer’s Hair
Vigor promptly stopped the falling, and also
restored the natural color.”
Mus. E. G. K. Ward, Landing, N. J.

Cider.

New cider has come into the market, tasting sharp and smelling of sheltered orchards
where the big apples bang above the stone
walls. But those who really like new cider
should wait until the fruit has been harvested. The apple juices which one buys at
this season are squeezed from windfalls,
and there is a mnstiness about the fluid
which is not wholly agreeable. The early
is good enough for making vinegar,
ut for drinking purposes one should use
the juice of the ripe fruit.—Bangor Daily

A

AM

■*

The secretary of the treasury has approved the plans for the new revenue cutter for
the coast of Maine, known as No. 14, authorized at the last session of Congress.
Bids for this vessel were first opened on
April 1G last, but all the proposals exceeded
the appropriation of .8200,000. The proposals now invited are under amended specifications and plans, and a separate price is
asked for the hull and steam machinery.
These bids will be opened on Sept. 24. Each
bidder is asked to name a time when he
will complete the work, and a penalty of
820 a day will be imposed in the discretion
of the secretary of the treasury, for noncompletion of the work at the time stated.
The letter inviting the proposals further
says that it may be for the interests of the j
department to have the hull and machinery
constructed by different builders, in which
case the hull, when completed, will be delivered by the government at the works of
the accepted bidder for the steam machinery.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7
City Point.t7
Waldo.17
Brooks. 7

hair food. It feeds, nourishes.
The hair stops falling, grows
long and heavy, and all dandruff disappears.

The New Bevenue Cutter.

tollows

j,

Hair Vigor

quarter...1.43} 144} 1.42 1.45 1.44) 1.45 1.44} 1.45}
“lie.2.17} 2.18} 2.17} 2.20 2.19} 2.18} 2.20} 2.21}

Kind You Han Always

OF

School of Law

Sometimes the hair is not
properly nourished. It suffers
for food, starves. Then it
falls out, turns prematurely
gray. Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a

run as

FROM

Groceries.

School of

Ayers

1
4
3
2

Boston, will

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

Address tte Dean.

three-

a The

JOKBKCS

Address the

quarter... .37} .35 .35} .34} .34} .35 .34 .34
halt.1.11 1.10 1.07} 1.10} 1.08 1.03} 1.08} 1.09}

Bmm tlw

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

On ami after June 6, 1904, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

College of Liberal Arts

a

pux-e

COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.

there is held in common. Strong drink
is unknown and no crime has been evei
The government —what
committed.
little there is of it—is carried on undei
a patriarchal system, and the iuhabi
tants lead an idyllic existence in cultivating the soil and fishing. The island
is surrounded by a broad belt of kelt, a
eitrantic growth of seaweed tlimmrli
which a small boat may approach the
rocky shore even in stormy weather,
which is fortunate, as there is no good
anchorage outside and practically lie
harbor. On the beaches and the lowei
lands is an extensive growth of coarse
grass that readies a height of eight 01
ten feet. This forms shelter for millions of penguins.
There are manj
species of albatross, petrels and othei
sea birds, but the finch and the watei
hen are the only land birds. There is
but one species of tree, a little stuntec
affair that is more like a bush. Potatoe:
grow well here and there are plenty ol
fish near the coast.
The climate ii
windy and rainy, but healthful, tin
temperature in summer averaging 0)
and in winter 55 degrees above, l-’ahren
heit. In the top of the highest moun
tam is a fresh water lake’ that neve
freezes.
Inaccessible Island is the western
most of the group and is twenty mile
i from Tristan d'Aeuuha and
Xightin
gale, which is the farthest to the south
and the smallest is ten miles from in
accessible.
The population of the Island of Tris
I tan d’Aeuuha was the result of a whin
| on the part of an English soldier. Tli
1
group was discovered in 150(5 by the Poi
| tuguese and were visited by the Date
in 1(543. They were uninhabited, al
though in later years small numbers o
sealers lived ttiere at different times
Great Britain took possession of tli a
ground in 181(5 and British troops wer
stationed there during the imprisoi
ment of Napoleon at St. Helena, wliic 1
is 1,500 miles to the north. The garr
son was withdrawn in 1817 with the ex
ception of Corporal William Glass, wh 3
with his wife and ten children and tw *
men asked and obtained permission t 3
remain there. They had cattle, shee )
and geese sent to them and cultivate j1
crops. Prom time to time tisherme
and shipwrecked sailors joined the con
munity and it slowly grew. They mad d
i a settlement on aflat, sheltered piece c 1
land in the northwest part of tliis islani
ami called it Edinburgh.
Within the last few years the race a] |“
pears to be dying out for the want o £
! new blood. The greatest difficulty exist
in the education of the children, and i t
! has been proposed to send them to Cap
Colony that they may lie properly ii
structed.
The
question has bee
brought up in London and some step 8
in this direction will be doubtless take [1
by some of the educational societies i 1

i

business, but

catsup.

South America. The Island of Tristan
d’Acunha is the northernmost of the
group and has an area of forty square
miles, with a volcanic peak that rises
7,'340 feet above the sea level. Property

Time.

Concerning

Do you know a tomato when
you see one ? Yes, when it is
outside a bottle of catsup.
Most “tomato” catsup is
colored with aniline dye, or
other artificial coloring matter;

ward in the last twenty-four year?, al
though there is now an apparently
slight tendency to advance. In 188(
the population was 109. In 1897 it hac
fallen off to 64. Only once a year is tht
outside world in communication with
this old colony of England. Then s
British warship visits its shores anc
tidings are brought to the mothei
country of its conditiop.
But this lack of communication with
the great centers of industry and com
merce does not seem to bother in tht
least the good people of Tristar
d’Acunha, who have established a
miniature world all by themselves.
Their home is on the largest of thret
islands in the Southern Atlantic and is
situated about midway between the
Cape of Good Hope and the coast oi

Crochet slippers, Mrs. M. B. Jefferds 1st,
Mrs. M. E. Knowlton 2d.
Tray cloths, Mrs. E. G. Davis 1st.
Kensington sofa pillow, Mrs. J. F. Wilson
1st, Mrs. J. G. Damon 2d.
Silk lace handkerchief, Mrs. W. E. Marsh
1st.
Crochet lace on handkerchief, Mrs. W.
R. Roix 1st, Sadie Cunningham 2d.
American coat of arms, Mrs. W. H.

1st.

Men’s knit hose, Mrs. Roscoe Whitcomb,
1st.
Silk rug, Mrs. Eliza Piper, 1st; Mrs. A. S.
J ackson, 2d.
Braided rag rug, Mrs. Jefferds, 1st.
Tarn rug, Mrs. Roscoe Whitoomb, 1st.
Pillow shams, Miss S. R. Gardner, 1st.
Drawn rug, Mrs. John Morrill, 1st; Mrs.
Mrs. Almeda Greer, 2d; Mrs. J. M. Simmons, 3d.
Preserves, Mrs. M. E. Knowlton, 1st.
Pickles, Mrs. M. E. Knowlton, 1st.
Grange exhibit, Seaside Grange, 1st.
Fur rugs, Mrs. H. M. Bennett, 1st.
Silk tatting collar and cuff sets, Mrs. F. G.
Carter, 1st; Mrs. D. B. Flint, 2d.
Embroidered sofa pillow, Mrs. Etta Lancaster, 1st.
Eyelet embroidery, Miss Sarah R. Gardner, 1st.
Embroidered shirt waist, Miss Helen
Bird, 1st.
White embroidery, Mrs. J. N. Stewart,
1st; Miss Sarah R. Gardner, 2d.
Crochet handkerchiefs, Mrs. W. E.
Marsh, 1st; Mrs. Wm. R. Roix, 2d.
Tatting sofa pillow, Mrs. D. B. Flint, 1st.
Cotton tatting, Mrs. Lizzie Cunningham,
1st.
Crazy>ofa pillow, Mrs. Wm. Dunphe, 1st.
Knit lace, Miss S. R. Gardner, 1st.
Honiton centre piece, Mrs. Fred Knowlton, 1st.

LONELY COLONY DYING OUT.

Tea

Nuggets

Busy filedioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden H?a.th and Renc-vod Vigor.
A specific for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Trouble-*. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Bad
Blood,

Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
an .1 Backache.
It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tab*
let form, 85 cent9 a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MOOD?,

KID GLOVES
CLEANSED to look
MRS.

HOLLISTER’S

Mountain
Rocky
A

!
!

as
H.

good

as new at

F. WELLS.

15 Main

Street, Belfast.

PM REN'L
The tenement lately occupied by L. w. Hammons, and another of 5 rooms in the same house
at the corner of Main and bridgn streets. Apply
to
MRS. J vi. FLETCHER,
153 Main Street, or 10
LEL AND H. PIPER,
35tf
at the corner oi Main and Bridge Streets.

SEARSPORT

Miss Millie Ford left Friday for Boston.
Miss Bose Boulston returned to Boston

Friday.
is the

Mrs. Mary Leach of Bucksport
guest of Mrs. E. Glidden.
on

Thurs-

Miss Ella Ilopkins is visiting frieuds in
llov’ton, Me., for a few weeks.
Mrs. Lizzie Pride of Moulton. Me., is the
guest of Miss L. Edwe’ d for a lew days.
Miss Irene Sullivan returned Monday to
Wellesley Hills, where she is attending

school.

Bert Kent, who has Ir an spending a few
weeks in town, left by boat Thursday for
Boston.
Misses Grpie Plummer and Henrietta
Plummer of Camden are the guests of Mrs.
11. K. Nickels.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Havener and children returned Thursday to their home in

Worcester, Mass.

'Mi. and Mrs. A. J. Nickerson arrived
Monday from a short visit to friends in
East Coriiur Me.
Miss Martha Boss left by train Thursday
for Brooklyn, where she has a position as a

kindergarten teacher,

Miss Ellen Mostnah and Miss Alice Kane
left Thursday for Lewiston, where Miss
Mosnmn will spend the winter.
Mrs. Harry Perry arrived from New
York on Tuesday for a short visit to her
mother, Mrs. Jennie Hunter.
M issLouise Leib has returned to .Saco,Me.,
t > resume her uosition as teacher of physical culture in luornton academy.
Union temperance service at the Metln
d’st ehurch next Sumlav evening under the
direction of the local \\. C. T. U.
Mrs. E. B. Billings, Miss Wealthv Nichols, and Master Amos Nichols left Wednes-

day for their home in Lynn, Mass.

Dr. and Mrs. .Jenuison and children, who
have been occupying their summer home in
town, have returned to Lowell, Mass.
Miss Lillian Carver of Minneapolis was
in town this week to attend the funeral of
her father, Capt. Andrew L. Carver.
The remains of Mr. Joshua Sargent arrived from Alton, Me., Sept. 7th and the
interment was in the Gordon Cemetery.
If any one owning lots in tlie village cemetery wishes to donate work for the benefit
of tne association, will they please notify
Mr. John Sullivan ?
If any one desires to become a new member of the Magazine Club for the coming
year will they please notify Miss Maude
Cob 3rd within the next ten oays.

telegram h; « been received from Capt.
•Joseph F. Nichols of the steamship Texan,
announcing his arrival at San Diego, Cal.,
with >hip and cargo in good condition i,fter
a passage of 55 days from New York.
A

The schools in town will open Monday,
Sept, l'.'th, with the following teachers:
lligh school, Mr. Irving F. burton; Grammar, Miss Kthel Dodge; Intermediate, Miss
Impntah Williams; Primary, Miss Jess

BiaVk.
J'»e Poi ter r 3ently tilled an order from a
bust"!! party for two dozen clams. The
>ma,;<->t of them one inch long, the longest
not uv<
on«- .nch and a half long.
.Joe
say> it G tlie smallest order of clams he
ever tilled.
Lev. E. s. Philbrook will deliver his richly illustrated lecture, The Lite of the Master, at tlie Methodist church, Friday evening, St*pi. p»th. Mr..Philbrook uses a powerful lantern: throwing upon the canvas
seventy superb colored views.
Mi
D. K
Goodwin, wife and daughtei
both, of Pittsfield, who have been \ biting
u the !i"iie
of in-., am! Mrs. (4. fl. JJamiletu’ i.i-'i to Pirtslield Monday,
i•,
Miss
K-l:t!iG -mi ;tlie (-veiling service of tlie
Met! d:.>t ch .iv'i was greatly enjoyed.

Henry iHack of Kveiett, Mass., is on tlie
-mi:i
tee, eli.>.-e!: to tako cliarge of the Me.
dial.
Fair to he held in boston, October
to
Mr. iHack i> known as one of searspoi t'- .-mart business men and will no doubt
til, tie- p«>si:;«m in a way that wili ivllect
credit upon his native town.
I.

-Jo):!, lnnis, one of our progressive farmreeeiv.-d lirst premium on Hampshire
Downs -sheep at the Waldo County Fair in
1 Jelfast last week.
Mr. lnnis lias' an acre
of potatoes on width he estimates there are
live ton? of pumpkins growing. They are
a sight worth going to his place to see."
ers,

The odicers of the Village Cemetery Association are as follows: President! Mr.
George Carver; vie* president. Mr. J. W.
black; secretary ami treasurer, Miss Eiia
A. Hopkins; superintendent, L. W. Wentworth. executive "inmittee, Cant. A. M.
Floss, Mr. John Sullivan, and Mr. George
Bowen
The weather Monday was all that could
be desired and the voters were out in large
numbers. From eight a. in. to live p. in.
groups of men could be seen on the street
corners and about the shop doors discussing
The returns in the evening showpolitic
ed the strong preference for the party in
for
the Republican vote was PM, the
lower,
Democratic 54, Prohibition 5 and Socialist 3.
Rev. Almon Racklitfe, for 10
Ubitvaky.
years pastor of the Hudson, Mass., Congre-

gational church, is dead.

Rev. Mr. Racklitfe was born in Sears port, Me., in 1855.
He was a graduate of Bangor Theological
seminary and a post-graduate of Andover.
He was formerly pastor of a church in
Skowhegan, Maine-Capt. Andrew L.
Carver, late of Searsport, died at the

Homeopathic Hospital, Boston, Sept. 7th,
aged 05 years. He was a well known
master mariner and had commanded ships
Iceberg, Paul Revere, State of Maine, E. B.
Sutton ; barks Escort, Albert Russell; brigs
Kentucky, Benjamin Carver and Amy A.
Lane. His remains were brought to Sears-

for interment and funeral services
were held here.
[We have received fuller
obituaries but are unable to print them
this week. Ed. Journal.]
port

NORTH SEAKSPORT ITEMS.

Most of our people are at Monroe attending the fair.
Miss llosa Russell is the guest of Miss
Carrie 1!. Stinson.
Walter Prescott of Portland visited relatives here recently.

Myron Clarke of Clarke’s Corner, Prospect, is in town frequently.
has

the

Stock

Live

Market

at

THE

official tests

the

by

Agricul-

The town has been fortunate in securing
the services of Mr. Charles J. Ross of Lincolnville as principal of the High school.
Mr. Ross is a graduate of Colby, has spent
two years in teaching in the Philippines, besides teaching for several years in Maine
and New Hampshire.Several of our
a
to
teachers are planning to attend the State
Teachers’ Convention to be held in Bangor
the last of October.Mrs. C. M. Hurd has
been elected temporary superintendent of
the Sunday school to take the place of Mary
A. Brown, who resigned some time ago.
more
The Reading Club will meet with Dr. C. B.
Hoit Saturday evening, Sept. 17th, to arfor
range plans
study during the winter.
some
Several additions to the club are expected.
-Mrs. W. 11. Moody, Mrs. A. E. Sanford
and Mrs. Hattie Clough went to Northport
or
Saturday for a week’s stay at Westvfew,
Mrs. Moody’s cottage
Miss Lottie Leighton of Hallow ell and Miss Beatrice Earley
of Malabar, Fla., are spending a few
weeks with their aunts, Mrs. Aduie Jackson and Mrs. George Stevens_Freeman
use
Meservey of Massachusetts is visiting his
tartar
cream
father, s. E. Meservey.Waldo Tent,
K. O. T. M., was instituted in Liberty on
Saturday evening, Sept. 10th, by S. C, C.
Ward, State Deputy, The tent starts otf
with a good charter list, composed of the
leading meu of the town. It was voted to
hold the reviews on the second and fourth
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
Thursdays of each month in Crockett's
Ilall... Mrs. Fred Fifield of Manchester
and son, Dwight, are visiting friends in
WALDO.
town—Mrs. Walter Knowlton returned
B. E. Clements and wife and daughter !
Saturday from a week’s visit in Newport.
....Mrs. Wes',on It. Marden lias returned Delma of Lynn, Mass.; A. A. Roberts, wife 1
from Rockland, where she visited relatives. and son
AMERICAS PORTS.
Reginald of Middletown, Conn., returned home Friday after a visit to their j
New York, Sept. 8. Ar, se-lis. Sadie WiliWINTERPORT.
F.
Rolerson
L.
:
Clements-li.
mother, Mary
Perth Amboy for Iioeklaud; Lucy K
Marcia, wife of Walter Clark, died Sept, and wife of California are spending a few eutt,
Frieud, Hillsboro, N. Ik, for Newark ;P, ar,
nth at the home of her father, Mr. Charles weeks with relatives in Waldo and vicinity, i schs. Thomas F. Lawrence and Daisy FarOn their return they will visit the St. Louis
lin, Stonington ; John l’. Williams, Bangor;
Ellingwood, Ellingwood’s Corner.
She
Exposition.
Lucia Porter, \\ ashington, D. C., for Salem ;
had been ill with consumption for many
Penobscot, Hillsboro, X. B., for Newark;
mouths.
The funeral service was held CENTRE MONTV1LLK.
10, ar, sclis. 1). D. Haskell, Bangor; Emma
Thursday afternoon, Rev. Harry Ilill officiMiss Grace Black, of Palermo, school S. Briggs, Richmond, Me.; (J. J. Willaid,
ating— Mr. Will Carletou and Miss Bessie teacher in the Plains
was called Bucks Harbor; Fiheman, Stonington, Me.;
district,
Eastman were united in marriage Wednes11, ar, sell. Harold C. Beecher, Windsor, N.
day evening, Sept. 7th. The ceremony was home last Saturday by the death of her lit- S.; passed City Island, schs. Lucia Porter,
performed by Rev. llarry Ilill at the home tle nephew, Gerald Black-Solomon Pal- j Washington, D. C., for Salem; A. I". Kindof the bride’s parents
Mrs. L. A. Stokell mer went to Bristol last week, returning |
berg, New York for Bangor; 12, ar, schs.
left for her home at Barre, Mass., and Mrs. Saturday.Maria Thompson and Vesta Kit
Carson, Bangor; Telumah, do; Eugene
Ashley Deane for her home in Boston on Barker spent last Thursday with Cora Borda, Hurricane Island; John 1. Snow,
Friday’s boat—Miss Rose Eaton has re- Goodwin_Mrs. Frank Chadwick of Au- Long Cove; sld, sell. Melissa Willey, Alexturned from a visit in Deer Isle_Mrs. J. gusta and Mrs. Emma Black of Palermo andria;
13, ar, schs. Isaiah K. Stetson, BanW. Hatch and her two children were in called on friends in town oneday last week.
gor; Flora Condon, do; J. S. Lamprey, Cartown for a brief visit Sept. 7th_Miss _Mr. and Mrs. Keller went to Liberty I ver’s
Harbor; Silver Heels, Deer Island;
Elizabeth Feruald has returned to her one day last week.Benjamin Boynton i
George II. Mills, Long Cove; Annie B.
school in Massachusetts_Mrs. D. J. Fol- visited his friend Miah Quigg of Liberty I
Mitchell, Hurricane Island, Me., for Philasom left for her home in Billerica, Mass.,
last week_The Centre school was closed ! delphia.
on
Tuesday’s boat, accompanied by her Sept. 7tli so that the pupils might attend j Boston, Sept. 7. Ar, schs. Margaret Hasmotlier, Mrs. C. M. Chase—Melvin Simp- tbe Belfast fair-Mr. George Carter is j kell, Brunswick; J. Manchester Haynes,
son and family of New York are in town
teaching in the Commercial department of Newport News; 8, ar, brig Jennie liulbert,
iui
ci
iew weeas— .miss Alia
irear oi Freedom Academy
Miss Miriam Bart- Norfolk ; sld, sell. Young Brothers, Perth
Kockport is visiting relatives in town_ lett lias gone to Newton Centre, Mass., Amboy; 12, sld, schs. Joseph W. HawMrs. Ilosmer, who has been visiting rela- where she will teach this year— Mrs. Yol- j
thorne, Alexandria, Vra.; Sagamore, Philatives here, will leave for California this
ney Thompson slipped on her kitchen floor , delphia; Stony Brook, Bangor; Mary Wilweek
Miss Sarah Jellersou from Boston last
and sprained her ankle finite I ley, do; New Boxer, do.; 13, ar, schs. James
Friday
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. James Nason_
badly_Fred Knowlton, who has been em- ] W. Paul, Jr., Newport News; Mary B. WelPercy Campbell arrived from Boston last ployed by Mrs. I esse Frye the past year, lington, Port Liberty, N. Y.; Melissa A.
week for a brief vacation
Miss Mamie has returned to his farm in Belmont and Trask, Eddvville, N. Y.
Cook of Charlestown is the guest of her James Jackson of Belmont has taken his
Philadelphia, Sept. 11. Ar, bark Addie
Mrs. Getchell place_Mr. Zelisco Foster and bride gave
aunt, Mrs. Levi Bowden
N. B.
and Mr Woodman of China are the guests a reception to their many friends last Fri- Morrill, Hillsboro,
Reedy Island, Del., Sept. 11. Passed up,
of Bv. Boyington.Joseph Mitchell and
of
Arthur
sell. Pendleton Brothers,
Gilpatric
for
day evening_Mr.
family, who have been residents of this Danforth is visiting friends and relatives in Philadelphia (in tow of tugNewburyport
Lewis).
town for about nine years, have gone back town.John W. Tibbetts was drawn to9.
Passed
Point,
Sparrow’s
Md.,
Sept.
to their former home in Old Town.
They day, Sept. 12th, to serve on the grand jury j down, sell. Thelma, Baltimore for Boston
were good citizens ami left many friends for the
ensuing jear. Win. Libby, .Jr., was
here... .Timothy G. Fellows made a busi- drawn to serve as traverse juror at the'Sept. (in tow)....1
It
i-/■»!...
L'.l
...1
'T'
|
ness
trip to Boston last week anti re- term of S. J. Court.
j Stottsbury, Norfolk; Horace A. Stone, Balturned accompanied by Miss Bessie K.
timore; 12, bid, sell. Ilarry T. Hayward,
Braddoek of San Francisco, who is the
PROSPECT FERRY
Newport News.
guest of Mrs. Fellows.
Bangor, Sept. 7
Ar, sell. Winfield S.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Healey and son StanPKOSPKCT,
Schuster,
Newport News; American Team,
ley left for their home in Dorchester, Mass.,
; sld, sells. Andrew Nebinger,
TUS Sunday school organized this spring last Saturday... Mrs. Mary Smith visited Carrie K. Look and
Lizzie Lane, New York ;
at Clark’s Corner is in a nourishing condi- relatives iu Brewer last week....Otis Ginn Westerloo, Provincetown; 8,
ar, schs. MagS. Hart, Norfolk; Mary Ann McCann,
tion.
The superintendent, Mrs. Everett is at home from
Bangor for a weeks vaca- gie
B.
Pawtucket;
Geo.
has
the
school
well
Littlefield,
Ferguson, do; sld, sch.
organized
II. llarriman is painting Miss Ella M.
; and by her careful attention to the interests'! tion_L.
Storer, New York ;0, sld, sch. Sadie
a? tlie Ferry
store
llarriman’s
Alfreda
1 of the school does much for the benefit of ]
Corey, Norwich; 10, sld,schs. Celia B., New
tlie classes. Tlie teacher of the Bible Miss Louise Ginn returned toiler home in York ; Lizzie Lee, Boston ; Gamecock, Glouj all
Lowell, Mass., last week... Miss Maud cester ; 12, ar, sells. Katherine 1). Perry and
Mr.
Clarendon
deserves
class,
Gross,
com-j
|
several days last week
Shiite was in
Joseph G. Kay, Newport News; sld', sell.
j memiation for his well directed efforts in on business Bangor
School began in this district Hattie 11.
behalf of that class. The other teachers, ;
Barbour, New York ; i:>, sld, sch.
of
North
Emma
Nichols
Miss
last
Monday,
Annie P. Chase, New York.
Mrs. Eva Gross, Miss Ada (’lark and Mrs.
: Charles Clark, have large and interested Searsport, teacher—School began at Mt.
Hall’s Quarry, Sept. o. Sld, schs. Ninetta
classes of children. The librarian is Mrs. Ileagan last Monday, Miss Faustina Hard- M. Porceita, Washington, H. C.; Charles J.
teacher.Misses Helen Thomas,
Willard, New York.
j James Littlefield, and the secretary and ing
Bessie Lee Lamb, who
treasurer, Mrs. Ira Ward. The pastor of Bertha Bailey and
Newport Nows, Sept. 7. Sld, sc.is. Jose
j the
have
been
spending the summer with Mrs. Oiaveni, Savannah; Gov. Ames, Bangor;
Congregationaiist church at Frankiort
assisted in organizing this school and has George Gruby, returned to their homes in 8, sld, sell. Henry K. Tilton, Newburyport;
last week....Mrs. Donnell
helped them in many ways, other churches Massachusetts visited
10, ar, sell. Eliza J. lVmileton, Bangor ; 12,
Mrs. George Gruby
of Buck.sport
and Sunday schools have given them help
ar, sell. D. 11. Rivers, Bangor; 18, sld, sell.
also. The First Congregationaiist church several days last week....Mrs. Ferd Ham- Eliza J. Pendleton, Bangor.
I of Searsport donated 41 nice library books man entertained the Ladies’ Club Nept. 7ch.
Bridgeport, Ct., Sept. o. Ar, sells. Mary
1 and
the Prospect Kerry Sunday school sent A picnic dinner was served and ail reported Ann McCann, New York ; Annie R. Lewis,
a good time_Mr. and Mrs. .Jewett Ginn
!4 new and interesting books.
Ba
ngor.
Sunday
school paper.-. have been piesented by Miss of Sandypoint visited Mr and Mrs. WilPensacola, Sept. 0. Sld, sch. LeviS. AnBertha Partridge ami by the Louder‘Brook lard Ginn last Sunday... -Edgar llarriman drews, Thomaston, Me.
j Sunday school, 'i lie members of the school is at home for a short vacation from Bar
Port Reading, Sept. o. Cld, sch. Myronus,
have bought new singing books and they Harbor_Frank E. Harding has shipped Bangor.
II. F. Dunas cook on steamer Tremont
are fortunate in having many good singers,
Charleston, S. C., Sept. 10. In port, schs.
La.-t Sunday tlie following young people ton of Belfast lectured on the Democratic J. C. Straw bridge, for Weymouth, iluinaj sang
side of politics at the Ferry sehoolhouse rock for Boston.
ii sidectinu together after the
singing
j bv tie* entire school:
to a good audience.
Eveiyn (dark, Isabel last Thursday evening
Jacksonville, Sept. 8. Sld, sch. Harold It.
and 1 Joy l.irtletield, Leona Buck, Thomas Mr. Dunton is an able speaker and all pres- Couse ns, New York.
He
the lecture.
was accoment
enjoyed
Mida
Curtis
and
Miss
Powers,
Gillis_
Apalachicola, Fla., Aug. 20. Sld, sch.
Mrs. Seideii Clark and her three children panied by F. \V. Pote of 1’elfast, and they
New York.
D. llarriman while here. Henry Crosby,
spent last week with her mother, Mrs. were guests of W.
Newburyport, Sept. 8. Sld, sch. Pendlein
Stockton
ton
New
York.
Springs.
Brothers,
j Boyd,
Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 10.
Sld, schs.
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
l». Fiske, Boston; Sarah D. J. RawHenry
| MOKKILI..
We regret that a typographical error—
New
A.
B.
Mrs.
Edwin
York;
Perkins of Belfast is visiting
son,
Sherman, Wilming;
the omission of an entire line- ton, Del.; Frank Barnet, Boston; 12, ar,
her mother, Mrs. M. P. \Y)od....Mr. and evidently
caused the item, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lan- bark Herbert Fuller, New York; cld, sch.
! Mrs. Gilbert Ellis and son iroiu Ilingham,
Lizzie B. Willey, Noank.
caster and Mr. Brastow returned from
Port Blakely, Wash., Sept. 4. Sld, ship
Mass., have been spending a few weeks
where they had attended the camp- Mary L. Cushing,
Etna,
Sydney, N. S. W., via.
Mrs. M. P
| with Mrs. Alvesta Hatch
to read “Mr. and Mrs. Brastow,” Port Gamble.
meeting,
j Sayward of Thorndike visited relatives in etc_Mrs. Brainard Griffin and two sons
Port Townsend, Wash., Sept. o. Ar, ship
town last week
Mr. and Mrs. I). E. left
j Sheldon
Sept. 7th to join her husband in Bos- Great Admiral, Honolulu.
have returned to Howard, li. L, ton for
their return trip to their home in St.
Carteret, N. J.,Sept. 8. Ar, schr. Melissa
after a short visit to relatives and friends.
Mr. Charles Devereaux re* A. Willey, New York.
Minn
Mr. Sheldon united with the order of Pa- Paul, the middle of last week to
turned
Jacksonville, Fla., Sept. 10.
Ar, sch.
Brooklyntrons of Husbandry while here....Miss
X. Y. His wife will soon follow in com, Georgia Gilkey, Philadelphia.
Blodgett, a daughter of Luther Blodgett of pauy with Mr. DCs sister, Miss Carrie Dev- Ij Fernandina, Fla.,
Sept. 10.
Sld, sch.
St. Paul, Minn., is visiting her uncle, Mr.
Last week a large delegation of-! Theoline, Boston; bark Ethel, Elizabethereaux
William Blodgett—Mrs. John Berry has!
our town on 1 port; 11, sld, sch. Pendleton Satisfaction,
Stockton
represented
people
returned from
Noithport Campground, ; the Belfast fair grounds both Tuesday and ; New Y'ork.
where she has been the past two months.
was the unan- !
FOREIGN PORTS.
Mr. Benjamin Robinson returned to Wednesday. Very enjoyable
San Juan, P. R., Sept. 5. Sld, bark ManI Medford, Mass., last week after a visit to imous verdict of the company-Mr. Frank
j Willard Frye and Miss Helen L. Grover left nie Swan, New York.
his many friends in town_Mr. Bunker
Point last Friday for Belfast, eu
Auckland, Sept. 2. Sld. stmr, Sonoma,
and wife from Howard, R. I., have been j Pleasant
the afternoon train_ Ilerriman (from
the guests of Mr. Frank Hatch the past route for Boston by
Sydney, N. S. W.) San
II. G. Hichborn started Fri- Francisco.
Mrs.
l)r.
and
week....Mr. and Mrs. Stillman White from
in their automobile for their
Hillsboro, N. B., Sept. 7. Cld, sch. John
New Hampshire have been spending a few day morning
Mass. Their children, Proctor, Newark ; 0, cld, sch.
weeks with his parents—Mrs. 11. A. Mad- home in Cambridge,
Helena, Newand Miss Ruth, and maid, ark.
docks of Skowhegan visited in town last Master Everett
took the boat for Boston the same day_
Port
17.
bark Fred P.
Natal,
Aug.
Sld,
week
Perley Knowlton is stopping with
II. Colcord and sister, Miss Litchfield, Barbados.
his guardian, Mr. Elisha Merriam_Mr. Mr. Walter
who have spent their school vacaLouise,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Charles Laselles and Edwin Koundy were tion with t.hf»ir Brandmother. Mrs Sn.rnh 1-?
guests of Elmer Hartshorn two days last
Boston boat Friday for
Vineyard Haven, Mass., .Sept. 10. Sell.
week—The free High school began last Clifford, left by
N. Y
their home in
.Miss Net- Silver Heels, Stoniugton, Me., for New
week, taught by Mr. Daniels of Montville. tie Twiss and Brooklyn,
Miss Edith Fletcher arrived York, lost anchor and chain off Falmouth
Miss Ethel Wood of Belfast has the PriMt. Desert, last yesterday; procured another anchor and
home
from
Seal
Harbor,
mary grade and John Kimball of Belfast
a guest at Pleaschain here to-day and proceeded.
teaches in No. 3....The {Standard Bearers Friday—Miss Richards,
Portland, Me., Sept. !t. Revenue cutter
of Morrill met at the home of Rufus Low- ant Point for two months, took Friday’s
for her home in West Roxbury, Mass.
boat
Woodbury
reports passed sell. J. 1), Inell, North Montville, one evening last week.Mr. Elman Dickey, Jr., arrived Friday graham, from South Gardiner for Vineyard
for
a brief visit with his
from
Lewiston
Haven
for
orders, abandoned by crew, off
SWANVILLE.
parents-Capt. Horace Staples returned Small Point, after being ashore. It is
| Mr. George Nolan of Essex, Mass., is at Saturday from a fishing cruisa in the vicin- posed the cargo of lumber will be placedsupon
Hillside!!cottage with his daughters, Mrs. ity of Isle au llaut-Mrs. Maggie 11. another vessel and forwarded to destinaPatterson and Miss Nolan..Mr. Willis Briggs Marshall and little daughter of New York tion. The vessel will probably be abanarrived by Sunday’s boat to visit her doned.
I has returned to his home in Amesbury, city
mother, Ilezekiah Hardman—Mr. Ray
The four masted
Bangor, Sept. 10.
Mass— Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown, who Bowden came up from Rockland by the schooner
Babcock
Augustus IJ.
was
have been the guests of his brother Fred, boat Sunday to be .at home election day_ launched this forenoon from the Stetson
returned to Boston Monday_Xlr. Perley Mr. Harry Shute arrived Sunday for a yards, Brewer. Besides the large
party on
MoKeen of Woburn, Mass., is the guest of short visit with his parents, Cap;, and Mrs. board, the dip was witnessed by several
bis grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John Mor- Elden Shute—Mr. Peleg Griffin came hundred spectators on the
Bangor and
rill— Mr. E. H. Nickerson lias his undei- from Boston last Sunday to visit his mother, Brewer shores.
The Babcock is a four
Mrs. Deliah Griffin—Mr. and Mrs. Syl- master with a gross tonnage of 1,589 and
pass at Maple Terrace Farm completed
and the road just above P. L. Nickerson’s vester B. Pendleton came home from Thom- 1,299 tons, net,
230 feet over all.
measuring
is again open to travel-Mr. II. G. Appliu astou last Sunday, by boat_A very pleas- she is'designed for
the coastwise and West
of .Somerville, Mass., is a guest at J. W.
ant and impressive christening service was
India trade.
The Babcock will be comNickerson’s—Mrs. Carrie Ford Mason performed Sunday afternoon, by Rev. Ash- manded by Capt. K. G. Hutchinson, formerfrom Massachusetts is spending a few ley A. Smith, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ly of the schooner Estelle.
she. will be
weeks at her old home_Mr. Earl Cun- Truman Lathrop, their little son being managed by Crowell & Tiiurlow, Boston.
ningham will be the guest of his grandpar- named George, for his paternal grandfather.
TUomaston, Sept. 10. The. four masted
Dr. J. F. Ryder, after a week’s tarry at schooner Margaret Thomas, named in honents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham,
until after the Monroe fair_Mr. and his wife’s father’s, Capt. J. F. Hiehboru’s, J1' of the young daughter of
Washington B.
Mrs. Charles Ferguson of Searsport were left Monday for Boston
Miss Lillian A. Thomas of Boston, was launched
today
guests last week of their daughter, Mrs. E. Simmons left Monday to resume her posi- from the yard of Washburn Brothers, the
II. Nickerson, at Maple Terrace Farm_ tion as teacher in the Boston public schools. builders and principal wiiers.
J. W.
Capt.
Mrs. Henry Cunningham and Miss Kate —Another game of base ball was played Balano of St. George, who has been
sailing
Small of Brooks visited friends in town on “the level” Monday afternoon, between for Washburn Brothers 16 years, will
go in
Sunday-We were very glad to see Miss the Stockton nine—“The Never-sweats”— command of the new craft. The schooner
Mary Cunningham at the Grange last Mon- and the Prospect team, which resulted in was built from the Burgess model and is
day night. Owing to a long illness-she has a sweeping victory for our home boys, who the 25th vessel constructed by this firm.
not met with us before for nearly a year. have been winning laurels all around lately. The builders’ dimensions are: Length of
Miss Susie Maddocks and Mrs. Blanche
Monday evening a very pleasant social keel 192 ft. 6 inches; width 40 ft.; depth of
Curtis and son Maurice visited friends in dance was enjoyed in Denslow Hall_Our hold, 19i ft. The estimated gross
tonnage
Belfast last week
Mr. and Mrs. Fred gubernatorial vote Monday resulted in a is 1,400 tons. The masts are of whole sticks
Maddocks of Frankfort are guests of his Democratic majority of seven; but the can- of Oregon pine and the frame of Virginia
brother, Mr. Herbert G. Maddocks_The didate for Representative from onr class oak. She lias three full decks and three
election Monday passed off very quietly, towns, Mr. Simeon B. Merrithew, of our houses.
with a large Republican majority_Mr. village, received the compliment of being
Albert Hamm has moved and repaired his fourteen votes ahead of his ticket, having a
barn, which greatly imuroves the conveni- majority of seven over Pendleton of IslesNasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatence as well as the looas of his
buildings. boro, the Democratic nominee.Hurrah ment by Ely’s Cream Balm, which is agree...Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brow-n are running for Cobb! and may Maine speak out grandably aromatic. It is received through the
dances at Monroe during the fair_Mrs. ly and emphatically for our strenuous, in- nostrils, cleanses and heals the whole surSusan Miller returned from a visit to corruptable and far-seeing President in No- face over which it diffuses itself. A
remedy
friends in Belfast last week_Mrs. Hattie vember-one among the many which will for Nasal Catarrh which is
drying or excitSpratt of Bar Harbor has bought the Lewis declare for “Roosevelt and Fairbanks!” ing to the diseased membrane should not be
for
a
summer residence... .Miss Julia
place
When all is well, ’twere folly then to used. Cream Balm is recoguized as a
speid. Chase, who spent the summer with her change, certainly applies to our present cific. Price 50 cents at
druggists or by mail.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase, return- National campaign— Miss Alida Shute ar- A cold in the head immediately disappears
ed to her school in Everett, Mass., last Fri- rived home Wednesday, from Seal Harbor, when Cream Balm is used, Ely
Brothers, 56
Mt. Desert.
day.
Warren Street, New York.
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leavening strength.
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only the best materials
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Time to Think

Tubular
When one separator is replace
make on the market—whenever,
of separators is opposing that urn

HOG TRADE.

BELFAST

*

iimwiwihi—iiimiin iiiimiiHim

The receipts of hogs at all markets for
the past week have been very light and
prices have advanced, and from the present
outlook prices will be somewhat higher for
hogs next week. We believe this i.- a very
good time to market any hugs that are
ready. Best hog sold 7:| cts. dressed weight.
Fair hog sold at 0J cts. dressed weight.
The Libby Company.

j

<VQ(!

SHIP

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT \Yi

TRADE.,

SHEEP AND LAMB TRADE.

|

■

Poli^

1H'. W'EU.MAN AND MclNTlRE

All kinds of sheep and yearlings are lower ami dull.
Lambs sell from 6 cts. down,
according to size, kind and Reality. It looks
to us as though prices would rule lower for
tile next two or three weeks.

1

and know how to mix

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES. |
lc

Good veal calves are selling little better.
Common veal, drinkers and grassers about
the same as a week ago. Best veal calves
sold at 0i to Of cts. live weight; fair calves
sold at 5 to .A cts. live weight; drinkers and
grassers sold at 3i to 4 cts. live weight;
young calves sold at $1.75 to $2.75 each.

soda and makes finer-flavored food.

we use

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone

Beef cattle are a little stronger west.
This market is about the same as last week
with a slight improvement, exeent on bologna bulls and cows. The best oxen sold
at 4i to 5i cts. live weight; grass cattle sold
at 3j to 4j cts. live weight,

and

Em,

-——ARE MADE BY THE

beef trade.

leavening agent.
Royal Baking Powder is more"con-1
than

£

s*

A little better demand for the best milkers; common to slim milcb cows sold very
slow and at low prices. The fancy milkers
sold at $50 to $55 each; good cows sold at
$35 to $40 each; common cows $18 to $22
each.

baking powder

venient for

a?

MILCH COW TRADE.

and economical food than any

—

l,

Sf
®2,

From
»3*
Maine. 80
New Hampshire... 64
Vermont.108
Massachusetts. 49
New York. 22

States Government show the Royal

to

Ending September 13.

IT’S TlflR TO

THINK:

If tile TUBULAR SEPARATORS
in principle—design—service n
l-ACTORY IN ALL \V A YS
makers be happier? Better see
read the catalog I’d like to give
H. S.

PRICE CURRENT.

COLMAN,

,.

Star<p.

—

Miss M. Eva Griffin returned to Castine
Tuesday, Sept, nth, to resume her studies
at the Eastern State Normal school.

Arthur Howard of Swauville
threshing grain in this vicinity.

of

Brighton, Mass.,

LIBERTY.

LOCALS.

Miss Abbie Carver left by boat
day for her home in Boston.

Report

Correspondence.

County

begun

Mr. and Mrs. 11. T. Scribner attended the
veterans’ association at Freedom.
Carrie Eekstromof Islesborois visiting the family of E. W. Thompson.
Miss

Potatoes are rotting quite badly in this
Some fields are nearly all rotten.

locality.

Miss Florence Merrithew has returned to

Revere, Mass., where she is engaged in
teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kneeland of Boston
are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Kneeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Moody of Frankfort visited his sister, Airs. Edward Bailey,
last Sunday.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
50 to 00 Hay p toil,
10.00a 12.ou
Apples P bu.,
5 Hides p tb,
dried, p tb,
fA
2.25 Lamb p tb,
0
Beans, pea.
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
50a7."i
2.75 Mutton p lb,
Yel’eyes,
ti/iT
l5ctlS Oats p bu., 32 tb,
Butter p tt>,
io
Ga$ Potatoes p bu.,
50
Beef, sides, p tb,
o Bound Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
5i
7.00
60&75 Straw p ton,
Barley p bu.,
Cheese P tb,
13ATurkey p lb,
22@251
20,Tallow p tb,
Cbickeu p tb,
2a4
Calf Skins,per lb. 10ait Veal p tb,
8@9
14a. 15\V'ool, unwashed, 18a20
Duck P lb,

—

.....

—

—

—

—

—

|

—

—

—

Mr. and Airs. Eugene Blanchard and child
of Sandypoint visited Airs. Blanchard’s parents, Air. and Airs. J. M. Nickerson, last
week.
The dance at Slarden’s hall last Friday
night was largely attended, many coming
from Frankfort.
There will be another
dance in the same hall Friday, Sept. 23rd.
To remove the pain and soreness caused
by rheumatism, nothing equals Brown’s
Instant Relief.

M- s- ST1LKS, Brooks, Manager for Waldo
County
loO Nassau St., New York
City,or Trcin.
.Mass., or Kent's Hill, Muir...
REPORT OP

PRESERVING

At

\.\L)

fresh and
a v o

r

dead,
can

get

Bi RRii.t.-Brown. In 1 .ttslield. Mass.. August
is. William K. BurniS and Mrs. Aobie Brown,
both of Eairlieid.
(aru: ia-n-Ea-tm n. In Winterport. Sent ember 7. by Rev. Harry Hill, Wbl Carleton and .Miss
imssie Kastman. Both of Winterport.
Eoster-Tho.mrson. In Montvii.e, September
1. Z'disco Foster and Mrs. Mary A. Tlionipson.
both of Montville.
l’l.niMMi; I’avson
In Montville, September
7, by Rev. T. II. Pentecost. Daniel Pluiinm r of
Mon'tvilie and Miss Annie Pavson of Brooks.
Leith-H a rcn. In So.itli I)eei I Me August 27.
Herbert Leith of Jewel Centre, Kansas, and MisHattie E. Hatch >f South Deer 1-1 *.
I .of i)-( i,ark.
In Belfast, September 11, by
Rev. E. w-. Pliiibrook. Fred M. Lou 1 of Plymouth.
Me., and Eftie M. Clark of Dixmoi t.
a 'hitten-Hiooins. In Clinton, September to,
Irvin s. Whitten and Angie M. Higgins, both of
Clinton.
WouDia rv-E \stmAN. In Clinton, September
7, Ray S. Woodbury of Wateivillt and Lottie M.
Eastman of Clinton.

Bonds, securities, etc..
Banking-house,furnitui

Total
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The
at

Satisfaction

Because it’s the evidence of

a

Specie.
Legal-tender notes...
Redemption fund with

Testimony easily investigated.
strongest endorsement of merit.
The best of proof. Bead it:
Samuel L. Moore, two and a half miles from
The

the business center, says: “I have had attacks of

for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—-and take
substitute.

urer, 5 per

Shore Acres,

Northport,

1

on

Good
Apply

Me.

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS

WANTED~
MIDDLE
AGED WOMAN.
have a good home and wages, to
S. G. STIMPSON’S,
83 Congress Street, Belfast.

CAPABLE,
who

work at
3w3®»

can

a

to

Dw37

F. 5. HOLHES,
Real Estate Agent,
Has farms at all prices, and city property of all kinds and all prices.
5 nice places on Iligli Street,
3 places on Main Street,
**
2
Union Street,
2

3

;

j

|

cent oi

i
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j
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Total.
State

ok

Maine,

I, FRANK K. WKPilN
named bank, do solemn';.
statement is true to the
and belief.
FRANK
Subscribed and sw.-n.
day of September, 11104.
—

XT

;

i

Correct. AtrBYRON BOYD.
CHARLES E. KN«
CLARENCE (». I
('

1

!

|

Street,
Street,
Miller Street,
Bradbury Street,
East Side,
at Upper Bridge,

Whereas, flora T. 1
State of New Yoi k. !>\
the eighteenth i1 t\ oi
corded in tin* W:i
Book J41. Page st.
Savings Bank,eoi j oi
law, and doing 1 >usii»
County of Waldo a i,i
parcel of land -atnan
County of Waldo and s
follows: Beginning at
side of the cmmU ro;id
road one hundred toot t
er!y parallel to the ea-n
owned by;Lucy Sawyer
bay westerly to the east
Sawyer hum; thence inn
line of said Lucy Sawy nginning, including the 11
to low water mark; and w
of said mortgage has i«
fore, by reason of the
thereof, said Searsport
foreclosure f said niortg
Dated this seventh day
SKAKSl’OL I
By FRANK 1. PKN L> I.» i' ’'
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Cedar
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National Bank notes outDue to Trust Companies
Banks.
Individual deposits subi.
Demand certificates oi

Steady Job.1

MR JEJLL1SUN,

1

A

Fay with

Foster, Estabrooks Co, Belfast.

1

Steak, Broiled Chlcken.Clams, Oysters
3m28
Telephone 31-15.

1
j

ONCE,

Power Machines.

•

i

1

L1AUILH

WANTED
Girls

1

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less <
taxes paid.

and all other legal subjects. Contributions for
forty-eight American ami English Judges. Law
adapted to every State in the Union. Just the
thing for business men who wish to dodge lawsuits, and be posted on the law of the land.
Young men who are ambitious to become lawyers
will find it a means of preparing for the bar.
Sent prepaid on receipt of fifty cents in silver
or one cent stamps.
ct37
HYACINTHK RING ROSE,
343 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

AT

j

j

Total.
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THE ELITE,

—

in

sj

...

law school in thirty days.
taught
up-to-date on
Marriage, Divorce, Citizenship, Naturalization, Elections, Trusts. Strikes, Pensions,

Belfast citizen.

sharp, piercing pain m the small of my back and
through my kidneys for a number of years. When
they were in the acute stage some mornings when
I got out of bed my back felt lame and sore foi
two or three hours until I moved about, when it
eased up a little, and if l caught cold the attacks
were much more,aggravated. At all events if not
caused by hard work in my younger days and
heavy lifting, when 1 made an attempt at overexertion was always rewarded with excruciating
twinges across the loins that on some occasions 1
dropped wliat was in my hands. Advertisements
about Doan’s Kidney Pills led me to go to Edmund Wiison's drug store for a box, and I took a
Four boxes brought
course of the treatment.
such undoubted benefit that 1 have not t lie slightest hesitation in endorsing publicly Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 have repeatedly advised their use to
friends and acquaintances whom I heard complaining of backache.”
Price 5<) cents a box.
For sale by ail dealers.
Foster-Wilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents

be

Belfast, in the State ct
busines.-. S.-plcm

tures..

Lawyer

a

N

Peoples

Other real estate owned.
Due from State banks a
Due from approved r.—
Checks and other cas?
Notes of other Nationa
Fractional ]'«tper curr
and cents...
Lawful Mom ij L‘ts>

“THE POCKET LAWYER,”
can

I

<

Any one can learn more law in thirty minutes
by reading that wonderful volume,

than
It is

i

v

U.S. Bonds t<» secure ■:
Premiums on U.s. Bot oBonds, securities, etc
Banking-house, furmt:

LVLn

Belfast.

i
H. s\v
Cl 1!!<-•

Loans and disc amts.
< iverdraf ts, >eeurcd am

Gives relief at once
It cleanses, soothes ami
heals the diseased mem- Si At/ pp|ip
brant*. It cures Catarrh Km*
r b w bit
*
»
and drives away a Cold
in tlu Head quickly. It is absorbed. Heals and
protects the .Membrane, ltestoies the Sense of
Taste ami Smell. Full size ;>oe., at Druggists or
by mail: Trial Size 10c. by mail.
ELY nitOTHKKS. 50 Warren Street. New York.

in

i
I
i

RE.-"'

Ely’s Cream Baim

In Your Pocket.
Skeptic

"

f

REPORT OF !HT
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Put

\
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\V M.
T. \V.
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Buckley. In Bueksport. September li. Catherine. wife of Dennis Buckley, aged i!7 years.
Carver. In Boston. September 6. Andrew L.
Carver, aired
years.
In Portland, August 27, Frederick
Colby.
Augustus Coibv of Deer Isle, aged i>s years. 4
months and 24 nay*.
Collin.-. In Surry, September 2. Anna C.. wife
of Ralph C. Collin-, aged 19 years and n; davs.
Gardner. In Lincolmdle, September li, Kate
Gardner, aged no years. [Camden Herald please
cony.j
Laoros. In Bueksport, Nancy M. LaGros,
wife of Col. s. P. LaGros, aged 6t; years, 7 months
and 4 days.
West
In Belfast. September 11, Hannah J.,
widow of the lute Walter 11. \\ est, aged 4.'» years,
3 months and 6 days.
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Mrs. Ernest R. Grimial, a son.
Gross. In Orlatid, August 2S, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur I. Gross, a son.
Herrick. In Ttximmf, August 1, to Mr. and
Mr- William E. Merrick, twin daughters.
Ricker. In East Weymouth..Ma-s., September
3, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. Ricker, a son.

!

■■

E. A. STROUT,

Barton. Hi Roljoke, Mass., August 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin W. Barton, a son.
Bennett. In Or land, August 24, to Mr. and
Ernest L. Bennett, a son.
j Mrs.
I Bridges. In Sedgwick, August 3, to Mr. ami
Mi s. Sidney Bridges, a son.
! o,n.i.ins. In .surry, September l. to Mr. ami
Mrs. Ralph C. Collins, a daughter.
Grindal. In Sedgwick, July 19, tc Mr. and

—

Mrs. W. L. Alathews of Searsport will begin the fall term of school in this place
next Monday.

3.00

Retail Market.

I

—

—

It you want a quick sale write us for our FKEE d
"e require no payment in advance.
We use our own money to advertise your property.
More than 500 sales in Maine alone since l'JOl to* then from "0 States k
that our methods are right.

BORX.

—

—

4.00|>4.5t

j

•:

quickly.

Beef,corned, p tb, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,
90@l.<)0
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
20 Oat Meal p tb,
4;a5
Corn p bu.,
4a5
7li()nions p tb,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 7M>il Kerosene,gal., 15.a 16
Corn Meal, p bu.,
711Pollock p 'b,
4i<§5
Mi Pork p tb..
10
Cheese, p It,
Colton Seed, P ewt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codtish drv, p tt,,
3
Meal P lb,
5.a8jKye
1.40
10 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries, p qt..
Clover Seed,
G
13al4iSugar p tb,
40
Flour, p bbl., G.50a7.0u!Salt, T. 1., p bu.,
H. G. Seed fc> bu.,
4
1.00 Sweet Potatoes,
10! Wheat Meal.
4a3
Lard, p lb,

—

—

Wood, soft,

Bargains.

Is the title of an illustrated booklet,
just out desci
New England's Money Making Farms. It will'be mai',
A few on easy terms with
stock, tools and crons
iv
*

I4<gl5

Retail Price.

—

—

Wood, hard,
25j
14:

Eggs Pdoz.,

Fowl p lb,
Geese P tb,

—

—

Has vest of Farm

**

Pearl

And stores and shops in the city. Also shore
property and cottage lots at all prices. I have
some that can be bought on the installment plan.
Why pay rent when you can soon own your own
home. Come in and let us talk it over.

One sail boat, centre 1>"
width 11 feet, sails an
order. Also one laune!i.
S Inches wide, 5 feet deep
ready for engine. Addr<"l
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